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Early in 1975,'Lthe On'..ario Ministry of Edneeaion contracteds with Thp

Ontario Institute for StudieS in Education to Undertake a research project to

examine the viability of operating an on-line bibliographic search service for

the educators of this: province. The project was to studi,.!".a.vicing others, -the'

nature and levels of demand in Ontario for such a service;..1*,de'yelop and.

refine methods of placing search orders, order delivery, -.and advertising;

to determine manpower, technical requirements and fiscal viability; and to

assess the effectiveness of an intermediary in interacting with users in a
Y

remote geographic setting in Northern Ontario.

The earliest phases,of the project involved -station of the

search service. Acceskto the data bases maintained by System, Develop-

meat' Corporation and Lockheed, COth in California, was provided by a
. .,

terminnl located in the OISE Library. Copies of-documents cited in computer-'

generated biblibg aphiet were made- available for rerquestors in microfiche
-

or hard copy formats. "E:dp.cational Information Consultants Were trained- to .

help clarify and negotiate requests from users in the North- Bay area of

, . /.

A systetas model is used to argPni7e the multit de of factors that ard-

relevant totbiS study.' The de arch service is analy d in terms of input,

:process, and output varlibles. At each stage, socioica.l, psychological,
and economic characteristics of the users, analyst and ,service are examined.

-,

-The entire framework is considered within an adoption of innovations model.
e , r., ..

.

',
.
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Thid interim report, written five months after EISO was fully opera-.,

tional, "concentrates on the early phases of the project. The relevant litera--,

ture on information ceniires,' interniedia.ries, and change in education is
.reviewed; the Socialeffects of integrating EISO into; OISE are describ

-,
-the training programnae-for the-Educational Inforaation Consultants is-evaln--------\ - ,
ated; the business-sYst-eras d-esi-gnecto account-for-the-financial aspects of .

_ _

the service are outlined and an actual uSerisiexperiencenegotiating.a search,
request is provc- ided: The latter phapters of the report outline in consi! -able
detail the theoretical models used and provide the context for the collection
and analySis ofithe' data Dat collected are briefly described and preliminary
findings presented. Extensiye appendices giire samples of the time-line,
job description, -data collection instruments, business forms, publicity
items, and training programmes- of the project.
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S CHAPTER I

Introduction

It is y now apparent to -both educators and information scientists that
gybe are in the midst -of. a rapidly changing environment with regard to information
delivery requirements and techniques. Generous public and private spending
on education in the recent past resulted in the production of massive amounts
of information in the form of published and especially unpublished literature,
such as reports, research studies, curriculum materials, proceedings, papers,
and other" dourdents. This store-of knowledge, however, remained and con-_
tinues to remain virtually inaccessible to the Many practitioners in the field: s.

Problems of dissemination and utilization have focussed around the lack of
effesdtive and efficient technology to transfer thil information, and around the
lack of individuals sufficiently knowledgeable to act. as "knowledge linkers"
between the research producers and the research users -- the local educators.
Not without cause, public press0 has mounted to curb\the rate of increase

. in' educational spending and to justify the'use of large sums alloc in the past:
_, AIt is in respl6nse to these and other circumst ances and pressures, that

t ,
the Ontario Ministry of Education contra)ated with The Ontario Institute for

I
Studies in Education to undertake.a study that would shed light. on some of the
issues and pribblems of infOrmation dissemination and utilization. Prior to the r---,

...

creation of the Educational Inforneation System for Ontario (EISO), no computer-
based, on-line bibliographic search service-aimed primarily at educators

-

4



existed in this province. Nor did there at that time, nor does there yet, exist
a data base consisting of entirely Canadian educational materials or documents.
Obviously, then, if serious study was to be Undertaken preliminary to the pos--
Bible creation of any such provincial or national system, at least two areas
would have_to be explored and data collected and analyzed before- any further
progress could be made. One of these areas was the technical -requirements
and feasibility of creating an Ontario data base of educational information. To
examine this highly complex aspect of information storage and retrieval, the
Ontario Ministry of Education contracted with the Metropolitan.School Board of
Toronto to undertake a projectt entitled Ontario Educational Research Informa-
tion System (ONTERIS). TO.look.into the questions of dissemination and utili-
zation of information, the Ministry funded EISO. Since there was neither a

"153adian educational data base nor ja search s 'be to study, EISO set up a
fully operational informatIon service offering an interactive on-line bibliograPhic
search -service to the educators of this prOyince by providing access to the
existing ERIC data base. From the very first, then, EISO differed from the
usual research contract in that it was not only-to provide a rigorous research
study firmly grounded in theoretical concepts, but it was alsci to have_ a large
developmental component in the.. implementation-of a search service available
to educators on.a cost - recovery s- basis. Thus not only would such normal aspects-
of et. _

contract research as research design, data collection and analysis have to
be undertaken, but also some other More unusual activities would be demanded
by the unique dimensions of the contract (see Appendix A} .a business system
would have to be established for the fee-based service, a publicity and.adver-
tising campaign would haye to be launched to create awareness of the service
among educators, a training programme would.have to be established to train
Educational Info-rna'ation Consultants whol.were to act as information inter-
mediaries in geographically remote,areas. Professional development activities,
seminars, workshops, and Educational Information Stations added still other. (
aspects to the study. The earlier- phases of the project (see Time Line, )

O



Appendix B), however, revolved around4setting up the search service whose
operation and use was to be studied: In addition to the Principal Investigators,
an experienced staff was hired consisting of -a search analyst. who would negotiate
information requests and operate the computer terminal, a research officer,
and a library assistant: The search service-waS located-in the OISE-Library
adjacent to the ERIC microfiche-collection and 44-r; indexes.

The service provided by the Educationa: Information System for Ontario
project assists educatorS in locating and duplicatiiiii, materials contained in the
,collection of the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). Comprised
of 1.6 subject-specialized cfearinghouSes, ERIC is an information gathering and
disserlinating network operating under the auspices of the U. S. National Insti-

,
tut = ucation. Zhe clearinghouses collect, index; and abstract research
reports, conference papers, curriculum materials, including many from-

,
Canadian sources, and announce them Monthly in Resources in Education (RIE).
They also index:more than 700 jqurnals, including 25 from Canada, for Current
Index to Journals in Education (CITE). In all, the ERIC data base includes over
200, 000,references, to which almost 2, 500 new references are added each Month.

:.--:_

The EISO service provides inter-_- :dye, on -line- computer access to the ERIC
data base via -a terminal located in the OISE Library.

.. , .. .

To use the search ser7-ice, the educator submits hil-infcsfmation request
to the search analyst, a specially trained reference librariali7 who rewords
the ciftent to conf--:- to a list of subject headings designed for computer
sea- lining of the ERIC data base. The sedi-ch analyst queries the data'stored
-a computer operated by System Development Corporation in Santa Monica,
California hen combinatiens of subject headings are entered, the number of

.relevant citationsations and sample citations are printed on-line. If the citations are
. '.appropriate, a bibliography containing the complete set of references and s...n'

abstracts is printed off-line in Santa Monica and retailed directly to the requestor.
Should the requestor wish to obtain copies of the original documents

cited_inAte bibliography he may order documents available-on-a microfiche and



.>

tx.

Raper copies of journal articles from EISO. Paper copies of fiche are available
from ERIC Docuiraent Reproduction Service. Complete osier information is
sent to users after thei; search has been completed.

This service is seen as-being especially helpful to those preparing
reports, papers, spee-ches, proposals; to those seeking alternative solutions-
to problems; and trx those working under pressure of deadlines.-

O

a
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Information. Centre's, terraediaries, and Change

. >
yrr

in Educa:tioti: Alt; e' 7vieir. of the' Litefature -s
..

. - - ..-.i..7.. t . i 4 ;`
,,,...41 .. . - r -,# f

. -, . .

The numerous and diverse specifications of the Ontario Ministry of.
.

Education contract entitled 7Educati.-onalInformation System. for Ontario" are

grounded InsevOral separate research traditions that fall within the social's
, .

science di` sciplines of information science and education. The_ setting up of

an automated bibliographical:search service to provide on-line access to ERIC

materials to the provincets educators through a terminal housed in the ,OISE

Library can be seen as a modern extension of the information services special
libraries have provided for decades. The study' of, the use e-of the service and

its effectiveness stem from the tradition of user studies and information system

, evaluation that have been the major concerns of information scientists in recent

-years. The role of the intermediary in interpreting and transmitting informa-
tion has evolved from tlie.concept of the agricultural extension agent prevalent

in the,U.S. -at the turri_Of the century, while the introduction of this essentially- .

. new service and mode of obtaining information must be seen in the context of

the research carried*out on the planning of change and the adoption and diffusion

:of innovative practices in education. This brief introduction cannot hope to

examine each of these traditions in detail. A number of ,extensive bibliographies,.
howeer, have been., compiled and provide valuable guides, to the literature.

AMong the most helpful 'is the 4000 item compilation, :Knowledge Utilization



aid Dissethination (Havelock, 191/), which views the flow d knowledge as a
process involving a sender who conimunicates knowledge o r a period of time
-to satisfy the needs of a receiver in a-ppecific geographic location thiough-a
variety of mechanisnip or strategies such as informal contacts; conferences,
anc:rpublica.tions. The effect of these -effoits feeds back into the cycle to modify

L

and improve it. It is t6 grasp each of he se cqm.ponentg as.sejoaraie
variables each of which may be investigated in_depth its own right or in corn-

s.
bination with. the other variables -d to a variety of subject areas such
as 'education, agriculture; law, technology,, social welfare, etc. The Havelock
bibliography covers not only thqse areas from .1967 to 1972, but also treats
the support-systeMs' needed for knowledge floW: institutions. that fund, traiiz
recruit, control, protect, or plan dissemination and utilization of
The more technical aspects of information retrieval systems are treated in the
somewhat dated but still valuable bibliography. valuati.on.'of Information

'Systems : A Selected Bibliography with Information Abstracts (Henderson, '196,7). _

Although many changes have occurred in the field since this publication was
issued, its entries represent the discussion of the growth problems'of informa-
tion systems that are now of concern to Canadian specialists. The latest
trends in this field may be followed through the Annual Review of-Information
Science and Technology (Cuadra, annual), whiCh from 1966to the present has
presented chapters devoted to state-of-the-art surveyst-of major issues. The
topic of change in education has received much attention. A concise biblio-
graphic essay that presents the major scholarly positions-for school administra-

.

tors is entitled Observations and Analysis of the Literature on bhaftge, (Maguire,
1970) - A more comprehensive listing is available in An Annotatedlal.iography
on Administering for Change., (Maguire et al. , I971): -This nay be supplemented
by Volume II otthe Oregon Studies (Schalock, 1972) which presents a 642 page
compendiuia bf4the scholarly literature that describes research, deVelopment,

.
diffusion, and evaluation activities. The literature of the adoption and diffusion

-of innovations is' comprehensively covered by Communication of Innovations
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(Rogers and Shoemaker, -1971), which sypth.esizes and analyzes over 1500
relevant' l- studies

- :

The annotated biblcOrgraphy at the end of this report reflects the major
theor.046a1 piactikal concerns of the Ontario Ministry of Education contract..
Part treats thCfse %4o-i-k's on chinge and innovation that will shed light on.the--

`

aspects of an educt-0.

education literature
contributors to e field with a few examples of practical implementations.

-/} -

oral info-rmation system which derive mainly from the
#EmphaSis has been-placed on the major theoretical

/.`

."
ruse iPart B descr 4. es the -use of ERIC by -schools in the U.S. Often this use has

r -

f

had to be i ferred since] no service run exclusively by or for school boards
could be f und. Indeed, identifidation of literature sho:Wing use of ERIC as a.

_specific base by schools-is made difficult because '/ERIC/T6a,s an identify-
ing or d scriptive term was,not used consistently in Research in- Education
until 1 72. However, examples of serviCes-provided'by intermediate units,
such as state and local education agencies, have been included to shed .,light
on level of requests, pricing structures, 6,L'Affing; and adrainistratiol of similar

it .services where possible. Part C draws upon the literature of librarianship
k

and information science to illustrate those is and concerns that should be
considered in setting up an information service. The material is generally
current, conflicting, and of limited applicability. This is not surprising iii a-
field/whichhich is still new and seeking common-Standards and a shared philosophy.

The first pait of this annotated biblicigraphy deals with,chan.gersand
novat ion in education, and it is -to this topic that we. now, turn. Itwoul seem
reasonable to suppose that a general overview of the innovative process would
be useful to those interested in deli'berately,ep.couraging the'u.se of a new infotpa.--
tion system. Although studies on the introduction of innovations' can,be traced .',,..` .-.

.-7

back a long way in other fields (Rogers, 1962'; chin and Benne, 1969; Rogers/ -
,_

and Shoemaker, 1971),- it was not until the 1930/s that Paul R. Mor:6 at Teachers ..
.-

.

College, Columbia Unixersity, bee_ ..16e first major schorar-to_-study the
--,-,-. ,

,7adoption and diffusion of innovations in education,. During the next 20 years,
.-..
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he and his graduate students had a virtual monopoly on -the fie produOng,
A

over 200 studies. They used the school system as the unit of analysis and
L . '

obtained their data usually thrOugh mailed questiorm2i-rds to school piiircipals
or superintendents:NThey found that the amount spent per pupil was,the most

_ -

accurate`siagle indicator of a sdhoolTsinnovatiVeness (Mort and Cornell, 1'938).
They found; toO,-,titat the diffusion of edUcationaf innovations through the school
was a ver y slow procedure: that 3-4% of schohl system- s had accepted a new
Practice at the end of a 15 year period and that it. may take as long as 50 yearsr
from the time a new practice, such as kindergartens, is introduced until it is
widely used in the schools. This rate of adoption is represented by an S-
shaped curvy. (Mort, 1953) . -. The launching of Sputnik with its -concommitant
emphasis on the importance of scientific: and technibal-education combined
with the American respect for change as a positive- value. worked to speed up
this slow rate of adoption so that by 1965 Carlsonirias reporting only a fiv.,e

. year time lag for the adoption of modern math in the .schools (Carlson, 1967).
it is important for rek-earc;lers to be aware of tilisalow pace if they are not,t
to abandon their efforts at innovation -diffusion prematurelY before they have
had a chance to catch hold.

The characteristics of adopters have also ben analyzed. It is pos-
.

Bible to categorize adopters on the basis of their degree of innovativeness.
Those who are among the first 2.5% to adopt an innovation have been termed
"innovatots". They are followed by "early adopters" who represent the next
13.5%, "early majority", - are the next 34%, "late majority", also 34%, and
finally the last 16% or "laggards" (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). The per-
sortalities of innovators have been examined by a number of recent studies.
The superintendents who adopted thoder'n ifaath-ea.rliest-were seen to be .more
heavily involved in social networks and were higher in the status structure
than late-adopting superintendents. They tended to be younger and more
mobile and to have higher professional ratings (Carlson, 1967; Rogers, 1965). :
Early adopters read snore, travel more, have higher incomes, are better

4.
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educated than late adopters of innovations (Katz, 1-969). Further, the_"irnao-
hvator".. tendslo'be ventureome', ra§h, 'daring, and'a risk taker. He is a

- -
. cosmopolite rather than1 a localite. The "_early adopter", by comparison; is- :

. .. . ..
a better integratedAmember than. the innovator -of his social system: he is an . _-.,. . , .

..o. ,opinion-leader- looked. to for advibe by his (Rogers and Shoemaker,
.. ,
-... 197).). The person.al-Aaracteristics of school adrrtirlistrators-at vatiou§_levels

are important because they have been shown to play a significant rele in the
implementation of educational innovations (Leas, 1962; Hinman; 1966; Lawrence,
1967; Henderson, 1968). School. systems, too, have characteristics that
contribute toward an innovative disposition. The most innovative schools-have
been shown to have open climates, higher expenditure per student, and younger,
more numerous, and less' experienced staff (Halpin, 1966; Marcum, 1968;

rNational Seminar on Diffusion, 4973) .
The characteristics of the innovation itself have been found to effect

-..e

the success Of its adoption and diffy..sion. Further, it is the----aftributesofthe
innovation as hey are perceived bytili-e potential user and not the researcher
that are 'import nt. The major studies in this 'area have been . summarized to
show. that the attributes of an innovation that are positively related to its adop-
tion are the degree to which it is better than the practice it replaces;, it§
compatibility with existing values, experiences, and needs of the potential

.adopters; the degree to which results can. be observed by others; the degree to
which it can be tried on a limited cale (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Com-
plexity of an innovation is negative related to its rate of adoption. Reliability

.\ was seen to be an attribute that superseded cost in importance in some cases
(Fliegel and Kivlin, 1966).

BO regardless of the attributes of the innovation, or of the potential
adopter, or of the adopting system, the indispensable ingredient necessary-to .

;ensure successful adoption and diffusion of an educational innovation is the
presence of an intermediary. Whether-he or she is referred to as a. change
agent' (Roger and Shoemaker, 1971) or a linkage agent (Havelock, 1973b) or
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./

a:knowledge linker (Farr, `1969) or a field agent (Sieber. et al,, .-1972), or an
-edudatioaal information= consultant (Educational Information Consultant, 1971),

. . .his role' has been taut locial practitioners in touch with the latest findings of
..; . _

researchers and to fibilitate the implethentation of theory into practice. As
'has been pointed out, thefieliragent in. education is significantly -cljfferent-ft-Om.
hiss agricultural predecespor he must deal:with organizations and .with taenlbers,
of organizations, not autonomous clieniS; he must usually deals `th clients
who are not econornimtny otivated; and the results of his effort are not
as clearly visible or as easily assessed (Sieber et al., 1972).

His exact role in education is a varied' and complex one. One expert
suggests that he can bring about change in at least four different 'Ways :.`; 4:13r
being a catalyst' whotpressures the client system to 'change, by offering solu.-

.

tionsto felt problems, byshowing the client how to bring about change as a
"proceSs helper", and by putting tiCe -client in touch with resources of various
kinds to meet. his needs (Havelock, 1973). None of these roles is mutually
exclusive: involVe building a relationship -of trust and confidence with the

.
client. Thet Tie is the more difficult-I:Waituse is vague (Sieber et al.,
1972), :and the expectations of clients are many and conflicting (Bo s, 1960.
But even so there i ample evidence to.show that the efforts of change agents
significantly affect the rate of adoption of an innovation. The agent is most
,likely to be successful if he works through opinion leaders in the client 'system,
if he. has a high degree of credibility and empathy, and if his programmes are
compatible with his clients' needs (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).

The importance of the agent's role in the dissemination of educational
information has achieved a re4wed emiShasis.in the past five years as the need
to relay the results, of R & D efforts- to the field was recognized. Agents who
are in the unique position of being able to nut those who need to know in touch
With those who can inform them are seen as central to the flow of information
(Farr, 1969) . Recent case studies haVe helped to shape the position (Lindsay,
1973; Robinson, 1973; Havelock and Havelock, 1974) and have shown the



:severely decreased usefulness- of an information service which lacks such ?.,.

personneAl (Cutter, 1974) .- .
i

. Some Of the difficulties these intermediary agenteare likely to face
have alreadylien alluded to: the ,requisite interpersonal relationships require 1

- ,:the utmost delidacy.liunian. nature being what 1.e-is, _People are ndt naturally
given to -change their ways uaess strongly mativated. Schools, in phrticular,
generally have little incentive to, innovate. The reasons for resistance to change

N.

have been attributed to obstacles in the individual such as ford of habit, self-
.

distrutt, insecurity. (Watson;--1:969);.tea,± oi being unpbpular with peeis (Pierce,
1963), and Ia of .knowledge about new ractices (Carlson, 1965). The school
system is conservative by nature, non-competitive, usually lacking change
agents, usually offering no rewards -for innov.-ativeness. Its silentlariorities
tend to be conformity to norms, respect of vested interests, and rejection of
"outsiders'' (Pierce, 1963; Carson, 1965;_ Watson, 1969).

The dissemination of educational information is dependent, of7course,
upon access to 5knowledge base of educational research. And it is upqnthe
efficient operation of an information service that the intermediary and his
clients 'twist rely for their information. But:if the role Of the intermediary

=.

is fraught with uncertainty, the role of the. Educational Information Gentre is.,
,

equally confused. A recent ieport lists over 125 agencies engaged in computerized
bibliographic searching of the ERIC data base (Embry, 1974). These agencies
include Research and Development Centres, Regional Educational Laboratories,
Instructional Materials Centres, Regional Offices oViEteU,,it.S. Office of Educa-
tion,- private corporations, professional organizations, and university libraries.
The services, offered and theet clients served are presumably even more- diverse

z!"certainly more -numerous than the sponsoring agencies. For the purposes.
of this report, we h a v e restricted examples t o t hose state educational agencies
that provide computerized search, retrieval, and dissemination of ERIC
materials to educators. Even so, :we find little uniformity in the services
offered: some centres provide copies. of fiche free, some provide previously

19



prepared information packages, some supply readera..
_ A

varies from 150 in Florida-to over 1000 a month by. tie
The'level of requests
regionaLservices of

the Northern Colorado Edg' catioral Board of COOperlative Services (Cutter, 1974)
a ome,centres,rely on:subscriptIons-for revenue, others charge per individual

request. Funding-of these centres usually is a corabination'of federal, state,
and local pFticipation supplemented to different 4:1grees by revenue from users.

The existing literature on'iuformVion dissemination reflffcts the newness
offthe field. Obviously, for a special library or a.library within an abademic
institution to rdake available information re\- ved from bibliographic data,
bases initolves a number of key decisions and i sues. ACcuate information
on these decisions and issues would be helpful. But when we turn to the
literature, we are reinforced in. the view that thi fieltiNis still in its infancy.
(The- costs of providing an automateesearch service are necessarily very

closely lined to the type of organization, the. mode" of retrieval, the type and
size of staff, and'otger local conditions. The .models that have bepn deveiotied
may invblve complex mathematical formulae (Cooper, 1972) or less soteric

.means (Elman, 1975), but all require adaptation to local c ditions. st of
the 'cost models to ;fate hale refer'redto the cost of developing the data a.se
itself (Lanca.ster.and Climenson, 1968) and not to the provision of igf rrciation
from commercially accessible tapes.

It is not surprising that costs have not been clearly calculated when the-
whole-isOue of the library's role in providing such ormation is itself still
unresolved. Although it was thought in the early ys that libraries would be
required.to acquire and maringe magnetic tapes and that librarians would there-
fore need to know something of computer applications, it isobecorning accepted
now that sub.scribing to available search services pro.-4s an -economic .and
practical alternative.rAs late as 1973, arguments were being made that the

-.1, -,'library should act as an information broker iiroviding access to patrons of,--
..

centrally maintained, commercially available data b
reference function (DeGennaro, 1973). The actual lementation of such a

as part of a normal
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. . - , 0
,_service is stilltare enough to warrant an artielp In a recent issue 'of` College

. , --

and Research Libraries (Hock, 1975) : The textboOk si:/onsorred by the American
i ,..:-Library Association for the purpose of training librarians inscompliter-based. .s.

refertne:e Services. (Matliies & Watson, 1973) is a-clear indication of the
course the piofessiion is-being tirged th take in the futhre._ In fact, because
the,formulation of search strategies requires delicate but persistent question-

?
ing of the.pati-on, the new,empha.sis on question negotiation: so vital to an auto-
mateckrystem rromises to sharpen thee reference skills that have all too

6often become dormant!
.

D Nbt only has the integi.ation of data bases into he library -- especially\
-

reference services -- been pr,lematic, but also it has brought with it another
. _ (

issue that goes to the philosophi6 \co
\
re of traditional librarianship: charging,..

\ (
.for services. Because costs (no matter how calculated) a.re---.4.ncurred in provid-

ing e new services, and because\library budgets are not likely to increase,\the tiS.,- r will have to be chaNged tdr.,adcess-10 computerized bibliographic infor-
\ \

mation (Penner, _.;1970; DeGennaro, IT;. Lawton and Auster, 1974). This
foray into the area of commerce has focussed' attention en the lack among

\ \librarians of promotional and marketing skills.that will 'be necessary to operate
\ \successfully self-supporting information services (Kuehl, 1972; Stern et

al., 1973). \'Not only will familiarity with consumer behaviour research,
1 .

channels of-distribution, and markets segmentation analysis prove valuable,
\

but also a more accurate means of predicting iuti.u.e demand for services
,

should have bit" plications for` administrators regaiding personnel, softivate,
. and hardware requirements (Ware, 1973; Lawton and Lawton, 1975).

In iv of the- unsetWa- state of the art, it 'comes as no surprise to
. learn that evaluation of information centres is also uncertain. The most ,.':'-

detailed.evaluation studies have tended to concentrate on the data base itself:'
rather than on the delivery and use of the-information it contains. Numerous
studies have- refined the accuracy of precision recall ratios (Lancaster &'
Climenson, 1968; 'CleveEdon, 1974) The evaluation of the ERIC system



(FrA,- 1'972). and the earlier MEDLARS study (Lancaster, 1969) provide com-
prehensive examples whiclthe practitioner may pare.do;i4kR, to meet some of
his needs. The recent ERIC report entitled "The Evaltration'str,EducatiOnal\-Information Centres" 'summarizes some of the problems inherent in attempting

.
to` evaluate an EIC and concludes with the following reconcortgndation-s:

...I..' Efforts must be made to bring about some consistency to the
terminology associated` with educational information, centres,

their roles, and their- evaluation needs: , This task should be
carried out in full cogn' izance of Singilar'efforts -emerging frota
the broader field 'of inform:ation science. The recent estaplish:--,
ment of Information,SerVices to Education:.Special Interest '
Group within the American Association. of Information_ S.Cien:ce
should assist this grow..

.2. The notion of educationalinformation services versus the'
,

utilization of education information in the qducational &mike:A:b.
process must be more fully researched.
3. More systematic efforts must be made to evaluate training

resources in the light of spedific operational aspects of the
educational information cientre.- Most important are thd
related to query negotiation, search techniques, -releVance
judgements (recall and precision) 'and extension agent for other
uti1 l7ation support. 8'

4. While more rigorous .evaluation strategies are needed for
impact evaluation of information centres, replication of

existing studies are needed to ascertain their applicability to
a wide variety of centres.
5. Existing centres niust apply more rigorous programme

- budgeting and cost analysis techniques in 'order to provide
a management data base from which cost-benefit character-
istics can be determined (Brickley & Trohoski, 1974, p.13)

From this review of the literature one may draw then several
conclusions. It is clear that the development and supply of an educational
information system for Ontario is an interdisciplinary effort involving the
research traditions of at least two major social science disciplines : educa-
tion and information science. The literatures of these two fields remain

--
distince and separate: one tizrns to the educatiOn literature for insights on.



change and innovai:io
on information centre

-.-

and to the
and user

_ _ -
information Science literature for background
e -aluations of services. This separation

means that until very recently both discdislines were
each with its Own. experts, who rarely, coll

eveloping .independently,,
rated. While the infor-

mation scientists- wereinvcsIved in solving the problems of creating bibliograPhic,------_
.. -,

_.

data bases that were machine-readable, the educaVsonigts were concerned with z'

the adoption and ctiffusion:_of _new practices,-,-..., Interestingly enough, the ERIC
.

data bise px)tvide,s.the best common source to both fields. It is only in the
- _

1970vs that there has developed a trend within diffusion research to concentrate
on knowledge' dissemination and utilization. -

The newness of the field as well as its interdisdiplinary nature means
that there are few researchers or practitioners with experience or expertise
In both fields. .Ilavelock and Sieber are perhaps the most closely related to
many of the concerns of thiS study. Even their usefulness is -Iiinited, however.
They still see the intermediary in terms of a change agent --the role of an..

A

information agent or cOnsultant who does not become directly 'involved in the-
.

change process hPs yet to be spelled. out.
1

The unique,aalities of the Canadian education system further limit the-
.

direct applicability of some of the U.S. experiences. A shared funding-scheme,
for exaraple;.-involving federal, provincial, and local authorities such as was
used to finance the Pilot State Dissemination Project (Sieber, 1973) is not
applicable to Ontario.. lfeedless to say, there are no Canadian studies in th
area.

The project could not dIaw -upon a coherent theoretical framework.
They have hid to train personnel and- create- the educational information centre,
define its services, and establish =its costs so as to.assess its fiscal viability.
These develop-mental aspects merged with a research study inyectigating users
and uses of educational information in target areas that are geographically
remote from where the project centre is located. These problems' indicated

one thing with certainty: the project would continue to encounter new pioblems



as its work proceeded. But .een in. the broad context
ments, this Ontario project js also in the -forefront of
research in educatiOn and information.

7,

%.%

.
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of educational develop-
riecessary` and significant
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CHAPTER III

EIS-6 and OLSE : The Social Effects
of Creating a New Setting

e
17

;

The implementation of a major change in an existing organization is
fraught with numerous pitfalls. The literature-of education abounds with well-
intentioned innovations that failed (Gross et al., 1971; .Smith & Keith, 1971;
Wacaster, 1975). The reasons for failure are numerous and varied: they
have been attributed among others to the innovator, the innovation itself, and
the adopting organization. Oddly-enough, however, little of this accumulated

-_ wisdom is apparent in the literature of librarianship or information science,
the subject area of special relevance to the Educational Information System
for Ontario. Rather, articles in library journals urging the adoption of com-
puterized access to information, though valuable to tlaa he practitioner, limit
their concern to which data bases to choose and reasons for the choice
(Williams, 1975): Rarely are the human problems of implementing such a
major change broached. It is the purpose of this chapter of our report to
explore the social, psychologibal, and organizational implications of imple-
menting a computer-based, fee-charging reference service into an existing
library setting. In keeping with our view of EISO as an innovation, the ap-

.

propriate research will be examined for insights that may be gleaned when
introducing such a change into an existing -setting.

LB.

5
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Miles defines an innovation as a "del berate, novel, specific cl
which is thought to be more efficacious in accomplishing the goals,
(1964; p..14). Gross, Giacquinia, and Derngtein (1961, p. 16) define a
zational innovation as "any proposed idea, or set of ideas, about howl
izational behaviour of the members shoUld be changed in order to resat
problems of the 6-rganiation to improve its performances". Rogers a
,Shoemaker' (1971, p.19) subsCribe to the following:-

'TAn innovaticin, is an idea, practice, Or object perceived
as new by an individuar._ It matters little, s far as human
behaviour is concerned, whether or not an idea is ?objec-
tively' new as measured by the lapse of time since its first
use or discovery. It is. the perceived or subjective newness
of the idea-for the individual.that determines his reaction-to-.it. If the idea seems new to the individual, it iS-an_innovation.

The definition put forth by Zaltman. et al. (1973, p.1.0) -that, drab
and modifies this laSt usage considers an innovation "any idea, practic
material artifact perceived to be new.by the relevant of 'adoption"-
adopting unit- may be an individual; an organization, or a sub--section v
an orgaTtizatickn. For purpoes of this chapter the---innovatiori will be tb
project.. iii all its aspects,- the adopting unit will be a subsection of the 3
specifically Reference and Information Services.

There can be little doubt that the_ service is a genuine irtnovatio:
matter which definition is used as authoritative_ Everything about the,
service represented a radical departure fon]. the Libra/44s normal rat
operation. Not only was the idea of such a service new, but als-b the ix
First, of course, was the introduction of computer-based technology fc
supplying bibliographies that had previously been complied manually_
only could the computer search through: vast quantities of material, bul
could do so more quickly, in greater depth, and more efficiently than

__

Xit also never got bored or developed eye strain).
Next came the fact that the service was to be paid for by the cll.

The librarians had compiled bibliogitaphies on specialized subjects for



province's edgcators since the ineeption of. the Institute, but a charge had
never been levied for this service.. Now came the concept of "cost-recovery:
an attempt to establish a bibliographic .search service on a break-even basis.

Third, . this was the firgt time the Library had participated in contract
. -

work. There was uncertainty as to what effect this would have on the rest of
the staff and the organization iiself. -

Four th, because the Library was inexperienced in Contract work,
and this particular- govefnment contract happened to be one of the largest in

_

the-Institute, Institute administrators decided that its personnel. and budget
should be handled by the Department of Educational Administration, which
was accustomed to handling large projects. For the, first time, an academic
unit would be responsible for staff assigned to the Librry, and new forms of
communication and cooperation would be required.

The first of these new forms concerned the direct responsibility for
theaproject itself, which was to -be administered by an academic department,
but headed jointly by an. academic. and a librarian. ITever bef8re had such a
joint venture been undertaken.

Finally, the project necessitated that new equipment be purchased,
new facilities built, new staff hired, and new business procedures established.
Publicity efforts, normally regarded with suspicion by libraries, were an-
essential part of the project, And skills, such as research designand data
analysis, normally not included in the librarian's DEpertoire, 'became of vital

importan.ce....
In short, such mhjor philosophical, technical, organizatioEtal changle\;-4

were instituted that the ELSQ-project was certain to precipitate major changes
--

.in the.existing operation of the Library.
Rogers and ShOenaaker (1971, p. 330 -35) classify the consequenc&s

__or changes that occur within a social system as a result of the adoption-or
rejection of an innovation in three main groups: functional or dysfurtctional,
direct or indirect, and manifest or latent consequences. The first -type



indicates whether the effects of the innovation were desirable or not, the
second type distinguishes between those changes in the social system that occ ur
in response to the innovation and those that result from other or additional
causes, -and the last type makes clear which changes are recognized and
iniended by the innovators and which are not. Their main point; however, is
not to produce an exhaustive listing;: it is, rather; to emphasize that conse-
quences are not one-dimensional, but can be expressed in numerous ways, and
that innovators must be aware of the dynamic and complex impact of intro- c

-clueing an-innovation into a social system.
The immediate result of the introduction of the EISO service on the

staff of Reference and Information was a reduction-in the workload. Compila-
tion of bibliographies, a major kinction of the librarians prior to the intro-
duction of EISO, was reduced by 60% in the first three months. This re-,
ductionin workload created a substantial amount of "found", time, which

_ .
was used to-re-examine the purpose and functions of the R & I service. As
a result of this review new responsibilities were defined assumed, new
.roles developed, and a functional reorganization of the unit was undprtaken.
Each librarian undertook major responsibility for a new function: one acted
as liaison to field development staff, the second chose to develop orientation.
activities, and the third acquired the responsibility for the unit's book pur-
cliases. All of these functions had previously been part of the job of the head'
of the reference section: what had started out as a reduction in workload
became. a major change in role relationships.

One of the most significant though indirect effectS of, the introduction
of the new service was Ehat Zaltman .et al. refer to as the "gateway capacity"
of the new innovation (1973, p. 45) (

In addition to the intrinsic value derived from the adoption of an
innovation, an additional value can accrue to the extent that the
adoption of an innovation can open avenues to the adoption of
other innovations. It could well be that the increased opportunity
for the- adoption of other innovations is the intrinsic value of the
initial facilitating innovation. I

r-
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This certainly turned out to be so in the present case. For example, when it
became clear that neither teachers nor gradtiate students balked at paying the
$30 charge for the computer bibliography, the librarians began wondering
whether they could de7lop other services to raise revenue, and within a few
weeks, they had arranged-toprovide specialized bibliographic research for a
professor on a fee-paying basis. The example provided by. EISO regarding
'contracts undertaken by library staff led shortly afterwards to another con-

r

ka.Actual agreement whereby the Lib;ar3 would proVide faCilities and services
for 9TEC- students. -The- philosophical,- -psychological, __and a firnirsi strative_.
barriers that had prevented the Library from being paid for services rendered
had effectiVely been broken. Although the innovators of the project had privately--

d

hoped for this result, it had not been openly discussed or-encouraged by them.
_It could, in fact, te regarded as an. i ndirect as well as latent effect.--

In addition to stimulating an expansion of services and other major ,
re-Orientations of existing library activities, the new service, produced some
minor but interesting demands for change. Since the EISO service reproduced
microfiche for sale to users of the search service, and sinceit was obvious
that the duplicating equipment was availe on the premises, the Field

,'Centres andisther regular users began to request -that the Library expand its
duplialting serviced to include microfiche (as yet no action on this request
has been initiated). In addition, the EISO service increased the use of photo-

..

copying machines by 'clients as well as EIS() staff, in the process increasing
-aldo- the rranaber of journals and microfiche that required reshelving-

Inevitably the changes brought about by the .service results in several
forms of resistance. Watson, in a. frequently anthologized article (1973) is

thorough in outlim-Tig reasons why individuals and social systems might be
expected to resist change He points to aspects' of human personality that
naturally prefer stability and familiarity =

(homeostasiS and primacy, in his
terms). 'Habit is a difficult thing to overcome and established ways of doing
things (what Sarason, 1971; calls, "regularities") .tend to take on a Sanctity.
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/f the individuals affected by the changes are themselves insecure and dis-
t, 1,trustful, they are more- likely to feel threatened by innovative methods. 'the

introduction of a new ,technology to perform a function previously done with
pride and skill is likely to create immediate concerns about the security of
Oneis job-. The-,fear of being replaced by a machine, though less obvious:7_
among professional than clerical Or assembly-line workers, is real and
must, be recognized _and- dealt with.

A .
-

The attention and diversion of resources- to the new service may also
-arouse envious-feelings- while the-hiring-of new-staff-with-different; "more-
modern" skills may create fears among regular staff members. that their own
expertise is becoming obsolete. Their purposes and functions come into
question and a re-alignment of roles becomes mandatory. All these responses
were to be seen in the reference library as the EISO service was introduced
and began to operate.

If Schein (1974) is right about the socialization of professionals into
their jobs, we might expect that individuals who have been their positions
longest, who have been away from the influence of their graduate trsining
longest, will most likely offer the strongest resistance to innovative changes.-
Other theorists have also pointed out that innovators in education (and there
is little reason to think that librarians are significantly different) tend to be
younger, more involved in social networks; read more, travel more, have a
higher income and social status, and be more "ca.reer-bound" than "place-
bound" than their colleagues (Carlson, 1965; Katz, 1969; House, 1976).

IAs these writers suggest, many of the reasons for-resistance to change may
be private and personal, arising froin the distinctive natures of the people
involved. Resistance may vary in type and intensity during different stages
of the innovation's life .cycle and among different staff members-.

All this is not to,suggest that overt and dramatic resistance is inevit-
able or that efforts to avoid it will prove" useles-S. On th(contrary; bY anticipat-
ing opposition-in a realistic way, the innovator can go a long way toward disarring-
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it. Watson (1973) suggests that resistance will be less if thoe participating
in the change feei that it is their owja; - &the change reAuces rather than in-
creases theiresent burdens; if it is in keeping with their values; if it
does notthreaten their security; if it offers them. opportunity for growth.'
He emphasizes the needfor group consensus before adopting an innovation,
for feedback mechaniAms, acceptance, trust a.nd confidence among group
members. Equally important is the need for *holehearted administrative

,support.
4`.$4,-In-the-case under-consideration., serious opposition was kept at a

minimum, though of necessity the process of gaining the goVerniaent contract
w"as not /a. one. The facilitating strategies recognized the im---
portance of full and open communication and feedback mechanisms, the'value
of incentives.to promote acceptance more readily, and the necessity °Loon-

_

gruity both socially and professionally between new and existing staff members.
To keep the information flow steady and/ accurate at the upper - Tninistrative
levels, an advisory committee was established with representatives from the'
academic department, the library, 'and the project. This committee ensured
that issues pertaining to all three areas could be dealt with in a consistent and
cooperative Manner. On a day-to-day basis, one staff librarian was asked to
work with the project staff in the library to resolve problems of practical
detail. In addition, demonstrations' and seminars 'explaining the new service
were held, and project reports of a non-confidential nature were circulated
for information: to all' libraiy staff members .'- The most effective means ofN_
keeping in touch, however, tended to be _social: an ice cream party early in
the process provided an opportunity for' the two-staffs to mingle with one
another. It was followed _by informal gatherings to cel#-3rate .Christmas and_
other festive- events durink the year. The addition of a coffee pot to an empty
office did much to integrate the project and library staffs and to eliminate
social as well as organizational barriers.

.
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Realizing that there are usually few tangible incentives, for staff
members to engage in innovations (House, 1976), the project team devised

%a number of ''rewards" that proved to be attractive and persuasive. The
library Staff was given the equivalent of $100 free time per month to access

it the computerized data'bases for purposes' related to their own work interests.
There was also the ospect that the computer termin' al,microfiche duplicat-
ing equipment, and microfiche reader as-well as a fully eqgipped office
built and furnished from Yield Development funds would become .Library Property

the_corapletion_of the_contracted_reseaxch-____Taastly,:fundsLto_enable_the_hiringz
of two temporary staff members were a/lower:In° revert to the Library. -

To minimize the gap between new and exist:tag staff, the 'decision. was
taken to hire a fully- qp-blified librarian rather than a researdi-Offiber.,or
computer expert t6 run the service aspect of EISO. This congruence between
the qiiRlifications of the new and existing professionals went a long way-tosilard
increasing her acceptance by regular staff.

Finally, the new service was made as nearly self-contahied as possible
in tertns,of workload. This was done not merely to control and study research ,,
variables accurately; but also to minimize the-workload regular. staff members
would have to bear as a direbt result of the project's existence. For example,
the EISO assistant did all the photdcopying generated by profect clients, not
relying on the library's photocopying services.

Obviously, facilitating strategies will be more effective if positive
efforts are exerted not only by the innovation's proponents but also by the
staff ckhe adopting unit 'Again, the PrOject was particularly fcirtunate-
ha;ve the unswerving- support of the unit's adrainistr-ator:- 'Through her inter-

,

vent:i.on; reciprocal integrative efforts were- undertaken. The:pioject staff -
talia.bmwere urged to participate.in. s eetings attd-4, o give progress re-:

ports. They were invited to social functions both byllibrary administra.-
tion and by individual staff members:. The project office was included-in the
orientation sessions and tours given by the-librarians. And a generally positive.

.01



feeling toward the service, qhe research, and the staff was encouraged b the
unit administrator's affirmation of the professional ideals of her staff.

- -Ironicii.11y, as a side effect of the deterniinafon to minimize any disruptive
influence of the new service, it became common among the librarians to deny
that it4hadAany significant e_fects at all, makin" g it a bit more difficult to deal
With v.lid objection& and to take steps to relieve unnecessary fears.

It should now be clear that the introduction of a computer-based
refer
.

ce service, into an existing organizational setting is a complex under-
--taking. Some of-the-problems_may-be foreseen,_others_ca:nnot. It is_hoped

that by drawing upon the existing literature of education and information
science as well as'actual experienco, a contribution-has been made toward
dommenting some of the social, psychological and organizational consequences,

_-
that might be expected by those who embark upon a similar undertaking.



CHAPTER IV

Training Educational Informalikmi Consultants
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3.

./ When, early in 1975, the Ontario Ministry of Education contracted
with The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education to investigate the demand,
the technical requirerne the use, and the fiscal viability of offering an
interactive on--line biblio aphic search service to the educators of this
province by providing access to the existing education data-bases, one of
the specifications of the contract was to "study:the effei,tiveness of an inter-
mediary (consultant) in interacting with users in a remote_,geographic setting
in northern Ontario in clarification of search scope and in interpretation of
output" and to "develop and refine strategies of utilizing such services through
existing remote service facilities, such as a field office of OISE, a regional
office of the Ministry of Education, and an office of a school :board".

The ,Concept of change agents is of course not a new one but derives
from the use of agricultural extension agents 'in the U.S. at the beginning of
this century. Nor- is the use of change agents in edUcation a recent develop:-
ment. HoWever, the use of intermediaries with specific functions with regard
to information_Ourveyance is a direct result of the increasing rate of infor-
mation production combined with the recent invention, of computer technology
to handle it.

It has by now become commonplace to refer to the "information
explosion" in all fields of knowledge.. We are told that knowledge is doubling
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wt.

every ten year and is likely to continue to grow at -an increasingly faster
rate. Information- specialists have been aware of the problem for some time

+..,..-%. m

and in the last two::;in;h1,.. S -ha.ve attempted to find new ways of controlling and
.- . ..

making available ;- ,..-.1, -1, .;,,-,..
-'4, s of materials to specialists in various subject

J . .." .... ., ..-.; ''......, .... l ''

areas. Although -s;:.-:; -el -l'IL-1 btsCli al, advances in information retrieval
. ..4 '.....- - , _ ...

. were(first applied to-the areas of medicine, chemistry, physics, and engineer-
ing, they are nOw' also 'aira3.1alke for. use in'edncation and psychology. IrOnically,

. . .

ho*ever, the increase' in the _amount of information available and the creation _.
. .

...

of- -new- methods for :handling -it have not-,made-the- life-of-the-average educator-
easier but haye, ou the contrary, served to increase the "knowledge gap".
While it may no longer take decades.for a new educational practice to be widely -.

- - .

adopted in the schools as it.did. when Mort, made his famous studies, we have
little 'evidence to show that the fixidings of educational research are having a
Significant impact in the classroom.

.

Those who have devoteil serious stud3r to the problem, Sieber (1972) at.

Columbia, Havelock '(1973) at Michigan, and -Hood at the Far West Laboratory,
have all. pointed to the lack of training the average educator , be he teacher or
administrator, has in being able to identify sources of information in a systematic

-way he does not know what bibliographic' tools are available, which are most-

likely to be useful to him, where they are located, hovtr. to get them., or how
to Use them. Further, he is unable to translate what he does find and apply
it to his own classroom or school. Often, he is even unable to articulate his, _
problem in such a way as to be able to find help in dolcang it. To: help bridge
the gap between_ the research ,and: the classroom, the scholars have suggested,
the use of linkage agents' of Variiiiis kinds. These people would ideally be
people knowledgeable about available resources, familiar with the needs of
local educators, and skilled in facilitating the introduction of new practices
into the school-setting. Although, as both Havelock and Sieber realized,
persons with such skills are still rare; the Province of Ontario is particularly
fortunate in that various -mechanisms and organizations are already in existence
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whose funCtion it is to help local educators in various ways. Examples of
such agencies are the Regional Offices of the Ministry of Education and the
Field Centres of OISE. It f011owed naturally then that in selecting persons to
act as-,EICs, the project team would turn for trainees to these established
local sources.

As k. result of discussions with Ministry officials, the North Bay area
(Region 3) consisting of 17 Boards of Education was chosen as target region
from which detailed research data would be collected on the effectiveness of

___using Educational_Information Consultnnts to negotiate_information_requests
with users. This region also received preferential treatment with regard to
equipment, price "structure for searches, and professional development
activities.

In order to compare the use of fiche between-schools with and without
microfiche readers, portable readers were installed in several local elementary
public and separate schools. Along with these werer installed "E ducational
Information Stations" containing sample bibliographies, fiche, journal articlei,
search request and order forms, and instructions for using'the EISO service.

To test the level Of demand for searches, in relation to price charged
per search and to test the effect of offering free searches as a stimulus for
further .usage, a special price structure was Liar"' ilemented for the 17 Boards
in Region 3, the local Community'College and the Faculty of Education, and the
Regional Office of the Ministry of Education. For the boards and colleges,
free searches were allotted based on the number of students enroled.. The
-Regional Office allocation was based on the number of education officers
employed. For example, with one free search per thousand students, and with
aminimum of five free searches per board, the Nipissing Board with a total
student population of over 13,000 students is entitled to 13 free searches.
When the allotments of free searches are exhausted, the fee per .search will
be $20, well below the $30 fee charged the rest of the province.
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t the most important variable differentiating Region 3 from the rest
of the province is the provision of Educational Information Consultants.

Separate meetings with government officials,' educators, and OISE
personnel were held in North Bay during which the concept of an EIC was
introduced and elaborated. The information consultant was pictured as an
individual employed by a local agency who would be trained by the project
staff to assist local educators in forumlating their information problems,
and supplying them with whatevei further assistance was required.

The Role of Educational Tnforrn Hon Consultant was outlined asfollowsz
1. Gain access to potential users;

a. Let clients know you are there and why
b. Describe service you can offer

2.- In cooperation with clients, identify information needs;
3. Help formulate problems;
4. Relay request to OLSE;
5. Deliver and intepret bibliographies;
6. Assist- in ordering complete documentse,
7. Follow-up and evaluation.

Each information consultant was to be responsible foi a specific con-
stituency. As a result-of these preliminary meetings, it was decided that
there would be three "'official" EICs who would be trained by the EISO team.-
Two of these would have back-up people_ supporting theln.- The EICs from
North B.,ay were the Chief Librarian of Canadore College who would be re-.
sponsible for clients in-his College and in Nipissing Faculty of Education
that shared the same buildings;- an Education Officer at the -Regional Office
of the Ministry of Education who would help his colleagues from the local
office; the OISE faculty member attached to the Northeastern field Centre
who would have primary responsibility for the five southern boards of educa-
tion'in the region and secondary responsibility for the 12 northern boards.
Both the government and Institute EICs had colleagues-,available to assist .

clients in their absence.
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On the understanding that the EISO search service would begin full
operation in the fail, four of the possible five EICs were trained during the
late summer and early in September 1975. Training took place at OISE,'
lasted a full day, and was paid for by the project.

The general objectives of the training sessions were to familiarize
(

the EICs with the EISO project and service and their part in them. Specif-
ically, they were to _meet the project staff; become familiar with the contents
and use of ERIC prOducts such as Resources in Education, -Current Index to .

Journals ill Education, Thesaurus arERICDescrilptors, and the microfiche
collection; gain, an understanding of search processes, both manually and .

automated; learn to negotiate search requests, interpret bibliographies, and
order original documents in various formats., (See Appendix K for Training
Schedule.)

Adjustments were made to the depth with which each of these areas
was treated in accordance with thepeperience and background of the indi-
vidual EIC. However, all underwent _demonstrations and simulations of the
EICis role vis-a-vis the client and-received information packages.

Although the technical aspects such as procedures for submitting
requests to the annlyst, ordering documents, and methods of payment were

,; -

-outlined in considerable detail an d forms were supplied to each EIC for these
purposes, other areas were treated with much less sp ecificity. For example,
the project staff purposely did not insist that the EICs follow through on the
information delivery by beconaing actively involved in the subsequent program
changes that might result from the newly acquired inform.atton. It was felt
that the variation in skills of the EICs as well as their different position
militated against such a prescription. Further, it was also felt that the
diversity of clients that formed the constituency of each EIC would negate any
single overall follow-through scheme.

The purpose of this chapter is a str)ctly circumscribed and-limited
one to gain an appreciation of the effectiveness of the training program' of

. .
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the EISO projeCt in training EICs. The results will be used to alter any
tranking given to subsequently-chosen EICs:

The goals of the training program and a brief description of the train-.

ing session were outlined above. A questionnaire was designed to evaluate
the degree to which these goals had been met. This was mailed to each of the
three EICs in North Bay with an explanatory letter (see Appendix K). A week
after receiving this-questionnaire, each of the EICs was interviewed in North
Bay. These interviews supplemented the written responses, and gave- a richer,

Andividualized_plcture of the- way- each -EIC carried-out his -role--and how.
adequately he felt his training had prepared him. TheY also' served to highlight

Iunforseengblems.

eThe Questionnaire

Each EIC attended .a training session in the late summer or early
fall. It was felt that an assessment of the training. should. be -undertaken.in
the late fall, after the EICs had had same experience,in their new-role, but
before-all other training sessions had ben Competed so that modifications
could be made in the programzne. Consequently, the questionnaire was -sent to
the EICs in mid November sand folio vied up by an interview a:week later..
The investigators were interested in gaining inedrmation in two broad areas
that might,he labelled factual and intuitive (or cognitive and behavioural) .

The first concern was that the EIC go/away from hiEi t= fining session with a
clear understanding of the technical aspects- of the-project. i.e. , how to
place a search, how to interpret a Jaibliography, ,how to -order documents, etc.-
These concerns were addressed .by Questions 2 and 5. The.second concern
was to dtrm.i.ne whether the individual trained had internalized his role -as
EIC, how he had done this and, to-what extent. Questions 3, ,7, 8, 9 and 10
address these issues in part.. Expansion of these topics was followed up in the
subsequent personal interviews. The remaining questions, 1, 4., 6, and 11,
treated the overall conduct of the session, the length of time spent, the
effectiveness .of presentation.



In general, the EICs rated the overall effectivffness of the training
sessions between good and excellent. Two of the three EICs commented on
the lack of time available to cover all the topics, even though the session
lasted well into the afternoon: As a result of this perceived lack of time;
better ways of organizing the training schedule will be explored so that EICs
do not experience frustration in trying to master too much material in too
short a time. Our initial plan had been tohave a two day training session,
but this was discarded because of practical problems, time away from North

-- -Bay -for educators involved, -- increased expenses f ed. Also, -we - aa--lnvestf
gators were uncertain whether prospective EI Cs might be discouraged by a
lengthy treatment of such "dry" subject matter. We had clearly underestimated_
the commitment that the EICs were willing to make!' As experienced by the
first EICs; the training was judged to be "too short" by all three trainees.
However, all agreed that the level of treatment of the sessions was "just right";
two felt that the amount of detail conveyed was "just right" and one that more
detail would have been useful. In commenting on this aspect of his training,
one EIC felt that he would -have benefited from working out more searches,
both alone and in conjunction with the analyst. Another EIC felt hazy about
how to relate Thesaurus terms to each other. Again, the investigators had
underestimated the interest the.EICS would have in actually constructing-

.. search str.ategies as distinct from helping clients to formulate their.information
problems in narrative form. With regar&to helping the prospective EIC learn
his new role, the training session ranked, second in two out of three instances,

.

after the trainee's previous experience working in -the field. Next in importance
in helping him to shape his ,role as EIC came trial and error in dealing with his

.
clients. The problems that the zEICs encountered were not directly related to

r
the training session. These included the lack of customers, and the desire of

;

local'educators for curriculum materials of Ontario origit
,

Of all the specific informational aspects the training-session attempted
to convey, only the purposes and services, of the EISO project were perceived

ti

O
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as having been explained clearly. The other__information components, use of
-ERIC indexes, formulation of -search strategies, interpretAtion of bibliographies
and ordering prOcedures for documents were all seen as having been explained
fairly well, but below the optimum level possible. _Lack of clarity and specificity
were identified ece limitations of the training sessions. Perhaps allowing more
time as well a4dding more detailed explanations would improve understanding.

AlthougA-there,is- a fair- degree of agreement among the tchree EICs
.about the effectiveness of the .training session with regard to the factual informa

tion conveyed, the types of behaviour changes that resulted in-each case were
different. While each prospective EIC was given the same list of objectives
that he was expected to framl in his role as EIC, each was left to operationalize
these objectives in a manner most suitable to his particular situation. Each
brought his own experience, training, and personality to bear and created. his
own distinct.orientatiog.

In answeitt5.67tliequestion, "What do you see as your role as an-EIC
a result of .your EISO trPirtirig?", the Ministry EIC responded: "Assisting the

...-

clients to select the exact descriptors which would provide' the infOrmationwhich
they, wish"; the Field. Centre EIC answered: "The value of an would lie
mainly in the ,conceptu.alization of a problem area prior [his emphasis] to a
search"; the Comratmity College/Faculty of Education EIC replied: "To
give maximum assistance to the user I must be accepted as a 'confidante* and
temporarily at least a participant in-whatever project the user is undertaking.
As in all reference work, the problem is to get the full story on what the client
really wants and is trying to do. From that point my -responsibility is to
translate the problem or question-to the access language of the 'system".

What beconies apparent here is the influence or effect the EIC/e normal
role haia on his functioning as an EIC.. The Ministry' EIC, used to a traditional
organizational environment, has chosen to emphastize forri-tized,, structured,.
classifactory aspects of information definition. He does not see himself
initiating search requests, or folloWing through by facilitating change. His
approach is simply to select descriptors or subject headings for his clients.



The academic orientation of the Field Centre. EIC is obvious immediately.
He is not interested in.the mechanics of Strategy formulation, but inf.he
accurate conceptualization of the problem. His emphasis is con the significanCe

iof the problem itself and creatn g or selecting appropriate teoretical frame.
works. Interestingly enough, this EIC undertook a variety of activities, few
of which were suggested by the training session, and most of which were
discovered by interviewing his secretary and a student-cif. his.

The emphasis of the third EIC reflects the concerns of public service
librarians everywhere : the importance of rgoci'd interperSonal relations with
clients. So much of his effectiveness, is a product of his *acceptance as a
colleague by his co-workers within the organization, that a Prime fociis of any
role-he fills will to establish and strengthen such contacts. He recognizes
that his new role derives from the reference techniques he is fa.mi3iar with
and he is able to adapt and modify this expeitise to what may be regaided as

C
a new variation on an old theme: computer-based reference services. Instead.
of using "a card catalogue; he now uses a Thesaurusal2a in place of Libraiy of
Congress subject headings, uses ERIC descriptors. Only the Boolean logic
is entirely new.

As a check-to the question above, another query asking EICs to describe'
their activities as-an EIC was posed. As might be -expected, these _activities

related closely to how the individuals saw their roles. The Mird.strY's eduCation

officer assisted clients to select descriptors. The Field Centre representative
coziSUlted With-school:board personnel about searciies, advised and/or = directed
searches of good students, ,and advertised the existence_ of the ,EISO service.
The Community College librarian promdted the pi-cjeCt, interacted with clients;
ordered material for clients, ancbexplained, the system and materials to clients.

In further attempting to determine whether the EICs had internalized
their new role, we asked where the EICs turned for their educatioVal informa--
tion needs, whether they.used the EISO. service in the course of their normal
duties, and whether their EISO tram g had influenced the way they approached
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their normal duties, Only the Ministry EIC did not list ERIC as an educational
information resoure. While the Other two EICs sometimes used-the EISO
service in.their primary roles, the MinistryEIC never did. None of the three
thought that the EISO training had influenced the way he app oached his normal
responsibilities. As we will see from data-collected from the ent
interview, this last,view was not entirely corroborated, especially with regard
to the Field Centre EIC.

Lastly, we come to recommendations EICs might have for changing
and/or improving their training All fritaessed that-more time was required.
The Ministry EIC wished that more attention were given to selecting accurate
descriptors while the Community College librarian wantecnnore detailed in-

_

formation-on the technical aspects of interacting on-line with-the data base.

The Interviews

About a week-and a half after the questionnaire was distributed to the
N

EICs,- the principal -inveseigators paid a visit to North Bay. Among the
purposes of the visit was-the desire to see how the EICs were responding to -

their roles after their initial trailling, 'how they were operationalizing their_
roles -in their own settings, what- clarification or procedural help

. .

they Might need. Each EIC was interviewed at his 'office for close to two
hours.-_What.-emerged most strongly from these conversations Were. the

different ways the-three EICs had taken the concept of Educational Infdrmation
Consultant and adapted it to fit their specific needs and positions.

The first EIC interviewed was the one located within the-Regional
Office of the Ministry of Education in North Bay. His EISO responsibilities
were limited to-his 28 colleagues within the Regional Office. He was asked
how things were _going, what he did as an EIC, whether he had encountered
any difficulties, and what suggestions or other comments he would like to
make.
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He described his function as mainly a passive, reeponsive one., That

a J

is, he felt that following a gen-eralannoUncement made by his Regional-Director --.?
to all staff about the availability of the new service, his role was to help
clients who sought him out of their own volition. When plients came to him, -

v(- he usually requested that they write out in 100 words or less(what their problem
was. He would then choose appropriatetdescriptOrs, fill out t EISO Search
Request Vorm, give it to his secretary fOr typing and forward it to the pro
ject/s search analyst at OISE. Of the five free searches that, had been allotted
his, office, all had been used by January 1976, six months after they had been
allotted. 'Users included one special education,specialist who wished to-keep .

his information up to date, one individual working on his doc_tjzrate, and one
education officer sitting on a committee charged with the task developiiag a
curriculum guideline. The EIC,had_not solicited any of these requests, but had
relied on individual. motivation. When he was asked how }/e viewed his role as
EIC, whether it was burdensome to him, his reply was WtTs part of my job.
Something that has to be done."

He_did venture the opinion thap once the rernai;iiig free 'searches were
'5

used up, thT.$20 fee would pose a considerable barrier to using-the service_
He described the stringent economies prevalent in the Office and doubUxi

_ _

Whether the Office aiim ni strati-on would 'buthoriie binds to be used tor-searches.
The main value&of the service, he felt, was for high priority committees. He
did not think it was valuable for-individnak use: His suggestions for,?.mproving
the training of. EICs Centred around,providing them with more experience doing
searches and using descriptors: He felt that formulating two searches with the
armlyst and the two alone that would then be evaluated by the analyst would put
the EIC in a better position once he returned to the field.

; -

On the whole, ,,then, the interview confirined the general information
obtained from the questionnaire: The specific inforro.ation that had been the
foCus of the -training session had been learned: the EIC. know the technical
aspects of formulating a search and could relay-received-requests_to the



analyst. No-significant than,
discernible: the EIC did

s in behaviour, hoWeVer, were immediately
solicit clients,-,he had held no informatjon

sess3i.oas for his colleagues, nor had he set up any of the display materials
provided.- When_he himself needed educational information, his first inclina-
tion was to turn to the Ministry's Resource Cure in Sudbury, notlo-the

-
',service for which he was a local represen vez _.One might ht conclude then
that there had been only a-linilted internalization of his new role.

The interview with the. OISE Field Centre EIC revealed a significahtly
different aPproach. As a result of to joint meeting referred to earlier
between-Ministry, Field Centre, -and project staff, the Northeastern Field
Centre had been designated responsible for searches generated in the five
southern boards of education initegion 3. . From our conversation with the
Centre EIC, we learned that several activities had been initiated in the local
boards: the Curriculum Project Co-ordinator of the East. Parry Sound Board
had been recruited and trained as an EIC for'his school system and two requests
for searches had been submitted by his Boaitd' .. An Educational Information-.
Station had been sdt up at_th6 central office of this Board as well as in the
central offices of the Mu:skoka k;"ot.rd, The Nipissing Board had been encouraged
to participate and had borrowed a microfiche reader froM thedentre.- Within
the Field Centre itself, different types of displays Wad been set up to advertise
the service : on"the Wall at the entrance to the office\s, an ,eye-catching assembly
of posters and pictures had been erected and inside, an InformatiOn Station
had been set tip.

The Ceitt-re.EIC-iriewedhis major responsibility as "helping people .
sort out'ideas". 03iCe thgy had been helped to do t.hk.t., he then:added new
conceptual information for them to react to and-incorporate into theirowa

\mental framework. He difrerentia.ted his- EIC activities according to major
functions within the Field Centre. In his role as-nstrtictor of a graduate course
in' curriculum, he felt that his responsibilities vie-a-17)1s the EISO project
were to help stedents cla.rify their problems, to assist them in identifying the
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type of material they wanted, and-to have them compare their searehe-s. His
-course had been structured so that only those-having specific responsibilities
for implementing curricula were encouraged to attend. The general topic
of the course was problem solving within curriculum and each student had been
assigned a search in a specific area such as reading, geography, or:math,
so that collectively, all the searches would represent'an integrated apprOach

.

to problem solving in curriculum.
In his. capacity as Curriculum Facilitator, this EIC had been working

with local-hoards helping them to arrive at goal priorities for their system.
-In thii capacity, he would help boards conceptualize what they wanted and'
assist them identifying. the components of a programme. He would then
urge them ubmit a search for each component. His clients had not yet
reached this last stage.

His third major function as Information' DissemiTtor fitted equally
well with his role as EIC.. In this.qtpa.city, he was free to advertise the
service as he wished, encourage the training of local EIC\;;Nase the service
for hrebwn projects.

-

It became cle to us from the interview that though the basic train-
in.g provided by the oject had been effective, these individual adaptations
Could not have been escribed by project staff even if they had been foreseen.
Neither could we havNtoped, within the limited amount of time allotted to
training of EICs,_ to inculcate the variety of skills that had already .made this
individual a successful change agent. His previously established relitions
with local; educators, .the trust and esteem in whibh he was held, as well as
his acatemic training and position all combined to ensure that he would become
an.-iipaginative, resourceful, and effective EIC. Our experience with him
suggests, not so much how should alter the trpirring of EICs as those combina-
tions of skills and training to seek when recruiting fuiure EICs to serve similar

. . . .

functions. .
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This is not to say, however, that only Field Centre personnel .make
effective EICS. The Community College/Faculty of Education EIC integrated
his duties equally well though quite differently. Whereas the Field Centre
EIC vieweirinformatioh as a powerful tool that must be used responsibly,
and took what May be termed as an ethical stance On information utilization
.givirig gUidance on'when_and for what _purposes it was to be sought and-how-it
was to be used, the Librarian saw himself as an impartial or_neUtral irEfOrma-

.

tic% purveyor. His behaviour conformed most closely to the ,actual training
given EICs. He helped 'clients clarify tbeir problem, chose appropriate
ddscriptors, checked his choices in his library's indexes, snbmitted the
request to the search analyst, and interpreted the bibliograPhies to his clients.

The Community College and Faculty-of Education share- one physical
facility, though each institution is Parnivistered separately. The Library
and its librarian, our EIC, serve the students and faculty of both_ organiza-
tions. During the years he had been employed at the Community College
before the move_to shared facilities, he had built up a loyal clientele who
naturally sought him out to help solve their infOrmation.problems.-P When he
became an EIC, he called a meeting of department chairmen within his college,
explained the ERIC system, the new., search service, and the availability of
free searches. He was able to use as an example a' sample search done for,

"".

a faculty member and so stimulate immediate interest. He demonstrated
how ea;ch- instructor could receive the results of a colleague's $70, 000 research*-:
program for 35 . Since his library had paper copies of the ERIC indexes,
microfiche readers, as well as a'reader/printer, he was able to demonstrate
how the new service could augment the facilities already available.

The different orientation, aspiration, and interests of the staff at the
adjacent Faculty of Education necessitated that another. approach be taken
there by this EIC. In this ordaniz a. tio4, he chose to work throUgh the bean'
rither.than Make direct approaches:to clients. The Dean met with his -staff
and the faculty decided to give the free searches to -the students. The project



brochures were posted on the bulletin boards but as' yet no requests had been
generated.

It becomes apparent. that the EICTs regular position affects to a very
significant degree how the EIC will approach his task and how effectively he
will carry it out. Of equal importance are his training, experience, inter-
personal skills, as well as the relatibnships he has 'Previously established
with his colleagues. - Nor are personal characteristics like intelligence, tact,
persistence, enthusiasm, and imagina''tion to be undervalued. For to carve
out a new role successfully, the EIC is undoubtedly required to use each of
these in good measure.

It is clear that once a person deeides to become an EIC for the project,
be wants to learn as much as possible about-the project and his role in-it.
It has been a mistake to underestimate the comnaitm.ent of the EIC and to try
to Condense the training sessions into as short a space of time as possible.
It has been equatly wrong to try tatoversiraplify the -complexities of automated
information retrieval and the role of the It would, seem that as a result
of /the expressed needs of the EICs, the following changes-should be made in

40'

future training sessions.

1. Future EICs should be offered the option of a longer, More
detailed, two day training session.

2. If the two day package is inconvenient for the EIC, his one
day training should occupy a full working day.

. Additional opportunities should be made available for the EICs
to-work out search strategies on their own and to have these
,analyzed by the search analyst.

4. Greater emphasis should be placed on the technical aspects
of information retrieval the relevant aspects of thesaurus
construction, Boolean logic, etc.

5. Care Must be. taken to explain with greater clarity and in more
.detail use of ERIC indexes, formulation of search strategies,
interpretation of biblibgraphies and ordering procedures for
documents.
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'6_ The emergent roles of the incumbent EICs could be used as
examples to guide trainees in options available to them.

41

. Fn sele4ng future .EICs, careful consideration should be given
the individual's current position, his training angrexperience.

.**

As` a result of the data collected from the questronnaire, interview. and
personallobservation; certain other courses of action not specifically- related
to the trabg session; suggest: themselves. For example, facilitating an
exchange of-experiences between EICs might provide not only suggestions- as
to how' to cope with sPecific problems, but also create a greater sense of
participation and integration with the project as-a whole: A workshop might

.

be held to which all EICs would be invited. They would not only interact with
each other but learn about the latest developments of the service, be kept
abreast of theresearch aspects orthe project, and have a einIni-ce to comPare
their operation with others in the region.

It is also incumbent upon the project= staff to supply more feed-back
to the geographically remote EICs A monthly newsletter might serve this 1

purpose.
The EICs also need more "public relations' types of materials, samples

of service products, training manuals that they can-use with their clients.
The Education Information Stations shotila help in this regard.

An in all theft, this investigation into the effectiveness of the training
programme for EICs has bean a worthwhile undertaking yielding a considerable
amount of valuable information which will be used to improve numerous aspects
of the Educational Information System for Ontario.

O
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Business System's Design and Operation

In addition to creating a new unit housed in the OISE Library and
training Educational Infoimation Consultants, the Educational Information
System for Ontario was faced with developing-an adequate_ business system.
Adequate records were needed tb ensure that obligations related\to the proces-
sing of requests- foi- searches and for materials (microfiche and paper copies)
were met, that financial transactions were docuinented, and that satisfaCtbry
reports could be prepared. ularly cliffs cult was development of a work-
able cost-recovery programme for users within The Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education.-

Creation of each of the records systems mentioned aboVe was approached
in the same way. First, EISO staff members discussed the topic 'among thm-
selves and with key people at OISE, most often the Academic SerVicesOfficer
in the Director's Office and personnel from the Institute's finance unit. Next,
steps composing the process under consideration were outlined,,- the points at
which documents were needed identified, data required on thesesforms noted,
and iiidividuals.to receive .copies of forms chosen. Draft forms were then-

.

prepared, reviewed by the staff and key people iii the Institute, and multiple
Xeroxed copies prepared for trial use. After several months of:trial use,
forms were. altered in light' of suggestions that had arisen during the trial

t.

period, paste-ups were prePared by the OISE Editorial Division, and, fina.I -



versions were printed, using.NCR (no carbon required) paper in different
colours wherever multiple copies were necessary-(Appendix N). In several
cases final layouts for forms have not yet been designed; in others, future
changes have been planned even though "finny' printing has occurred.

-

Processing Search Requests

Six stages occur in processing search requests: submission of the ..

request by a client; negotiation of the topic between the client and search
'analyst,. -entry of search into,the-terminal,by the aiialyst:- off -line printing of
the bibliographic referenCes,, mailing of bibliography, and_rfaiving to the
client of a confirmation that the -search has taken place: TwO of theSe, the
first and last, require specific documents. Appendix items N (i), (a) and
(ii)) are three versions of the -EISO, search request form. The first is completed
by, the search analyst for users making their req s in person or by phone.
The search number, at the top right of theform, is of particular :Importance_
since all files are kept in ordegr of search numbez-; as vve71, all research data
are grouped using the search as the basic unit of prialysis. One -copy of
forth is retained by EISO, and one is 'received by, the client.

The -second_ veision of the EISO search request corm is 'designed for
. .

completion by EdUcational Information Consultants. EEISO, . the EIC and the
client receive copies. The thirdversion of this form is that used on the EISO .

CA,brochure and in publicity articles. It is meant for the direct use of the client.
Use of the fOrm'iS optional; the one copy. is retained by EISO though the:re--

. -

questorsmay well .make duplicates -for their own records.
All searches received and executed are logged by the library a.""s'sistant

on form N(iv), and form N(v) is sent to' the client so that he is aware the search
is on the way. If possible, the date theytactually received the bibliography is
learned by the--EISO staff and added to the search log. BibliograPhies.-from the
Lockheed system, however, are all sent to the EISO office since that '6-ystenv-..



does not have the capability of accepting different addresses.
relayed to the clieprby EISO, omitting the form letter N(v) .
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Tye'se are then

Accompanying either the form letter or, inlhe case of Lo9kheed, the
bibliography itself, is a brief primer, "Understanding the Priptout",_ (Form
NEvi-))-

Processing Requests for Materials

In addition to sending the user-an explanation of the terminology used
in the bibliography, EISO forwards order forms for thIcroiiche

- - copies of materials (forms :tsT(_vii), and N(viii)). The first of these is for
ordering microfiche copies of ERIC documents or paper . copies of journal
articles from EISO: The OISE Library; in which the EISO office is located,
maintains virtually -a comlete collection of al ERIC microfiche and journalt
indexed is the. Current-Index to Journals in Education. Users are not -required

.

to use this form,- and many orders have been received on various organiza-,

Lions* standard order korms; These orders havebedn satisfactorily processed--\
without delay. Regardless of the form used, all orders are logged on form
N (viii

Microfiche copies and: paper copies are prepared by the library assistant
'(Appendix M),.; andsent to- the requestor. If some materials are not available,-
form letter N(ix) is sent, listing the missing materials, providing the reasons,
and suggesting where items might be located. As well,-if informs- the user
42:?E' the exact cost, since the latter will be less than that originally calculated
by the requestor dile to the missing materials. Materials are prepared in
the-meantime so .that they-can. be sent immediately on receipt of the cheque.
Occasionally, orders for more than $10-have been-received; invoice are-

.. _
normally submitteci.;:iii these cases.

In addition to EISO order form9; a forth is also included for ordering
- .

paper_ copies of ERIC documents from the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (EDRS) in the United States (form N(x)) since only microfiche .copies are.



available from EISO. EDRS maintains a large,- automated system for producing`
-paper copies from fiche originals ata price- well below that possible for EISO.

-- Users are requested-to send copies of these forms to EISO, where the data
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will be. used for research purposes. _

If -EISO were a fEee -service-to users,- as has.beeh the case with tradi-
_

tionalginforraation systems, there would be ao need for financial records.
If one-wkshes to charge (and charging for computer,.searching of bibliographic
data bases is becoming a staridard.practice in:Mara:ries and information
centres), then a complete ,financial system is necessary.- Fortunately, The
Ontario Institute for Studies in EdUcation/s Finance Division-agreed to provide
invoicing and records. services; indeed, this arrangement wasiVirtuallY
to.a*.nclatectby Institute policy.

Funds are paid for EISO services and goods in three ways: cash,
invoice,. or-cost-recovery. For the first, payments are collected by Iso
staff and paid to Finance accompanied by form N(xi), a copy of which;i
maintained by ELSO. If a user selects to be invoiced, form N(xii) is com-

.
pleted by the EISO library. assistant,' who forwards four copies to the LSE Finance
Division. The latter aisigns an invoice number, credits the finds a to the
EISO revenue-account, sends the white sand blue form's to the. custome, retains
the green form, and returns the pink 'form to EISO. For his part, the user
beconies a`Creditor.of OISE (nOt EISO), and returns the blue copir- 'mane
with hi s payment.

EISO users who are students, researchers, or faculty at OISE may
pay gash, or use the cost-recovery system set up by EISO and Finance:
If they choose the latter, the budget officer in their OISE unit (e. g. academic
department) must approve-form N(xiii), retaining the blue copy, giving the
-pink copies,to the user, 'and sending the white and green copies to EISO:. The

. latter has the responsibility of forwarding the white copy to Finance at month's



end;- along With a Summary of Account Di.stribution. N(2c1v), a copy of
is retathed. In addition; EISO prepares -a monthly Statement of Chas
ea.ch.'-budget unit; a copg of this is also retained - by

_No forz:aai evaluation of the EISO records system has_been 11.13
as yet_ - When 'specific problems arise, solutions are sought. Extra
resulting from the special hai-wilinz required for customer orders whi.

taro requests for copies of m_ ateriaLs- not_ available for copying is a ci
The.pre'sent procedures, described earlier, were developed

three- months: of diCussiOn. While this problem is far less bothersa
previously, it is recognized that the ultimate solution is acciuisition
Missing Materials by the OISE Library and a reduction in the length
journals are unavailable -while-being bound or awaiting reshelving.

Report
The system and subsystems described above also prOvide ra'

for monthly reports. To date, these have been rather cryptic -'- nun
searches (paid and unpaid, 14- -orlar le-atern Region and ElseWhere) and 1

-.revenue_ After- :detailed armlysis of research data, daily; -weekly, m
and annual repprts Will be designed which will summarize what are fe
key _data-for- manag.iiig EISO effectively-. Also, so much effort hd.s be-
placed on-developing a ystera. that works -that there haS not been time
cent-rate' on matters more related to its long term operation. One po.
for the latter would be to use 'the_ EISO computer terminal itself for cI
data entry :to the OISE DEC/10 In tAtis way, reports could
generated on demand by the search analyst or principal investigators:
ever, developinent of such a system would be expensive and time= cone
Certainly its-creation could not have been considered during EISO'wfi
year because a computerized system is ill suited for a system underg
constant, rapid change As it becomes more stable dtiring its-second
Chough, automation of MSC:Vs business system becomes a topic for se--

consideration.



Office Lay-out

Efficient operation-requires not only a sound business records system
but-also an appropriate work area as Well. The office lay-out for EISO (Appendix
0) has been particularly successful. It is located in a room Created within
the OISE Library for this specific.pUrpose. The office is'adjacent to the
Library's journal collection, ERIC microfiche collection, microfiche readers/
printers, dissgitationcollection, and reference area. Hence, clients-and
staff have raost.original materials close at hand. Indeed, a better physical
arrangement is difficUlt to imagine. Within the office, storage for blank forms
and file_ cabinets for records are close at hand for both the library assistant'
and search-analyst; The latter two are-located-near one another, ensuring

-good communication. The only problem arising from this arrangement is
the occasional disturbance of typewriter noise from the libraff'assistant at
work while a search is being negotiated by the analyst.

The. search analyst has a large work area.;.: the only inconvenience
noted is the difficulty the client experiences in following, the work of the
search analyst-on the computer terminal. The high deik and seating arrange-
ment require's that the user stand, looking over the analyst's shoulder. A
smaller round -table, .separate from the desk, might be a More.appropriate
location for the EISO computer terminal.

There are two telephones in the office, one hooked into the. OLSE switc

board and one a direct outside line. The latter is needed to ensure a..direct
linkage with. the TYMSHARE computer node oronto. Internal lines-are
too susceptible to noise and interruption to be de endable-liaks -or inter-
active computing.

Fiche duplicating equipment are located away from the EISO office,
one floor above, with the copying equipment used by the OISE Library. While
this arrangement requires a few extra steps, it,is logical in terms of avail-

_

-ability of space aild placement of other equipinent. -There was,7 in short;
no real altenative, e

. 4
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Summary

Development of an adequate records and information system for they
management of EISO's service, production, and financial activities has been
a difficult and time consuming task.. Now, as EISO enters its second year,

-- these systems are functioning smoothly. Previous studies (e.g. , Sieber,
1972) have suggested information systems have encountered extreme difficulties
in this field.' The project staff 'took these to heal, and-concentrated much
94ort upon them. Others entering this area should do likewise.

Similarly, physical arrangements made by EISO have. proven success-
,

ful. This was not accidental. Again, the staff sought to avoid problems en-
countered by others. The OISE Library formed an ideal setting-for the
creation of a successful service; such a resource is not readily available
elsewhere.

For the future, design of reports for regular accounting of operations
is necessary. A:-more automated system is also a possthility. Finally, some
improvement in the office working conditions, especially with regard to problems
of noise =id :Involvement of the client, may be warranted.

O
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CHAPTER VI

One EISO User's Experience

.

The _educator.in_need of information has Inany_soiircie s _to turnto; one

is EISO. If the latter is chosen, the first step is to contact the search analyst,

currentlyMs. S. Elizabeth lieicker. The process that follows,' however, .s

- )1 not quite so obvious.

After the initial contact comes the most critical part of the 'entire

search service, the "negotiation process". In this, the user and search
analyst discuss. the client's problem or tOpici.n order for the- search analySt

to develop an understanding of the nature of the inforthation requiredlana

classify it 7aCcoidin' g to subject headings cir-"descriptOrs which. are "under

'stood" by the computer:

The complexity of the negotiation.process is such as to warrant extensive

psychological and sociological study and investigation. How does the user .come

perceive a problem? How is the problem formulated in, the user's mina?

How is it conveyed to the search analyst? How can the searckanalyst, by

using a variety of probing and clarifying techniques, seek to'understand it

better? How does the search a71yst proceed to reformulate her understanding

of the problem in terms which the computer can understand? Although any

exhaustive' attempt to answer these fundamental questions must await a more

opportune time, the following example of an actual search request, interview;

and strategy formulation is presented to assist an initial comprehension of

of the process.



Description of .a Search -- S. E. Reicker and-June Smith

Jane Smith telephoned on January 20, 1976, to request an interviewP
to design a search strategy. During this short conversation, the search analyst
learned that the subject of the search was "repayment of student loans through
service to the state". The date for the interview ,y/as set for January 22.
Before the appointment, the search analyst scanned the literature on student
loan piogrammes and identified problems in the search. The entire face-to-
face interview was tape recorded for,research purposes; examples of conversa-
tion in this chapter are taken from the transcript of the tape.

06- Because on-line bibliographic searching is a new service, it is neces-
sary-to-reassure first-time-users and to explain to them what-the computer
does. It is found that an informal approach is most successful -- answering

...-questions 'rather than lecturing. As a consequence, many activities our
simultaneously 7- definition of the topic, explanations about ERIC descriptors,
the size of the ERIC data base, Boolean logic, computer searehing, etc. Some
time is also spent with the client in explaining the function of EISO and giving

directions for ordering copies of inicrofiChe and of journal articles.
In the case discussed in this chapter, the client has already started

looking for information on the topic:

Search Analyst : Hare you done . any. research on your own or
Smith: Well, I started off on the ERIC stuff that the -Library

has and then I was speaking to a librarian there, and she said
you had this, so then I thought wellor-you know, why bother when
I can do this:

Search Analyst : Did you find.anything when you were going through
on your own?

Smith: Just a couple of things, but you know I hadn't really ...
These are the descriptors thAt Ilve been looking under so that's -7
now these *are a couple that I did find:.. Non-traditional college
routes toa careers.

4r
A ough Ms. Smith began the interview by asking some general ques-

_,

tions about EIO -- how long it had been in operation, how- many sers had



tried the service -- the search analyst almost immediately assumed the role
of negotiator by summarizing her perception of-the problem and what she had
discovered. A 'dialogue about the topic started then and lasted for approximately
30 minutes. The search analyst was tryingto understand the information needs
of the client to design the best search strategy.

Smith: wet, not necessarily social, but service to the state
of some -kind.

Search Analyst: Undergraduate students?
Smith: All levels, any level at all. .Most student loans are given -

at .universities, that's what I mean; not. especially high school '-

students and summer jobs. You see, one of the things that
Could _be- involved -is- that -in- many -countries- study aid -is -given
after. the age of school leaving ... Student aid doesn't neces-
sarily mean student. It really should be ter_med study aid .so
that you are_ studying any time in your life. ... so 'long as you
are prepared to giye some service to the state in return for
.it ...p_

Search Analyst : Is it the 'same as management development in a job?
Smith: If' they would take people from graduate school and put them

into an internship program.in some of the state agencies ...
Concurrently with this negotiation process, the search analyst was

gitving the user information about the ERIC system, in particular. the descrip-'"
tors in the Thesaurus -- and the Broader, Narrower and Related Terms
The search topic was discussedin the descriptor language to try outCthe
access points approyedby:ERIC.

Search Analyst : Work study progranunes are programmes pro d-
ing part7tiine employment to, students who need financial aid in
order to commence or continue their education. Th t sounds
pretty good:

Smith: Do you have something-tr the...Thegaarus like day release?
Search Analyst : That sounds .like pri4oners. ... Day. release

"time f r day release" .7- it's related to off -the-job
training, loyer-emPloyee relationship, school-industry
relationship, -time block

d like time blocks too



It is evident that although the user is the expert in her field and is most
aware of the terminology, the search analyst plays a major rolein choos-
ing the access points for the search. In this example both were able to see
"the plot thickening" in the search for elusive information. Because Ms.
Smith had started to search ERIC manually and was familiar with literature
searching tools, the search analyst assumed that she wanted to take an active
role in choice of access points. -

Two advantages of computer searching are stressed -- the speed of
-the search and the ability to access many parts of the bibliographic record
(auth rs, institutions sponsoring research, programme names are only some

les). The combining of-the different access points chosen_by_Boolean
logic s often illustrated in terms of the search request:

Conjunction: 50 ref-
erences indexed by
both descriptors
'shaded area)-

The possible results of the search are discussed and alternative iiro-
cedurps are planned in the event of,too much or not enough information.

Smith: I have a dreadful feeling that it is not going to be very
much.

Search Analyst: I tend to agree, but we can see if the references-
retrieved by the conjunction of student loans and cooperative
education prove to be relevant.

By the end of the negotiation processthe terms tt be searched are
listed and retrieved by both the user and the search analyst. Additional'
Words ancrphraies which might help in the search but which are not listed
as descriptors are considered.

Search An.alyst: Has it been, tried anywhere elde?

11.
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. 53,.

Smith: Saskatchewan has something apparently and I'm just get-
ting some informatiOn on that, a system-in Australia
apparently called Cadesrps which are offered by the State,-
and then the state would ay you to go to school. .'. That
was tried mostly with teachers. ...Well, listen, there's one
thing I want to know more about: the. Canadian Forces system.

The final choice of terms was as follows:
Set 1. Cooperative programmes, internship programmes, work

experience programmes, work study programme 9, released time, school
industry relationship, employer-employee relationt.

Set. 2. Adulfeducation, 'external degree programmes, part-time
. students, ning students, evening college, indEpendent study, university

.

extension, continuous learning.
.

Set 3. 'Student loan programmes scholarship loans, Saskatchewan,
financial needs, financial support, student costs.

Set 4. Cadetships, ROUTP, ROTC.

Due to other commitments, the client unfortunately had to leave at-
the end of the negotiation period, which meant that the actual search had to
be done in her absence. Because of the lengthy interview with the search
analyst, Ms. Smith was nevertheless confident about the search stragegy
chosen and not hesitant about leaving the problem in the search analyses
hands.

raith: Well that's splendid, let's hope something comes up.
... smashing system isn't it?

The search conducted the next morning (Friday) against the-ERIC
data base using the S computer_, ORBIT software. The fears of .

\.
the user and the search analyst were confirmed. When the three main sets or
groUpsi)f items on cooperative programmes (1), adiTt education (2); and

student ldan (3) were combined together only ten references were retrieved.
In some cases, that number' woild have been adequate for the user. "

However, Ms. Smith was starting on a year's project and had been assigned



the task of developing a programme; therefdic, more information would be
necessary. The search analyst, decided to broaden the search.

Group 1 (cooperative programmes) was linked with Group. 3 (student

loan programmes) to produce a set' containing 95. references. Although this
14t.

figure was a manageable number, a scanning of a few of the titles _did not
shoiv them to be particularly releirant, for example, "Guide to Operating an

Off -Campus College Work-Study Programme" and "A Model Internship: The
Intern -- An Economical Assistant".

. At this point the search analyst used her knowledge of the client's
problem to determine the types of references which would be useful in her
search. A, look at the conjunction -or-tianding-ttigether" of-other sets showed

that it would not be easy to eliminate citations of documents and articles which
were cif, marginal. relevance.

(Set 2)
Adult Education

= 5802

et- 3)
Student Loan
'Programme

= 3555
AND

189 References
(shaded area)

When the 'references retrieved from this set were added to the match of student
lcian programmes in adult education (95 references), a total of 272 references
was retrieve& These were limited by a group of descriptors to indicate a
level .(e. g. , higher education) or a non-descriptive paper (e.g.'," literature*
reviews,. research). This additional combination, narrowed the retrieval to
80'references.

*-:

A. search' for references on ROTC- and Cadetships yielded Seven, i

These were added to the 10 initially retrieved and the 80 of potential use.
. The final set chcisen for off -line printing -'contained. 95 references.

The full citations, including the abstracts and -descriptors for these
95 references were ordered quickly and efficiently from the-SDC computer

. centre in Santa-Monica, California. -In this case the printout was sent directly
to the client's office. The entire computer search lasted only 14 Minutes.



When the search was completed, the search analyst filled out the form
letter (Appendix N) and sent that as a confirmation to Jane Smith.. The form

1

letter was accompanied by a written exiilanation of the prilitout, order forms
for the documents, and. a copy of the search request form- (Appendix N). Each
user is encouraged to seek the help of the search analyst in the event of
questions or problems.

On Tuesday morning, only three days later, Ms. Smith telephoned

- the search .analyst to.report that the printouthad arrived. They-Aiscussed
the procedure from that point and decided that she would become familiar with
the bibliography and focus her research design before ordering microfiche
copies. Many-of the journal articles are available-in her own library and would
be Lead or photocopied there.

Three dakslater the client telephoned to request a second search.
Though dealing with a new_topic-, the interview was conducted over a telephone--

.in five minute's. The search analyst spent another 10 minutes designing the
search strategy and then processed the-request in the same manner..

Ms. Smith was sent an evaluation questionnairein early February.
Although the client has not yet returned the completed form, the fact that she
completed the, search cycle twice, clearly represents .adoption of
this innovation, namely the EISO information service.
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CHAPTER yIr-

Information Systems Model for the Assessment of EISO

, 56

The viability of the Educational Information. System for Ontario (EISO)

depends on the people it is designed to serve. TO assess-the viabilitY of the
service we Must know a great deal about its users; Who are they? What are
their information-needs? How can they be satisfied? Are the needs great enough
to create and sustain demand for information services at a price that will pay for

,the full cost of these services? If these questions can be answered, we can
assess the viability of the information service operating in a given context, and
describe how it can operate in an efficient, and:effective .manner:

A systems approachis used to organize the multitude of factors -which
must be considered if the questions raised above are to be ansWeredl:That is;

vs

input, proeess, and output variables mnst be treated separately, with it being
_

assumed that the first s'two type of variables serve, at least in part, to explain
the third. Data collection for this purpose was limited to a pre-coded questionnaire
completed by each user for each search (Appendix C), and a more cryptic data
sheet (Appendix I)) completed by the search analyst and research officer.

This chapter focusse8 on the explication of the information systems
model used to organize the data that were collected. This systematic treatment,
of the information search cycle is then set within a framework developed from

__ the literature on the adoption of innovations. The view is taken that the Educa-
tional Information SysteMfor OntariO 'constitutes an educational innovation in

64



the province, and that its use by an educator represents that adop-

tion of an innovation- namely, EISO. The folloiving chapters desbribe in detail
the data .collected, the findings basecron the first five monthS of EISO's opera-
tion,,, and the imprlications,of 'these -findings:

InformatiOn Systems Model.

The Educational Information System for Ontario is a service seeking to
satisfy the information needs of its users.' One cannot study the service without
considering the users. It is their interaction which results in the goafbeing
reached, -- the users learning wl,t they sought to know.

In a sense, then, a broad View of an- educational information system
encompasses both the user and the service, the user being characterized by
unfulfilled needs and the system by its ability to-satisfy these needs. -In practice,

user's needs would be-represented 1-4a verbal or written request for informa-
tion on 'some- fOpic, while the information' system would be personified by the
search analyst, trained to refine the requests so that existing information on a
topic. can Be retrieved for the user. After a request is submitted, the 'search
topic is !'negotiated" by the requester and analyst. Then, appropriate references
are retrieved and later the documents themselves. From the information
scientist's viewpoint, the entire infcirraation search, cycle may be said to end
here since information has been supplied to the client. However, stopping the
process at this-pointbegs the question as to the system's success in actually
satisfying the information need. Has the client's need for information been
satisfied? Therefore, :we must consider that supi5lying ddoiments constitutes
a stimulus which helps users to acquire knowledge_and thereby. satisfy their
infOrmation needs; To be -sure, the process can be carried still one step f her,
to the= application in practice of the knowledge gained from the documents... HoW-
ever, this step'carries us one too far. -- beyond the users to their social environ-
meat. We choose to omit this step from study, not becatise it lacks importance
(it does not), but because it would expand the scope of the investigation far beyond
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that required.to'assess the viability, of an information system and would change
its character into-one having the educational system, rather than the user, -`as
its focus. It seems far better to consider that satisfying theuser! s it
tion needs however subtle a transformation .of the user's state this may be --
is the best point to conclude the information search cycle.

At each stage the search cycle -- composed of a search request, ques-
tion negotiation, 'se reference retrieval, ,document retrieval, and.knosidedge
acquisition feedba curs. , During quatiton,negotiation the search analyst
makes inquiries of and suggestiois to the user related tci'the -search request,
and the user responds. After a- few references have been retrieved and reviewed
-by the user for relevance, negotiations may be reopened and-an altered searoh---
begun. The cycle of stimulus-responile-feedback recurs constantly until the final

.

set- pf. references. is retrieved. Even:lit the end of the entire cycle, when a
satitEdiZd or dissatisfied user has ended the. search process or ed elsewhere,
feedback to the information system continues. The former ustrs, acting as
disseminating agents, recount their experience, -to others, thereby creating
expectations that are brought to the system when new users make search re-
quests. Dissatisfied users, by their negative co .may.affect the system
by reducing the expeCtations and even numbers of tu0.- More directly, through
formal evaluation forms, all users have the opportunity to provide feedback
designed to alter the form or operations of the system.

The cycle of activities, together with the user, search analyst, (com-
puterized) retrieval system and their special characteristics, form a system
which is portrayed graphically in'Figure 1.

6 a
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Models of Behaviour

Sysfems models are particularly helpful in organizing the questions that
can be asked about a particular situation. Qiiestions concerning the user's -
characteristics come first, along with.. those concerning the sear' cli-an.alyst and
the particular technology being useded to actually retrieve information. -Next come
those related to the process in which the user is transformed from an individtia
lacking in knowledge to. one who is informed; finally, one can consider the end
result -- the level of satisfaction, the types of documents retrieved, etc. At.

each stage one can investigate the nature of feedback 'occurring: Throughout,
questions may be on a micro scale -- focussing.on the individual user and his
or her interaction with the service or on a macro scale, with data being -

, --aggregated to develop an overall pictire. .1

,Because the purpose bf this study is to answer questions related to the
viability of the Educational Information System for Ontario, aggregate data are
important..-3MW "many users are there? How many potential users? How
satisfied are users on the average? How much revenue can be generated --
enough to cover expenses? Aggregate answers, of course,. are based on in-
dividual responses; .ideally, the investigator assembling aggregate. data knows
as much about each individual as does the micro researcher, but this is never
the case. In the place of collecting extensive information about each subject,
one can decide (or assume) all subjects act in- accord with some set of laws 7-
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sociological, psychological, economic, or whatever- -- and then only collect
data for those variables rested to the theoretical model being used. It is this
latter approach that is used in this study.

SociologiCal

A sociological approach to man would view the user as an individual
occupying tiome role (or set of roles) and status pogition(s) in society. .In most

_ cases, a user will hold al-professional position_ an educational organizatian,
and his expectations' for his own behaviour based on his interpretation.of organi-

..

_zationaLnorms wilL

-likely_

account- for-bis-decis on whether -or -not-to-:rnafre-ien'
EISO information search. If.he believes that:searching for information. is a higbly
valued _activity in the organizat ion, he will likely Conduct a search. If, _on the .,
other hand, -he believes it isconsidered unprodUcti% he will not. .

As well; ;an individua4's 'role may even determine if he hears abouttEISO.
,

Graduate students and administrators Have been' Bent brochurei3.-advertising
0 .0

EISO; teachers and' undergraduate students in eduCation have.not and must
depend on their superiors-to relay the informatiOn:

An individual's social status is another variable of ixdportance.-
in higher positions, with more pOwer accruing to thein than those in lower posi-
tions, are probably more likely to seek information because they can put it to
-use; ,their decisions count. The same cannot be said for those in relatively
low positions within the status hierarchy of the educational profession.

Finally, the environment ofsthe organization in which a user works will
condition his approach to seeking information, as well as the type of information
sought. "Those located in urban areas are likely to have information centres
readily available -- and a surplus of critical problems in need of Solution.

Psychological

A number of important characteristics of users are essentially psycho
logical in nature -- one's knowledge about'a topic, motivation to learn,



attitudes- toward imiovations-in ge,
particular.

Prestiinably, an indiidual must have some kaopledge aixiat a topic
before -a questioji concerning it can be form.uLsted. If a, seareh is undertaken and

information is loeated, t.hen learning can occur: and the individual's
need for information is redneed. Thus, learning modelsprovided by psYchol

/2

,aIutISO in

ogists are of considerable relevance to EL504s perfOrmance.
User's motivation to learn is clearly, a major -forte

de-Cis/on to earch for information. One motivating factor may >~ - the individual
. .

"need for achievemeatt Informatiori may be-sought in order to assist the
person's social advancement. Knowledge can be power.

At the same time, the personts attitude toward:innovation and change nay
be of ;critical importance. Those favouring old ways are not nearly so likely to
try a new service' such as that provided by EISO as those who haire a predilection
toward new -ideas, products and services.

_ .

a user's opinion about EISO -- his satisfaction with the quality
of the service and information provided 7-7- is essentially a psychological char-
actaristic..,In assessin the results of the information system, theses opinions are

,s

of major importance.

Economic.
:

The lond-term fiscal viability of EISO is primarily an economic question.
If "one assumes the systelra must be totally self supporting, then there are three

_ )
economic models that can be applied to determine tlieprobable-answer. The.

-.. -
4 ...

incorporatefindings would be of -value in developing a policy which would incorporatedeveloping
... .. .., -

partial -S-ubsidization- of-the service.
Theprice-Tdernand model views the user as an individual-with limited

-

funds who Makes purchases according to a set of priorities, - with the ,amount
.

purchased of a given product (of a-given quality) being related .,to-its price-

Applying this model to an information user directs the investigator _to ooLlece,



.

data reffated Co-price and civarity information,search: seszice, and the quantity-

purchasea,by users. Other types of economic modelS, e.g., co'steffectiveness,
cost-benefit, etc., would "require collecting other-. types of data.

Cost- effectiveness analysis requires data on system processes (especially
cost) and results, to establish the relationship between the cost of a given approabh

-

with the .quality of the product resulting from various processes. One might com-
p .

pare the cost effectivenesef supplying paper copies of do-cu. mei s with micro-
fiche copies, -first collecting data on the-costs of each and then on the extent to
which each satisfies the information needs of the user population One might

# t?

find that, though microfiche were only half as effective as paper coties in satis-
fying information needs of an individual, they were five times as cost effective
because their costs were one -tenth those of kaper. That is, in sending out the
same'dollars? wor . of microfiche and paper copies (say 10, 000 fiche and 1000
paper copies) and assuming paper copies wefe--always effective, the first option
would produce 5600 -;atisfyd users which the seCond". woUld-eld only 1000..

Cost-benefit annlysis is similaro cost-effectiveness)-but more inclusiye
in its measurement of results. In the present study, a cost -benefit analysis
would reqUire an estimate of all benefits or "goods" arising from a single search.
One would haVe to estimate, say, how many children with a partiaular learning
disabilityt would-be identified and giveproper treatment -- thereby enhancing
their entire life and earning ability 7- a13 result of nformation-searches. Less
_ambitiously, one might try only to-- estimate the number of " second readers" a
given EISO bibliography might.have, and to place a dollar value on this occurrence:
Rtgardless of the scope of-estimates of benefits?. the cost-benefit -approach
remains highly speculative, more than either --..co-4-effectiveness Aand
effectiveness is rarely measured with very much precision) or price-demand

. .

Three general perspectives or approachs, psych0,1011c

and economic, can guide the selection_ofvarlables and collectiCnot---aahrough-
,

. . .

out the informatiolicyCle, from the initial .search reqUest to the _concluding

L.<



acquisition of knowledge by the user. Data can be collected on the three "parties"
involved the user the intermediary, and the retrieval system and_

. rte

can be aggregated to describe; the characteristics of_the user population, e.g.,
its average -level-of information, need, and the overall information systeRa, e.g.,
its cost. Before developing detailed rationales for the selection of specific
variables for measurement, as well as their definition and opera.b.onaliza.tion,
a wider view of the Educational Information Systentfor Ontario must be taken,

Adoption of innovations -

To this pciint, our discussion has implied -that the Eckicational Informa-
tion System for Ontario, EISO, is an existing service With a regular clientele.
This situation is not, of course, _ the case; instead, EISO is a new, ekperiraental
service which may be viewed as an educational innovation winking its first' appearance
in Ontario. This particular context means that the systera has no:tusers", just
potential users. This situation is rather like that when a new variety of influ-
enza appears -- no one has been stricken, but there are many susceptibles
(Lawton 8z Lawton, 1975; Rogers, 196

Treating EISO as an innovation whose:adoption has just started reqaires
incorporating the-information system model: (Figure 1) into a more generA..
model which incorporates- the stage of adoption experienced by an individual
coming.into 'contact with a new idea cilogere, 1962) -2- 34-no knowledge, 2)

awareness, 8) seeking of additional information, tiial,adoption, 5) evalua-
tion, and 6) permanent, adoption or rejection. = -

At the start of the EISO project (March 1, 12975)-, -none of the potential
users knew of the service since it did not exist;., all were at stage 1. To be
come a first time user stage 4), . stage0-. 2 and, must first'occur. In the case:
of EISO, where the search analyst .major source of, additional information,

stage 4 often follows immediately after or in conjunction with stage 3, seeking--
additional information. After trial. adoption (stage. 4), evaluation., (stage 5) occurs.



Evalua.tion by the tiler is vitable; People form oriinions and attitudes
after any neW experience. Clearly, this .assessment by the first time user is"-
all important to the viability. of an information system, since: it is'this evaluia.-

-tion which sets the value (in economic, and profes'ional tetras) of the search
'Service in the user's mind. If hii(informatiOn need is saiisfied, it is likely the

i.

service will be..7eirl positively, though if the information contradicts his own
beliefs or opinions, he may blame the messenger and fozlin a negative opinion n-of

. .
the service. Or, if the search negoti- ;.--; has revealed the naivete, and

igaorance, he may feel-humiliated an avoid further .searches. R a4-sa, °.
s)

... ., - . . . - . .

a final decision (dtep 6) necessazyily occurs:- permanent'rejeCtiOn r rekdiness
to use the service again whenever the appropriate circumstance* arise.

The innovation adoption model adds a degree of complexity to the overall
design of this study. Clearly,7 the first tizne'user.who completes an information
search cycle has-made a utriatradoptiozi." of the EISO service; the `geeond time

. . -

through the cycle represents permanent adoption of the service. -Hence, first
time and repeat users of the ,system must be treated separately. In addition;
the population of users must be broadened to include .all potential users, --
i.e. , 'those susceptible to the-innovation-.= and the systems model that is_used

-

to guide the col.ledtion of data must be extended-to incorporate an awa.reness_
phase. The model then becomes, more explicitly, an-open-system model (Katz,
& Kahn, 1966),: with "awareness" representing a characteristit (presenter not
Rresenty of, the potential; users of the system. Upon completing the sear'pro-.

cess and. utilizilig the documents,. users themselves spread knowl out-..

the service to other potentiakuserS until all are aware and, ultima ely; become
at least trial users (Figure 2) .

4.
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Since the rate of diffusion for recent educational innovation tends to be high
(Lawton & Lawton, 1975), it can be expected that within five to-seven years,-
all potential users will have tried the information service, and the' overall
system -will- approach -a steady state of operation.

e
-Parentheticallk, the. adoption.model for innovations suggests one reason

for expecting potential users to place a relatively high value on the -service:-
namely, collection of information, is a keystep in the process cif adopting any

,:new practice. Thus, it can be exPected that risers (particuLarly- users in the
first two years) will be the types -of 'individuals who are given e6 trying out

.
innovations- (Rogers, 1962; Carlson, 1965). They will probably be involved in
selecti g other innovations, and will ly turn to EISO as a convenient source

- .

Iof addi 'onal information. Ftirtherrao e, the.fact that collection of information
.

...-

is a stage in the process. of rrigic-ing all types of decisions (Musella, 1973)
Suggests that most educators are potential users of the Information service.

:I.

Summary

The viability of the Educational Informalion System for ontarie depends
on the willingrtess of the educational community to make use of the system,
paying sufficient feet to sustain its continued operation: To learn if this support

:-



is likely, this study haft factisseito`i ER30 users,..treatment of them as social;
psychological, and-ecorkmic individvaiR; in particular, their role in adopting .

EISOits an educational innovation- is considered. These various viewpoints are
organized into a systems model of the educational information, search cycle set
within an innovation adoption model.

.The'next chapter turns to the collection of ciaia related to the topics
noted above. Variables describing the users' social...role, pli.ychological
characteristiAs, economic behaviour and satisfaction with EISO are treated

-

-in detail.

'



The EISO User Questions, eft.ditions, Variables, and Satisfaction_

J

Who uses EISO ?" What

with-ELSO? -These are three of the/fundamental-quest i-ons which this study seeks

their infOrmatiOn deeds? Are they satisfied

,to answer -ac he js multifaceted and can be approached froin several dif:-;
. . .

ferent-rierspec es: In tins. .7chapter, definition's of.the -dirhenSions of prithary-
relevance in ans ering:these questions are pr vided, folloWed by the particulai-
item(s)' used-to assess the user's place on.thede _dimensions. As noted earlier, ..

--two data collection instruments were used the,E1S0.-User Evaluation Question-

naire I.Appendix C) and i.4e EISO Service Evaluation-Data Sheet (Appendix D)..
... ,

Throughout this chapter; items from the two forms are identified by the item
umbers-that appear on the forms' them.sives.,- though-they do not appear_ in -,

the same order. Items from the questionnai.re a.:re identified by tiumber .(e. g. ,-
..... 4.. . -

iter4:117) whilethose from the data sheet are identified With the prefix DS

(e.g., item DS17).
The three perpptiyes, used in this chapter to view the users are those

described'previouslk; namely, sociological, psychological, and economic.
Aknong the psychologibal variables is one of considerable impoAance- the
user's satisfaction with -EISO

Sociological Perspective

The first question; -I/Who uses EISO ? ", is- most readily.approached
- from a soCiological vieWpoint.. In what tyPe.,of Or-ginization is the user era,-

-
ployed?- What are the persOn's,role and sobial -statiis? What



is the organization's environment? These questions address the four types_ of
social variables that must be considered.

ype of Organization
Probably the most important social systeins for EISO users are the

formal organizations within which they work school boards, .faculties of
,

educatio'n, or whatever. These organizations, most of which will be non-
profit m the ca-"-se\of.EISO users; have 'specific-goals (e.g., _to educate Children),

.
and maintain well-defined roles for their inember-s. :Theseroles are defined
in terms of the = behaviour expected of the 'individuals, including those acts that
are mandated (e.g., a.teacher must teach),-- permitted (e.g.; a teacher- may
suggest-new policies) and forbidden (e,.g.b .a teacher may not hire staff). For

. -

virtually all roles. in educational organizatiOns, acquiring information -is. probably:-
permitted- :andfor some (e.g., researchers, graduate;-students) 'it is reqttirect.-L-..
i.e. , it: is expected behavioar on their part by'both .themselved. and: other members
of the organization. A person's role, in all probability, will-to a-large extent
account for whether or not he Will try EISO. An OISE graduate stucfent,_,studying
and searching for information in the same building in which EISO is lo6ated,
is extremely likely to use it. A distant elementary school teacher involved.
primarily in classrooM teaching will probablY not use the service, unless
another role she occupies, such' as that of math curriculum committee, member,
includes the expectation that information will be sought for the committee's-

.

use This latter possibility suggets one of the difficulties in using a person's
role to explain his or her behaviour: people have multipleoleis, and it is
difficult to know which role they are playing when undertaking'a given action.

...Indeed, in the example above, the teacher might-request inforMation conderfi-.
ing math curriculum to satisfy both a classroom need and a committee need.

7 I It practical terms, types of organizations with which users are primarily
associated are determined by their response to items 1. and 2 on.the ELSO -User
Evaluation-Questionnaire- (Appendix A). "Categories include the following types

. .

-'of--orga.nizations: preschool, public boarcl,;.separate board, private..school or
....
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board, college of applied arts and technology ( CAAT), facylty of education or
teacher's college, university, Ministry of Education, profeSsional organiza,-
tion, government, and business or industry.

For schdol board personnel, and-in particular those serving in schools,
it was felt that the size of the organization might be an important factor related
to the amount of information needed, the assumption being that large organza=
tions are more complex, making the need.for information'greatey: Therefore,
both the board enrolment (item 11) and school enrolment /item 1/2) were requested.

Professional Role
The user's tbree major professional roles were dete ed by their

response-to-item -6. A limit of three roles was imposed sothewhat arbitrarily
for the sake of economy, with the primary, secondary.-and tertiary -roles each -.
being identified. Included inthe choices were administration or supervision,

.- .

te-aching,,pupilpersonner services, research, field -development, Ministry of ,

. r : - _

Educationregional office,: library services; private consultant, student; and.
other. The student category was broken down by level; undergraduate, M. Ed: ,

-3;?-

Ed.-D. ; M.A. MILD .

For school board personnel, the prOfessional role was- also modified
A.

by' level: elementary grades only, secondary grades only, elementary and: -"
centralcentral board office, and other.

As suggested in a previous example, the type of information individuals
' -.seek and the. Trequency with which they seek it are 4ikelk to be related to their ,

. - -

professional responsibilities. Indeed, information seeking is ad...exceedingly
- important professionsi -PctiVity which is part of the expectations for many roles.-

In additiOn, it is a characteristic of utmost - importance for the user of EISO.
Therefore, item 19 asked how oftn (never, sometimes, -often, or very often)

.

_theyrug,ht information for each of the following purposeS: to keep abreast of
their field; to complete assignments, tern:* p!apers if theses; to prepare or

..update- bibliOgraphieS; to develop. curriculum; to improve ., to. , '1 .
. --' !..

'prepare. speeches, reborts or articles; to..ccimplete research and deN.reloptdentfc ,
_ ...

41,

'AY



prcijects;. tabrowse; Ito yecruit or evaluate person e1; to develop policy and
,

to meet other needs.
"..

The sources of information used to meet these various, needs were
identified in item 18, which asked for an indidatiOn of the amount of time per
we spent using a giVen source. As well, the value (lo.cv, medium, or high)
of a information acquired from each- source was requested. The list of sources'

cluded the following: colleague, profes'sionar joarnals and books,e, outside

consultants, inside consultants, officefiles and records, supervigors profes-
j.

sional organizations, libraries, conferences, proilssional development days,
_

-academic or professional cotirses,curri guicr4p or texts, ERIC materials,
educational absttcts and iidexes, .-and o

-The purpose in requestinga p "cular EISO. search is also ro245d in
4r'

the individual's role.. ,Recorded...ti. the search,re est form, this infor,raation.-
1was coded onto the EISO Service EvaluatiOn Data Sheet (Appendix D) asitem

DS4 Using the same classification scheme used for noting their usual reasons

d

.

for seeking information. Related to the purpose of the search request is the
.

. amount of information needed, a matter tapped by'items DS6 and DS7 : first
.

year for which materials are required (a recent year_ implies little-.material
-is required) .andlhe'numher of references desired.

Organizational roles are not defined solely frorn'the,institutional per-.
spective, of course.: There are unique aspects of anindividual's behaviour' and
expectations regarding a role that are d-not shared by all other individuals in the
organization --

. .

even those in positions that carry the same name. Certainly,
not all;teachors-, ..not even all grade 3.teachers,_ teach the same way... Similarly;
.not -all are likely to have the sane" information needs. The knowledge. and
.expectations derived from professional tra!ning (e. g. , completing an M. gd..
programme), experience in the .pOsition, profegsional .activities and reading
habits Might 0i affect an individual's performance lip his or herrpiitaar7 pro-

.fessional Complementing the.,institutional dimension of rganfzatronal
roles,is the personas} rdimension':chara rized by the followingitems:



personiS highest-degree high school; teacher's college, elor's, misters,.
rate (item 55); yearS in--current position (item 7); experience as an

offider of a professional organization (item 13); extent of publications and

conference pfesentations fitern 15); me_ in voluntaryspnafessional
organizations (item 14); and.participation In research projects (item 16).

_ -

S cial Status
A persoWs social status will-also be an important background variable

,
related to his performance on the job: On any normal scale of -social status,

..- -,5,
.

of course, virtually all of EISO's users would probably be classed very highly
since most would be uni.versitk.graduates working in professional positions.

.
find'_Nevertheless, the status of 4ndividuals-of different ages and sex does yary, _-

with mature males -(up to-retirement age) usually of highest stalls; *witlithe
.,,

most power and pleStige, _arid young females at the bottom, With little. influence"

or- prestige.. 'Therefore-qUestions regarding both the user's age (iterh 52) and
sex (item 53) were :included:

That social ranking by, age and sex exists (and is apparent in school' -
systems wherein virtually all administrative positirs are held by men between
the ages of 35 and 65) does not-imply that the situaiion is fair or; unchangeable.

It simply represents a current social fact.

Organizational Environment
After taking perSonal differences into account, individuals occupying -.

similar roles in different organizations might be expected to ha. ve similar
kinds of information needs. In fact, though, environmental factors might also
cause their information needs-to differ. For-example, one administrator may work
in a homogeneouS ruralboard while anothersis employed in a heterdgeneous ti

..urban setting. The-two might require different types of information-in order
to solve problems arising_from their boards' different social environments.

. .

A similar situation applies for other types of roles_ and organizations. One
particu4r factor _Of importance is,whether, or .not the organiz-- atiOn is .j.ocated

Ministry_ of- E ducationtrs Northeastern Region centred in North
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This region is the test area for-experimentation with specially trained Educa-
finf ormation Consultants, therebirnalc-ingit special, when comparedsto

other regicins in the province-. Four items tap the environmental contekt, _one
of which (cotfderning language) only applies to boards and,schools. Item 3
inquired as to heftctunicipality in which the user's organization was located:
a district or district municipality, a county or regional municipality," Metropoli-
tan Toronto, Ottawa, London, Harailton, Windsor; Sudbury; Carman (outside
Ontario), and outside Canada.

Y.

"Whether or -'not it was located in the Northeastern Region (Region 3):
was learned from item: 4; the urban or rural na.ture of the_setting was
in item 5; and the mother tOngue,of the majority-of students (in the, case of
schools) in item 10.

Psychological Perspective
r.

Describing-users in sociglogical terms ha:sled us to consider them
first as members of organizatioba, ,second as incumbents in particular roles,
-haw`eing. both institutional and_personal dimensions, and third as individuals'

-.oc-Cupying: some in the social hierarchy,, Finally, the important. social
Contextlof the orgnization itself was noted.' ,Next we shall answer the question
of whci EISO users are in Rsychologicallterins ! viewing the user as a
learner, and second as a subjective being with particular motivations, attitudes .

and °Pinions.

-The User as Learner
How. does a-person learn\'? Whht conditions .re- nedessary for-learning

... .- - -

';/- to take pLice? i.here are many theorieS col:ice-ruing each of these questions,
. _ . . . , ..,

-. Some' are
.
consistent ;with-one anothe , and others are -crctstaclictory. It is prob-

. . A -
. . .

ably, fair to say that there is at.least some agreeme 'on. the following statements.
. .. .

1) A learner rnuSt-be motivated to' lea.rn 's znotivation is grounded,
.-,

in the social*situation.of the learner. It may be-that:learning -is required by
...
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an authority (.a method used effectively in armed forces), or is-encouraged by
the individual's curiosity concerning an unusual occurrence, about which he

= asks, "Why?". In other cases, as.we shall note later, an- individual's role
- in an organization teacher; administi--ator, 'student often creates situations

whete-new knowledge is-necessary in order to cope effectively, or-where the
individual's own need for achievement is met by gaining new kfioWledie (McClelland,
1961) . Such' soCio-psychological circumstances form the impetus behind thb
motivatign. to learn (G-agng, 196.4).

2) The must possess certain prior knowledge- in order to learn
-a new concept or to discover a new understanding. If a child cannot speak, he
cannot write. If apotential user does nit know, about ;EISO,.. he cannot decide
to seek further-information abOut its potential _usefulness. "This prior knowledge
would 'relate not onlyto tliat about-ELSO itself, but about a given problem, situa---,

db.

practice or other topic about which informatiork is needed. How much does
the user know in advance? If he is almost totally lacking in knowledge -about a
topic; he may not b6 able to formulate. a good S intateent of the problem for the
search analyst. The search negotiation may prove arduous, andatliresults
may prove less than satisfactory. -- at least on the firSt try.

3)- RegardleSs of whether only a simple fact is learned, or a complex
con, pt involving generalizations and inductive' leaps, the learner is changed
in the learning process. Something iS learned which, was not known before.
Expectations -concerning the learnirig_ experience are- fulfilled, entirely, in part,-..,
or_not at all. 'Opinions concerning the process are formed, and may,. in. turn;

.
afect the motivation tozundeitake fUrther learning. .

Knowledge, -in the sense ,used here, can be thought of as a set of facts,
concepts, and'theories related to somie topic or activity as accepted by 'those'
,

'individuals who are most- centrally invo --re4.3 In general; the extent of an
individual's knowledge concerning an area is Measured against -that held by , .

-recognized experts in the area. For example; knowledge concerning prograMiae
development is defined by experts in the field of rirograrame development. In
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theory, if an individual could, on demand, ,relate all bf the facts; concepts
theories about- programme develophient to these experts, he would-be. said
have full knowledge about the topic. In practice, it is-never necessary to
so exhaustive. Instead, only a sample of the factS, concepts and thearies
used, as in any schalastic examinatiOn,- to assess. an individualrs knowledg
In- this study, however, specific knowledge -'is not assessed. To do- so Woul
requisie testing users on a multitude of different subjects on each of
topiCs- they submit). Only two items entered on.the. EISO. Service Evaluatic

,DataSheet (Appendix 33); are used to measure prior ImoWledgei _nuniberl a
. .

references expected, -and-relevant citations already known (items EiS8 and
As we shall point out later, it is not really necessary to measure knowledg

.

about the various subjeCts directly in any case.
One particular topic concerning which Users must necessarily have

knowledge is the Educational Information System for Ontario itself. Sind
awareness of an innovation like EISO is an 'important stage in the prodess a
adopting an innovation, the knowledge about EISO that users posses is an

..important chai-acter-istic. Of course, all users necessarily are fanrliar
EISO, `So awareness will be studied as an outcome of the publicity-gra 7:11:

which will be treated later.

Motivations,. Attitudes, and Opinions
Motivation to learn is a psychological variable of utmost importance

By--motivation we mean- a psychological state characterj.zed by the readines
an individual to engage in some activity. In particuiar; .motivation to-learn

-implies that a commitment exists to engage in learning activities.. It-may b
oted in other paychlogical factors, such as personality, or in the social

economic context of a given situation. Personality itself is a coinPlex
habits, preferences, beliefs and needs 'Which produce in: a person -a disposit
to engage in some activities and nbt in others. .)

0-he personality trait, that has been suggested as a motivating factor._
seeking-information is the need for achievem. t, a personality force Which
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.drives an individual to seek mastery in some sphere of activity or knowledge:
An ambitious person is likely to search out information-in order to.out-distance
the competition, both by knowing More and being seen to know more, and to
gain mastery of a situation.° Two 'items that tap ''this cbara.-eteristic relate to
an individual's professional planS: thtfirst ascertains the-tiserls ambition or
wish to advance to a higher- position- within his organization (item 8), while the
second asks whether he wishes to undertake study toward a higher degree in
the next five yAtrs (item 1'7). r

Correlated with individuals' personalities are' their attitude which_are
expresSed as 'opinions, which reveal a piedispesition to act in a;specific way
toward some object (the so-called -"atti(de''` object). A scale adapted from
Sieber (1972) measures opinians and attitudes troard innovations -(items 20
to 24), while item 48 asks the user about his initial Attitude toward EISJ), a
typical ethicational innovation.

Motivation may also have a soei ogical impetus:. as when it -is derived
- 4

A. ---
_. .- from one's social role within a society, profession.. or organization. Then,- it

is embodied in he expectations for one' behaviour held by various segmentst ..,
---

_
. _ . -

of society; including the individual himself. The roles of research directo' r
and graduate'student; for exaMple, harry in thein. the 'obligation to 'seek-infor-
mation if the incumbents are to ill theii .social roles.

E-conomic Per-spective

If EISO were prOviding only a free service, as haStraditidnally been
the case with librarieS., then it would not be necessary to view the user as

- _

an economic creature. However, EIS:(05 is charging $20 in- the Northeastern
...-

,

Region and $30 elsewhere; thus an economic pers ective is necessary.
Economic -situations in fact serve to motiv e individuals. This'occurs.

_wheneier it.is recognized by a person that he can achieve some objective or
furl-fill an obligation at less cost iizr time or money by following one course of

. .

action rather than another. Such is the case when an gdministrator chooses to
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request an automated bibliographic searckto satisfy an information need,
thereby avoiding the alternativeeof hiring a part;time researcher-to fulfill
the need.

. I.

In terms of describing the user, one important characteristic is :his
. .

source of furids. Is the user paying himself, o-is the cost being chrged to
organization? This question iAs,answe7 7 item DS11, which deterniines

who payszfor the search; iten'13823 elial ". a m e type of information for. .

matekals ordered as a result of a search. Areins DS13 and DS5 refer to the
source -of pajment for OISE users who avail themselves of internal-charge-
back arrangements. On the whole, would be expected that a person who is
paying out Of his own pocket would be* more reluctant, to conduct an EISO search --
that is, he would have to be more highly motivated thati one whose organikation

.

is covering the cost.

: .
-Z'he User. as,Innovator

-.When an educator first tries an-innovation like EISO, 'he is- engaging
in the trial adoption Of the service. . This trial uqe represent the fourth stage .

in.the adoption process, described earlier. efvalUates the service (stage
five) --and, if he finds it to his liking, -may decide to include the service-on his.

. .
.4 - -

liat of sourcetto be 'checked when information is needed. Thebecond time he
tries the system, '-it may be said .thafhe has adopted the innovation (stage six).-

. . - -.
To be sure{ some u...&0-. may.,,x'equa're severalctrials before makfng a _final

.,..-.. , ..,,. - . _....,> .---..,..-cfe'cision regardini_ -;:40-;..=.:.v.alue; but, with a fee of $30 if is apparent that
-

-,.
=requestinean E t' e ''-; . ch is not a minor decision.- -There are-few ex-

trinsiC rewards for t- . --ifalcing,a search -- it is not a visible' syrnbol that
#

... -
enhances or reflect ne's status. Its real value is in the information pro-

.. _.

. , -°vided. If th-ejprorm'atiou is not -satisfactory, then there would be no reason, -

-tb choose ElgO as a ftiture= source of knOwledge. .....

-- ?,,-- rii"-st-time or.brial users of an innovation are of tremendous-importance
for tw46-reasons:-;',-',--F5iest, they form the major portion of the clientele in the

,-.

O
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first year of operation. Perhap-S more importantly,. they assist in the dis-
semination of information about the system. One user, talks to a colleague,
and converts that individual from a potential User into atrial user. An inter-
action effect (Rogers, 1962} occurs, and use snowballs. -More and more.
clients are recruited. But after allpotential first-time users have been served,
the repeat user -- the a.doptre 1 -- enters the limelight. He is the one who will
determine, in-the long rigt., if the ,service survives. Loyal customers are the
mainstay of any business.

It is extremely important, -tlien, to know who the early adopters of an
innovation are, so that _likely -candidates can be contacted and encouraged to
use EISO. To learn about the di. e'rences-betweerf..trial'and-repeat users, both
groups will be described in terms of the sociological, psychologi , and

economic perspectives that have been discUssed in,this chapter. Item 54 in
the evaluation questiormaire yields the data needed .to 'distinguish between
novice and veteran users of F1,SO by asking the nu.mber of previous_ EISO _
searches the user has requested.

SatisfactiOn with EISO

A major factor in a first time' user's decision. on whether or- not `to use

again is his satisfaction with the EISO. Has his need for information on a
n topic been met? Was 'service satisfactory? How helpful was the-material

provided?
All of thege questions are aimed at learning users', opinions and might

be 'considered psychological in character. At the same time, they relate to
the individual's role': tlt assistance priikide'd by the EISO staff, and the. -ade-
quacy of the technology. Hence, both psicchological and sociological perspectives



SociologiCal Perspective..

Just as we first considered users and their needs:in sdciological terms,.
with the latter growing out of their.roles in educational organizations, so might
we consider-the success, of the -EISO. What role was itexpected to play? Did
it play that- r4;le Well? ;7_

Item 19 classified the purposes for which users regularly smight infOrma-
4 don; ,DS4 asked for the;purpose of a particular EISO search --- using:the_ same_

categories. Paralleling these questions is item-32 which e.nquired- ad. tothe
helpfulness of the information provided as a result of the (EISO search for.. eaeh.
of the following.purposes: keeping abreast.of the field; completing assignments,'
theses, etc; preparing g-or updating a:°bibliograp'hy; curriculum development;
improving programmes; preparing a speech, article, or report;' undertakidg
or completing a research or development project; browsing; recruiting and/or
evaluating personnel; develdping policy; and other. In interpreting the data
it Will, of course, be necessary to consider the individual's purpose in conduct-
ing a-search, It is hardly fair to consider how helpful the information has been
for eval-uating personnel when it was, sought for completing an assignment.

_

It is worthwhile at this point to -note a distinction_petween the value of
'the search .service and the Value of the inforMations acquired as a result of a
search. A potential user, in deciding to pay $30 for a search, clearly has'
estimated that the worth of:the service and information'to be-retrieved exceeds
$30. This estimated value applies to both the value of the time saved by condUct-

.

ing an automated search and the expedied value of the information. In situations
-

where ad individu occupied a that requires rmation be sought, there
is no real- alternati e to. EISO except manual searci All of indexes, and the
savings in time alone -- regardless.of the results --- will probably be,suf-
fiCietd to jiistify the cost. In most cases: oT course, the information retrieved
will-have some value. Two-itemd request the user to indicate what this value'
was for boththe annotated bibliography itself and the materials located in using:
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'the bibliography: Users were asked if their satisfaction with the value of these-
--was low, medium or high lite s 45 and 46, respectively). ,.

Psychological Perspective
In psychological terms, the results a pearelk cycle can.be 4sessed

.

in part by the knowledge 'concerning the topic gained the user. In theory,
atleast, this question is separate from that of the valueof what is learned.
Por example, one might search for. Ways to reduce the heating cost for. a :School
and learn that all effestive Solutions had already bee ;"-.:11 opted, with a.ciditivinal

savings. of energy ely. What has been learned in this case is of no economic
v&ue.

. Knowledge gain, the user's usual objective in utilizing EISO, might .
be measured by the use of appropriate pre- and posttests. To do so would
require testing users on a multitude of subjects (i.e. , on each of the topics
_submitted). This approach is not feasible.- Instead, a-substitute or proxy will
be used in this study: the individual's own perception of how much knowledge
he has gained from using EISO to meet information needs. In item 29," the user
is asked how much he learned about the topic as a result of the search
nothing or very l- e, some, or a great deal..

This q sti n is suppgrit. ented by two additional items from the 'search
'request form: the number of bibliographic references expected, and the number.
of relevant citations already known to the user (items DS8 and DS9), Both of

these' items suggest the level of knowledge of a user about the topic bei'ng
searched before the search is: conducted..

though an individual may learn p. great deal in using material retrieved
through EISO, he may feel that there is more.information avai able and that it.-
its worth seeking-. This desire for additional information is a mesa re. of the. ,

extent to which a person's information need has been fulfilled (item 31)-.
4

Ai- additional area of knowledge gain is not concerned with the user's
. - .

ary interest, 'but with knowledge concerning EISO. The question of 'how,

ugli the user has learn.ed_about EIEO -is asked in -item,. 30. One would
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expect that a person who has used the system would feel relatively well informed
about it.

Satisfaction, too, is a psychological variable. Whathare the users'
_ 4

attitudes about EISo now that they hate experienced it first hand? Thirteen*.
-items measure their. satisfaction with four dspeces. of EISO: 31i } hed material ;'
quality of service, timeliness of service, and- quality of the te;c nology employerl.

Published materials. __Accuracy,-__cOmprehensiveness,__adequacy_ of _ _

directions for submitting search requests, and adequacy-of directions for sub-,
raitting.orders for materis were considered of most importance in assessing
published materials. Items 37, 38, 39 and 40 concerned these aspects, which
were rated in terms of high, medium and low satisfaction. Comments were
also invited.

Quality of service. Convenience of arrangements for requesting EISO
searches (item 33), the helpfulness of the search analyst or EIC (item 34), and
the length of time devoted
indexes of service quality.

the search interview (item 41) were the three

Timeliness of service. Timeliness of service refers to the time taken
to deliver an EISO bibliography, EISO microfiche or papericoPies, or materials
ordered from-ERIC Document Reproduction Service inthelUnited States. Items
42, 43, and 44 measured the level of satisfaction with each:of these aspects:

-Quality of technology. Quality of relates to several char- .

acteristics- of the materials and machines- utilized in EISO.. Included were the .

length of the bibliography, readability of microfiche, and availability of micro-
--fiche readers. Satisfaction with each of these'was tapped by items 35, 36,

and 47, respectively:

three summative or global .questions "concerning satisfaction
were asked. All refer to social action; if they were to be classified according
to the scheme: use_ d here, the could be classified in both the sociological and
psychological spheres.
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Would you use EIS° again? This question, posed in item 49, is of utmost
importance. Responses to it provide an estim.ate:of the proPortion,of first time
use=s -Who, are likely, to become repeat uSers4c

Wciuld youreco minend use of EISO to colleague? As noted earlier,
colleagfal recommendation -- the socioloitcal "interaction effect" -- can Serve
to multiply the numbers of potential users. Hence, this question, askedin
item-50, is also of considerable importaa?crki both pramtieally and theor

'Do you think -EISO search services should be offered' on a permanent _

basis? IA positive response to thig, question (itera*51) 'I'idicates that users of
the experimental service accept the idlt9. of 'a fee-for'-'4ervice infoimation sys
tem which is responsive to their needs, negative response suggesiS a rejec"----/

-Aron of the idea.

Su,mrctary.

The framework used in the assessment of EISO is rather .complex,
incorporating as it does sociological, psychological and economic models,

-

in a systems framework (a frarciework which itself is set within a' systems
model for adoption of innovations). Tables I and II help to simplify this over-
all structure by listing the sociological and psychological variables for the
user., in terms of input, process and output. Identifying item numbers from
the questionnni÷e and data sheet are keyed to each factor. Age, for example,
is a sociological input variable elicited by item 52 on the EIS° User Evalua-
ticin Questionnaire. Satisfaction, on the other hand, is a psychological factor
tapped by a number of .items, and is'on the output side of the system's equation.

The next chapter concentrates on the characteristics and processes of
the Educational Information System for Ontario. Of particular importance
are its- traitstrait' s cast, price and-viability.
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Inpuc Output

"--ORGANIZATIONAL

Kind of organization,
Purpose of orgy ation:- 1, 2

ISiZe of *Organiza.on:- 11,'-.12

,Mole of user 'in-OrganizatiOn.--F...-
Institutional-. .

Aspects re ihfor
,

n search: 18
Purpose for- sear chi 1,9, DS4, DS 7
Topic /content,
Name of position: 6; 9

Personal
. Training- 55

Experience 'in job: 7
_ .

Professional activities: 13, 14,' 15, 16
Trial/repeat use of EISO: 54
Cost of first search: 31

ORGANIZATIONAL

HelPfulness_of (---
se h for en
purpose: 2,:

y.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Rural-urban: 5
Geographical location:
Language: 10

SOCIAL STATUS' OF USER.

Age: 52.

Sex: 53

a.. No sociological variables are, classiffild as process variables:
13. Number's -refer to item nlimbers on EISO' User EyalUation.Ques-

tionnaire (Appendix C). Numbers Preceded-bp.a "DS refer to
itemson. the EISO'Ser'Vice E'valuation.Data Sheet (Appendix 13)!.
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TATABLE riables for Psychologicat`34odels ti

G

a

Input

LEARNING

Knowledge" (actual)
DS6,' DS8, DS91?

RTS0

Knowledge, (desired)
Topic
EISO.

Motivation -
AchieV'ement need:

.Giitput

LEARNIN

iCnowledge

EISO

Knowledge (desired)--,
opic: 31. -

O- "p -I.,.

ATTITUDES

Innovations: 20, 21, 2
23, 24

EISO :

opic:
EISO: 30

ATTITUDES

EISO: 49, 50, 51" i-
Satisfaction: 33 to 47

--, .--a. No psychologicahrairiab es are classified as process
variables.

b. Nunabers refer to item numbers on EISO user Evaluation
Questionnaire (Appendix C). Numbers preceded with a
"DS" refer to items on the EISO Service Evaluation Data
Sheet (Appendix D) . .
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.E co 'omi.cs of _Operation:

NQuestions, efinitions and Variabled

1

a.

49.

To the user, -EISO is most likely personified by either the search
analyst or a lo'cal Educational Information Consultant...The computer technology
supporting the:system is relatively invisfiDle to him, expt for the bibliographies-
which are its printed output. Another visible characteristic of EISO is the
price charged for the services and materials provided, prices which are to some
extent based on the costs of their production, i.e., the costs of providing the

. ,

search -snnlyst 'and-computer system. Ensuring that the public image of EISO
is accurate -- neither too simplistic nor too technical -- is the role of publicity
materials and dissemination activities.

This chapter focusses 'on the components of EISO described above and
reports on the type of daia collected frdia both users the systeni regarding
a series of process variables. What kind of intermediary did -the _user employ?
How long was the seardh negotiation intervieW? How much computer Connect
time was used? How exteitive Were the results? These 'quegtiolis 'are -not..

evaluative; . they are deseilptive 0P-14/hat actually occurred. Yet\they are of
fundamental importance, since they measure the(resources allocated for a

,
given search the amount of time spent by EISO personnel, the amount of
computer time, etc. -- and these translate into dollar costfigures. Price
of services, in turn, are based on costtft. Though this fact often "does not
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hold in the Case of public services, it does for EISO which offers a service for
which there is a "free" -alternative. Users have the choice of manually searching
indexes for information related to their topic. It is for them to judge if the
saving in time EISO provides is of greater value `than charges for the service.'
Pricing policy, whose derivation-is explicated in this chapter,. 4-related to the
disseininatioU programme which is 17eing condu.cted to inform educators about -

EIS9,andicAlices.- One practice in this dissemination programme was.
- . the pro;visioripf free ..searches to' select groups of potential users, -with a view

-toward stimulacing-d&mand. Other modes of. dissemination were also tested; .

and users were asked where they first heard about EIS() in order to diseern the
more effective methods of publiCizing the ystem.

Two t3tpes tOrithterInediaries are available to help.users ttheir
questions to the requiremenis of the computerized informatiOn syst:. .. used
by EISO: the search analyst and the Educational Information Consults-.

Educational Information Consultants (EICs) are local ucators selected
.from boards, Ministry Offices, .facultieS-"of &Ideation, colleges,/or OISE' Field

Centres, who hate been specially trained to assist -users in developing accurate
descriptions of information needs, and to .assist themln interpreting information
retrieved. At present, EICs have been-trained only.in the Northeastern Region
of the Province, stretching from MuskOka to James Bay. An evaluation of the
training-programme itself is_ resented in Chapter IV. What is of principle
concern in terms of the effectiveness of EISO- and the. contributions of Educa-
tional Information Consultants to the. system is-the `extent to :whilch'ETCs are
involved in assisting users. Hence, in item. 26-each user, was asked whether
or noean EIC a particular agency asstssZd in developing the search request.

If no EIC was involved in the submission of 6.searCh, then the user of
- . .

. necessity went directly to-the search analyst, a specially trained reference-
librarian (Appendix with the search-request. The nature of this contact was
recorded by che-seirch analystin item ISS5.
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assistant (Appendix Q), Analysis of this role is warranted, but 4.s not included
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. .

Much of the actual work in processing requests was handled by alibrary

withdn this report.

Technologica Resources

The final comporient of the information system is the particular tech-tL
nology_that is Oeing-usedlli EISO_ - -.8 technology we_mean_ only those nonrhurnan _ _

elements of the system, such,,a.s machines, involved in creating the final
.

products. The total list of michin.es..;iinvolvedln_EISQ is quite extensive
(Appendix E), but the list .of techn logical items must also include-printed
materials such as -the EISO manual which was created as a'referenCe for.EICs,'
and the numerous publications related to the Educational Resources Information ty

Center (ERIC), includirr the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (Appendix.15-.

A retrieval system for bibliogiaphic information is-nbthing more than
a mode of gaffi=ng access to particular documents or references in a specific
form. Inforination searches may be conducted in sever4i'lyays: manually using-

.

indexes or by computer using either a batch or interactive. sYstem. With ma.n-
nal serches, transcription of references may be reqnired; ,asistrue-with

.

computeriied systems using screens to display results (i, e. , cathogle ray tube
or CRT display units). The particula.r,systera used for the Educational Infor-
mation System for Ontario is an interactive -computer system with an on-ime

,
typewriter-type terminal. which gives a printed record of search activities and
the option of .off -linprintvts. The lattetare far less expensive than on-line
printouts because they are run at the site-,of the computer; thereby -avoiding

.. long distance co unication costs )
and allowing for very rapid printing using

high speed machines: . .2

Although EISO uses only one computer terrntnal,, it subsciilles to two

remote search servVes, those offered by System Development COrp'oration.

(SDC) and Lockheed. Both systems provide access to ERICTAPES which in-
clude all bibliographic information-repotted in Resources in Education and the
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Current Index to Journals in/Education. Both Aare on-line, "lbteractive services,
but they do differ in die tines at Mitch-they are available and in ancillary
serviCes.provi..ded. SIZi.," appears to be somewhat faster than Lockheed, both
in terms of..on-line communication and providing off-line printouts, 'allows
the mailing of off-line printouts direftly to the client, and has excellent back- .

up services.. Lockheed appears to be somewhat less expensive tha.n SDC, and
1

allows_textuvil search of abstracts- _Both_ syttems-are constantly changing and
-adding new data bases. In addition to ERIC, Elt0 has on request searched
Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), Psychological Abstracts, and Disserta--
tion Abstracts. Two items on the Search Service Evaluation Data Sheet record,
for a giVen search, the two technological characteristics- alluded to 4F-e: the

4/C/
name of the systezn used (item DS15), and the database searched (item DS16).

It .should,be noted that costs diffei both by-the system used and the
a: -

'vista base searched._ Cost per hohr of connect time for a given service is
,noted in item DS22, and_cost per citation in i m DS19. These data aredirectly
related to the cost of-he .service and, hence, s economic viability.-

Another technological-trait of/EISO, a 7st froin the user's viewpoint, .

is the _availability of microfiche.teaders on which to view microfiahe copies of
-

documents` -from Resources in Education (RIE) that..mighte ordered after
.

reviewing a given EISO bibliography. Clearly, a user Who does not have a
microfiche -reader" will be forced to order paper copies of do_ cuments from
ERIC Document-Reli'rflduction Service (EDRS) in the United Stales, or do_witholit.

,

To ensure that at least some users hacemiCi-ofiche,reader-s,availdlile, a small
J

number of E aticational Infoimation StationS .(AiDpendix G) were placed in various
locations in the Northeastern Region. A surveY:conducteciby the Ontario
Secondary School teachers' Federation (OSSTF) inclicated many secondary
schools in-theprovinCe have readers available, as do virtually all university
and college libraries. To learn i a us er,had access to a microfiche reader, -,

,

and could therefore Makeuse of.the EISO fiche duplicating service,..-three items
were used_- Item 28-, completed by the user,-lasked if a fiche reader was

:
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available, and, if so, whether or not it was- a,portable type that could be used
. .

at honie. The latter distinction was considered of potential importance ,Since

convenience is a m yjor factor in determining whether or not microfiche copies
will be ordered and read. For many reasons, it would-be far more Convenient

to use a portable fiche reader in the comfort ofoAe's home than to visit a.

library to use its stationary fiche readers. Items DS30 and DS31 dealt with the
-question of whether thetiche_rea.der available was. provided by_ELSO_.

dost of EISO Service's

The costs of providing an automated search service are necessarily
very closely linked to the type of organization,- the mode of retrieval, the type
and size of staff, and:other local-conditions. For example; a recent report
lists over 125agencies engaged in computerized bibliographic searching of

the ERIC data base (Embry, 1974). There is little uniformity in the services
hOffered, however. Soma centres provide copies of fiche free, some provide

ormation packages, and some supply readers.
The .-noSts incurred by such diverse agencies and services.

previously pre ared
obviouly

be VaStlysdifferent. The wus,in which they are measured will be etlually
diverse, There has been some attempt to develop models that can be. applied

to a variety. of situations, but most of the cost models to date" have referredto
. -the cost of developing the data base.itself and are not relevant -to libraries that

purchase commercial services such as-SDC as op sed to developing

computer. iysfrms. to-""search their: own m ic datatapes.
Others have attempted -to meas.

sy
.py -ostem ,userriented and management - oriented criteria. Lancaster and

J

Clithenson (1968) feel -that-ihe characteristics that signify the operating

ttie econoroic efficiency of a retrieval

efficiency_ of a system to the-user-are its coverage, -usability, recall, pre-
ciipion, J-es-ponse, 'presentation, and user effort reqtlired. These factors

.

are Weighed _against the need of management for economic efficiency.; The

break-even points, trade 7off ,factOrs, and diminishing-returns e_.are considered

.450'



in relation to the various componqnt parts of the whole retrieval system:
(acquisition, indexing language, searching,' aid equipment-.

..-
Cooper (1972) has developed a mathematical model to provide a method

. ct.

mparing costs between different information retrieval systems. The
'model divides-the-total costs of the-refrievai-operation -into those-incurred- by--
he user and those incarred by the system. For each of these components,

pre- search search, and poit-zsearch.activitie-s, costs are analyzed. The
method allows separate' allocations to the user and to the system and
suggests that there is a "trade off-between the degree of generality or ,specif-
icity required in the search and the cost and benefit of conducting it".

For.the librarian interested in the costs incurred by subscribing to a
commercial service, Elinan (1975)- provides a more easily applicable equation.
He devised the formula, Ctotal = (T x Csum) P to represent the total

1 .0cost of completing an on-line literature search. The total cost is arrived at
by multiplying the on -line time in minutes, T, times the sum of all costs
per minute of operation (including Computer-connect time, labor, telephone
hook-up charges, and terminal leasing) and adding the cost, P, of off-line
printed citations. The average cost of 6.6 compute -aided literature searches

z
via LpckheedT s Dialog on-line information re)riev system was $47. The
average manual search cost $250. Time required for-the automated search/
averaged 45 minutes; for the manual search 22 hours was required. A recent
study by Benefeld et al. (1975) showed that a typical appointment .for using
services other than Medlin lasted 57 minutes, of which 65%, or 37 minutes,
Was spent on-line. Only 43% of the searches requested off -Line printouts, and
those contained an average of 173 citations. The actual average cost tcz:_the
user was. $45.96 for computer-connect costs plus unstated administrative

.
costs, $7.84 for the time of the search analyst, and $20.75 for off-line

printouts.
These figures proVide preliminary thoughscant data against which to

measure the-probable costs of providing automated reference service. They
.

4
et
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also service to highlight an importan- t aspect of the state -of- the -art .of charging
users for'-library services: little is known about the actual costs of providing

vinformation,, no common standards are used to assess costs; and rarely are the
means by which costs are, derived made public. Penner (1 970) goes dVen further

ito_state_ that_ librarians either _do not _know_ or _do _not want to_know the_costs _

/ sydiems. He attributes this partly to the fact that charging users for
.information services has not yet become a common practice among libraries..
Because costs (no matter how calculated) are incurred in providing these new
services, and because library budgets are not likely to increase in the near
future, the user will have to be charged for access to computerized bibliographic
information (Penner, 1970; "DeGennaro; 1973; Jackson, 1975). Brickley and
Trohoski (1974) have strongly recommended thit "existing centres must apply
more rigorous programme budgeting and cost analysis techniques in order to
provide a management data base from which cost benefit characterikics can
be determined". It is with the hope of alleviating the scarcity of accurate,
detailed cost information that the following is presented.

Recognizing that provision pf computer-based reference services will
probably not be highly subsidized, data.were collected to try to assess how much
the user would have to be charged pe\r search in order for such a service to
break even, or as the economists say, reach equilibrium. To gauget,as accurately
as possible costs involved, the service began by providing access to only one
data base, ERIC, via the System Development Corporation in Santa Monica,
California. Later, 'other commercial services acid data bases were added.
An initial' estimate of costs was madeusingas a model on-line search of ERIC....
Using SDC-Ts search service via the TYMSHARE communication network.

this arrangement, the local terminal is connected with the computer' located
in Cali fornia. Costs were also estimated for- providing the user with original
materials cited on the printed bibliography.

To begin with, then, an office with desks for the search analyst and her
/'secretary, a typewriter, and two telephone lines as well as .standard office- ,\ e

X

'4. .

9 53

OA



supplies was built in the section of the Library adjacent to the journals, indexes,
and ERIC fiche (Appendix 0). actual costs were incurred for the buij.ding of
the room, electrical modifications arid'equipment directly related to the new
service a, computer terminal to be .uSedby stile' search analyst,

_ _duplicator_for repraducing _ERIC fiche; and_a. Anicrofiche reader tti be used
by the service to check quality of duplicated fiche. These fepreent start-up'
or one-time costs and are liited in Table LEI below.

TABLE ILL . Budget or Capital Costs

Item Price.

Comptiter Terminal
Teleterm Printer, Model 1030,
APL /AS C Computer Devices,
Inc.

MicrofiChe Printer/Processor
Bell and Howel,- diazo,
Extra ammonia unit
'Provincial sales tax

Office Installation
Partitions, telephone ands...
electrical outlets, etc.

$ 3700

4 740

102
- 598

902.

Total. $ 10, 042

' '.., %e 7 C -
TIN .,.,-- 4i . -- .

',a7:4- -
.

.
eL rat should be noted that the new service was able to make full use of the

...host. Library's journals, indexes,;.thicrofihe collections as yzell as thexduplicat "
ing facilities for Making paper copies of yourna. s1 articles. Also, user were -
able to use the fiche readers, and/or reader/printers already avail the_,/.

Library. 'Thus the costs for providing.a computer-based reference `service
descrjbed_herein, assume that such a service will be incorporated into as exist- _

-ing, moderin, -well-equipped library.

fr
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iEstimated costs per search are reported in Table IV, which incorporates
a number of important assumptions. First,.' mentioned above, is that the new
service is created within an existing libritry setting and has fullaccess to
Vurnals, \indexes, readerS, 'photocopying machines, etc. Second is that staff
wilr_be_hired_on an_annual_basis-altdevote_all\df_thRix_ _time -to -the new service.
This debision is particularly imporaat.fOr the searcivialyst since it is virtually
impossible to retain such professional expertise without some guarantee of
employment. Third, it iS'assuied that a skilled searcherinlyst can process a
maximum 'approximately 130 searches per month. Further, the assumption,
is made that the -average search mill require one-quarter hour on-line at the
terminal. These estimates Were arrived at after a five week trial of the service

c
that had been offered previously, and have a wide margin of error. Fifth, since
Toronto has a node in the TYMSHARE communications system, no long-diStance
charges are included. Last, it is assumed that the new service should attempt
to be self - supporting, but that the price per search, in order to be competitive,
must fall within the $30 to $45 per search 'range__ This cost per search, then,
',covers the negotiation of the search request between the search analyst and the
user,, the form ation of the search-strategy by the a-nnlyst, and the retrieval

. of a. comput -generated bibliography which is then m.ailed to tige.uSer. The
. . _

. - . .

user subraits his request by mail, in person, or by telephone (for which he is

- responsible if long distance charges are incurred) and may orde'r duplicates. ,

of original documents cited on his bibliography at an extra cost of 1.0 per
page 'for photocopied journal articles and/or 35 per fiehe for duplicate ERIC
documents.

Turning to Table IV, then, we see the costs incurred when varying
nu=.:Ders' arseixches are performed per month. Een when no searches are

- transacted, -there are still-costs of $.1857 per mont1 bec ause the staff, hired.on
an annual ba:s, must be paid regardless of whether or not their services are
used. Similarly, the telephone must be paid for, ridging or not. At a rate of

-25 searches per month, the total costs per month are $2408 and the revenue,



Budget item ,

TABLE IV. Costs*Reventie for.Searches per MOntli

Number of s,earthes.

Oa 25 50 75

-.-Teleilone-8: :Telegraph

SDC/EilIC ($42/lir computer

connect time at 1/4 search),

TYMSHA ($11/hr Toronto-

' SDC data base)

Mailing p

Monthil telephone

Supplies & Printing

Terminal paper ($7;50/rolf)

Printed forms'

Off -line trindig (50 citations

I' at $0,13 each)
0.

S

Professional

Libraria.,n II ($14,000)

General Support'

Secretaryt.($82,000)

o

0.

25.00

-1

$,262.50, $ 525,00'

'68.75 137.50

37; 50 75.00

25 0 25,00

7,50 , , 15;00

12,50 25,00

162.50 325.00

$787.50

206.25

112', 50

25,00

2,2,, 50 .

37,50

'487,50'

100 . . 15 150

$1,050.0 $1, 312, 50 $.1; 575;00

275.04 343.75 412.50

150,50, 187;50
.

225,00

25,00 25.00

;

30,00. 37,50 45.00

50.00 ' 63';50,". 75;00

65o.60 50 975.00

1,166A0 1;16;00 1,166,00 1,166.00 1,166t00 11166.00

r
666,00 666$00 666.00, 666.00' .666/00 666.00

Total cost per month 1 857,00

Toth, revenue per month

at $36/search

hiTotal cost per year 22,284,00

cost per search to break

%even (cost' per molt°, of searches)

21408,25 2 ;959.,0 3,510,75

900.00 1;'800.00 2,700,00

1,166;00;

666.00

,

4,062;00, 4,613,25. 5,,164`;50
V

31,600.00 4,500'4,000. 5,400;0,0

28,890 35,514, 00 42;129;00 481744,00

96,.33 59.19 0.81, 40.62

55,359.00

36.905

p.

61,97C00
().4.

.34;41.14 1

oL ,
a. This column represents fixed costs which areinarred even if no searches are conducted,

,

1

014
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ir ,ceived from filling the search requeiats at $36 per search is $9000. We can

. see that at this leVel of requests submitted, each user would have to be charged -

$96.33 per ,search for the service to break even -- a fee that cle-arly does not
_ t

fall within the competitive range of $30 to $45 per search . .

' _If we take this $30,to $45 range as the most desirable, and we combine
this with the additional constraint that one search analyst can provide betWeen ,

125 and 150 searches per month, how many searches would have to be performed
for the service to be self -suppor,ting? The answer to this question is e9.sily
visualized in Figure 3. The graph shows that if $36 per search is charged,"
thecost curve and the revenue curve meet at approximately 135 searches.
If any fewer searches are performed, the cost exceeds the revenue.

I

co 5000
es

^' 4000

3000

L

4.

FIGURE 3. Cost, Revenue, and Profit' per Month
total cost/mo., revenue/mo. at $36/search)

25, 50 . :75 J00 125 150,.5

Number of searches per month
175

- -

c

. °
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If more than 135 searches per month are performed, a. profit is gained.
However, it should be remembered that the capacity of one search analyst\' 'cannot be stretched wi thout' limit.- Beyond a level of 130 to 1513# searches
per month, another search analyst would haveNto be added to the staff, thereby

.
raising the costs to anew level. Another solution is to raise the_price_per_____
search above $36, to say $40 per search to allow for a greater: area within
which profits can be made or, if we 'assume, that cost recovery. and not profits
are the objective, so that the analyst would be able to perform fewer searches.
However, before setting this higher price, other factors such as the priCe of
competiiors, and the elasticity of deMand would have to be weighed carefully.
Unfortunately, the Ontario market forsuch a service is virtually unknown.

In addition to the costs already- mentioned are those that are more in-
direct and- difficult to assess accurately, but,ake, nonetheless, just as real.
They, too, must be considered before an organization, in this case a library,
institutes a major new service. These are what, economists call "oppOrtunity
costs". Whenever we are faced with choosing between ,altekn.atives, we -must
give up one thingto get another. What we give up is the o ortunity cost of
what '-twe get. "The opportunity cost of a good is the alternative that must be

,given up!to obtain that dood't (Lumsden, Attiyeh & Bach, 1974). If, for
4 r

texaMple, the -cost of publisl4ng bibliographies and Providink a computer-/
based reference service were similar or the same, and the libi-ary could .

,support only one of these,services; but not both,nd if it chose to sutiport
automated reference,t,then the inability to publish.bibliographies would be the `\
oPpoiturtitecost of The chosen service.

Socia,J. costs must also be considered.. If; for example,/several hundred
educators a year avail themselves of the'vast qnarttities_of educational informa-
tion' available through conipaterized techniques, return to their. classrooms with

s _

new curricula and teaching approaches which then benefit their' students,
E

-
1

. benefits f the new service MayglaQ, far-reaching. I f,zin addition, the new
service adds to the -reputation of the sponsoring organization as a leader in

I
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educational development, provides new jobs, eliminates duplication of research
efforts, and contributes to a better .unclerstanding of knowledge dissemination
and utilization in education, these benefits may serve to outweigh other cost
considerations.

It becoraes_clear at . int that_ even an_accurate calculation_of the
direct monetary costs incurred in implementing any new service cannot be
used as the sole determining factor in-decision making. Since the benefits,
and costs of the service' under consideration go beyond the single individual
using the service, the service fright be considered analogous to a-public good.
In that ,case,-ithe.use of investment criteria are not enough. Value judgeme s
must be made: personal, professional,' organizational, and user preferences
must be considered. I t will be easier to make rational choices if the decision
is made within a consistent organizational philosophy. If the goal is -to provide
the best available educational information to as many educators as possible
within the -lowest possible price, adopting the new service may be justified.

Against this broader view remains the necessity of accurate measure-
ment of actual costs incurred in providing services. Cost is defined as The
total cost in dollars, of producing a given service, iteni, or both. For costing
an EISO search, Elm.an* s (1975) formula.-- Total -cost = Minutes for search x

/-Cost per minute. of Oervice + Cost. of all printed citations- -- serves as a guide.--/
The search cycle, including question ilegotiation, reference retrieval and
document retrieval, will be costed using a variation of this formula. -

Question negotiation is comprised of a `ges of actions and responses
engaged in by the client and search analyst during which%they both acquire a
thorough understanding of the search topic which the search analyst)ranslates
into a format usable for a computer search of an approp iate data base.. The
search follows, with the strategy being mod if nec ssary in order to ensure

-.. -

relevant references are retripved. While-the entire search cycle has innumer-
able characte'fistics, Only two are considered in his report:- length -of time of
the negotiation phase, and length.of time of the search phase during which-the
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computer terminal is connected on-line to SDC or LoCkheed. Both periods are
recorded in minutes by the search analyst on the-Data Sheet in items DS-14- and
DS17, respectively, and are of particular importance because of their direct
relationship to the actual &)st of the service.'-During the-total-elapsed time,

_the_search_analystys salary must be counted; during the period the _terminal_________
o

is connected, charges for the search.srvice must be added as well., Separat-.
-./ing the two time periods departs somewhat from Elman's approach which assumes

that each minute of negotiation costs the same as every other. We view the
negotiation proce'ss instead as a-two stage process: negotiation alone first;
followed by negotiation plus computer searching. Ari estimate of the total post
of 'a search can be made -using the following get of formulas.

If t1
negotiation

indicates the length of time
iew .and t2 the length of

in minutes of the first phase of the
-

the second phase, thee cost incurred
for the search (excluding administrative overhead and cost or citations) are
given by

Search costs = c
1
(t

1
+t

2)
+ c2k2 = c1tl + (ci+c2) t2

-where c1
= salary per minute of the search PnalySt, 'a/1

of the search system,
The difference b

c
2

cost pier minute

ween this model and Elman's is import4nt. This-

approach can account for the-fact that c
1
+ c

2
fs mu_ greater than c1 alone.

That is, time spent in negotiation during which the computerized search system
is operating is far more expensive tlin'time spent with the search analyst
alone. For example, a search analyst might be paid $7.80 per hour ($0.13A-
per rainute).and the connect time.chargeg for an interactive system- might equal
$120 per hour ($2.00 per minute). That is, c1 = $0.13 and ci+ c2 = $2.13.___
If-price is substituted for cosein the above equation, and t I+A set equal to .a .

constant (the total elapsed time for negotiating a search request and retrieving
references), then two linear equations are formed whose solution for t1 and t2
is 'quite
covers costs.

aightforward, and yields the break-even point at which the price

.2?
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For example, if $30 is charged for a search and the search is conducted
in 20 minutes, the equations are.

30 = 0.13t1 + 2 .
20 = t

1
+ t

2

\ Solving these_siniultaneous equations yields t1 = 6.3 :and tz 13. 7. Therefore, .

if the analyst were on-line for more than 13.7 minutes; direct -oss for the
search would exceed $30. For.example, = 5.and t2 = 15, the cost
would total $32.60. On the other hand, if t1 = 10 arid t2 = 10, the total cost .

would be only $22.60. Clearly; it is more economical to negotiate a question
with care before going on-line; also, a good typist on the terminal would prove
more economical 1.-..r*than a poor one.

addition .e.gotiation sca.;Vs, charges are made for each citation
printed off-line; following' Eiman, these costs may be represented by P with
P = np where p is the cost per citation (item DS19 and n equalto the number. of
citations (item DS18). Added tothe cost of negotiation, we-have

Total Cost = d'a'ti + (c1+ c2) t2 + P
.-, .tIf_ materials are ordered-by the user, th-:- numbers are noted as

A e,
4.N

follows: nu ber of microfiche copies ordered ..rom EISO (DS26); number
of copies of j carnal articles (DS27); the number of copies of ERIC docun iie:_its.

ordered from EDRS-.(DS28); and the number of Microfiche ordered from .,.....9\

EDRS (DS29) : - -\ a .
---7.--- "'")Other time variables bes2.....es trose related to search negotiation are

. , ...... .

- also recorded. They are related more to the efficiency and turn around time. .

rather than the Character and cost of the service.. dates are included
f9r receipt of search request! (DS1)_, interview with user (DS2), search executed
(DS3), and bibliography received by the user (DS21). Each of these step? may

.

not occur in each search cycle, or course. For example, no interview may-b
necessary if a' search request is-well stated-by-an-EducationalInforrclation_ ___________

,...

Consultant. Also, the EISO staff -mg.ir not always be aware of the date a

ti

ti
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,kbibliography-iS received by the client since many are Sorwarded directly.
. -ib. 1N'eliertheless, the-intervals between these occurrences 'would provide insight..,

: into the length of time n cleclio process search requests, so that delay would
be spotted.

pricing Policy
- ,, __......-c.)

First year,prices-ftre EISO searc services and mateitals were deter-
mined on the basis of the preliminary an yses reporied in this chapter. They
suggested that $30 would be a lower limit tcrithe range of prices t t might
provide sufficient revenue to support an system an a reak -even
.basis. With the low volume of search requests expeCted during the first year of
operation, ;it is apparent that $30 is a highly subsidized price at the-present time.

While $30 was the standard price,: in certain cases no fee was charged
for am EISO search (e. g_ , introductory searches for school boards in the
Northeastern:Region) and in others afee of $15 was levied (e.g., 1975 OISE

'Summer Session graduatp students) . A fee 4 $201was set for users from the
Northe-r% astern Region, taking effect once free searches were exhausted. These
lower prices were offered in the hope that a "seed" of-satisfig:c1 customers might
be created that -would stimulate or catalyse demand (Lawton & Lawton, 1975).

. Fees or microfiche- copies, set at :35c ch, and for paper&Pies,
of journal articies, set at 1o4 each, were meaaat only to cover costs Of supplies.
The first is below the price charged for an equivalent service from the ERIC
Docum ent Reproduction Service, but exceeds their charges for large orders
since EDRS uses a pricing formula that decreases price as more fiche are
rciered (Appeildix N(X)). The 144 . fee for paper copie6 is equal to that.

charged by the OISE Library on its self-service machines, but above that charded,
for its internal duplication service.

Since EISO fees for microfiche and paper copies were set, there was
record them on data. sheet. .Price for a given search, in contrast,

;-)

SP,

air
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was recorded (item DS10), as was the price of the user's first search - (DS 32).
The latter variable was, of course, collected only for repeat user.

_

ear

I

. ,
. .: . . . ..: ,

'"is Free or discounted EISO s-have been roeig4.onecl S.s..one ;method-
.- . . -_

- - of stinIttlating demand-for the service.' -This effort was limited; `4.hoWever,_comr.:-
.. .

v.': pared to that eipehded experimentihg witiv-0 modes of- dissemination, such.
., . ,.[ 2 .

.._. .v as bittchures, a-rticles, and-profes-Olonaidevent days.
II v..

-Direct rniling of brochures or flyers eS'cribing Appendix H)
:7.

wept to all school boards, faculties. of educatkon,.*Ministry o Education office s,
and edticatiorial organizations in Ontario. Sufficient copies were provided-for
bo-ards to distribute two flyers to each -school. ,Within The/Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, copies were sent to al1.150 faculty- and 2000 students. ,

As well, OI.E Field Centres/and the OISE Library were provided multiple
Copies for distribution. The flyer, it will be noted, is suitable for posting,.
and incorporates a search request foim on the reverse side.

Articles, based on the content of the flyer, appeared in major Ontario
educational journals: The Forum, The Educational Courier; Orbit, and Ontario
Education. A similar article has been subinitted to Dimensions (Ontario
Minis47,of Education) and is planned for OCLEA (Ontario Council for Leader-
ship in'Eduicational Administration) . - Ttle articles in The Forum and the Courier

---

both incorporated search request forms, run as full page advertisements
,(Appendix I). a

Professional development days (Appendix J) have been cOnducted at
numerous locations in the Northeastern Region and several within Metro, includ-

OISE. Each session usually lasts two hours, .andincludes an-=on -line demon-
stralion of .a search' on a topic suggested by those present, Inc.almost all cases,
491east one of-the principal investigators for the EISO project has participated.

Classroom instruction about EISO has taken place at OLSE on several
occasions iusuallyApn invitation of the instructor. _Sessions are similar to those'

10
1.
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offered on professional development days, though may be related, as app
priate, to the antent of the course. The on-line demonstration, hQwever; is

-

- given in the EISO office in the OISE Library, rather than in.the classroom. In
several cases, classrTim instruction was combined. With the offer of.free

. ,
'searches. 70

, ,. .

Colleagues,- the literature indiesles, .are a major sourcelof pew ideas
-

for all types of profesictSals, inciudin educators (Stern et -al. , 1976). The
, -,,--

.tise. of colleagral networki is-rtot totally leyond th&control ofzthe pi:ofessioriale
dissent Bator. Attempts' have been Made- to capitalize on these .networks by aiming
-professional. development days at individuals who, in the investigators.' views,
were likely to be influential. However, no systematic data were collected-to
assess the accuracy of. these choices:.

Educational Information Consulfilts in-the Northeasters. Region were
considered possible disseminators-of information .Concerning EISO. ,Not only
had they been trained-in/the use of EISO, they had been presented with a role
.deicription (Appendix K) that included the responsthility for disseminating
"information about EISO; However, no specific training in this regard was
given (Chapter IV) .

Librarytours are regular
Library, who also prokride

retrieval techniques. Productive

offerings of the reference staff of the OISE _

special seminars on the use of various
efforts were made to integrate i'araiLiariza-

tion with EIS() into the schedule of these services_
Other sources of information concerning EISO were expected, so an

open-ended question allowing the user to respond was included in item. 25, 'whic
requeS'ted the source of their first information about EISO.

A .10.

s
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Summary

To recapitulate, one may as not only who used the information system
provided by EISO, and how satisfiedi they were with the service, but also,
-"What is the p;lofessionals that form its staff? What is its
technologyli How much does, heiservice cost to use and to-run? How effective
are-different modes of publici

Table V summarizes t e variables used in the eobtionaiC input-process-
..

output model of the inform on system which halfbeen used to,strvucture
questfons asked. Most questions-a-re related to the technology and service
aspects of EISO. Only a few items iCeasure costs; additional study,of costs
beyond that suggested fn this chapter will be required at a later date. .

We now turn analysis.'of the data reported by users of
EISO who became it clients betWeen Julkl., 1975, when a trial run during the-wr

'r,- .

OISE Graduate Summer.Session commenced; and-ff-anuarir.:1-5, 1976, when data

collection for this initial report ceased. The frameworkriresented in this and
m.the.preceding chapter will be used'to characterige the .users in sociological,

psychological and economic terms., The _search proc.es will be described in...,
terms of its costs and time requirements. At a later date, lationshipsamong
background, process, and output variables will be analyzed. Included at that
time will be a Comparison of novice and veteran users.

1
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TABLE.V. Variables for Economic Models

. Input i .Process Output

TEctlif.Q.kOGY
itetrieN41,sysi.eirt:,

4DS15, DS16
Fiche reader avail

ability: 28, _.DS30 a
EIC: 26, DS5, DS20
Fiche/paper copies
Mode of.dissernirlation

EISO:, 25, DS31

PRICE.-IDEMAND.

Price : DS10; DS11,
DS12,- DS13, IDS23,
DS24, DS32

Level of usage

COST-EFFECTIVENESS
Cost: DS19, DS22,

DS18, DS17
Level of usage

COST-BENEFIT
'Cost: 'DS19, DS22,

DS18, DS17

TECHNOLOGY

Length of inter-7-
,view: DS14

L_ ength of search
DS17

Time to deliver bib-.
liography: DS2-1-

Time- to-deliver
materials

Time to process. search
request': D'S1, DS2,-DS3

TECHNOLOGYV
No. of 133.1_31iographic

citations: DS18
No. of articles

ordered: 'DS27
No. of documents

r ordered: DS26
No. EDR:S paper

copies:.
No. EDRS,fiche

copi - DS 29

,PRICE - DEMAND

Level of usage

COST-EFFECTIVENESS
See psychological

and spciological
outputs

COST BENEFIT
See -psychological

and sociological
outputs

a. Numbers refer to items on the EISO User Evaluation Questionnaire
(Appendix C). Numbers preceded by a "DS" refer tojtems on the EISO
Service Evaluation Data Sheet (Appendix D).

11 0
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CtfAPTER X

DescriPtion of Preliminary, Findings

104.

V

A description of the types of individuals who have used EISO is the first
topic of this chapter, and a preliminary answer is given to the question of their -

identity. r-ff This is followed by a tentative outline_ of some of the actual_bbsts of
.

conducting EISO searchts.

User Survey

Every user of the EISO search service was given or sent an EISO User
Evaluation Questionnaire to complete. This chapter .describes the responses
made by those individuals who received questionnaires before January 15, 1976,
and returned them by the end of that month. In all, 300 questionnaires were
distributed; of those, 122 (40.7% had been,retu.r d ty the cut-off date of
January 30, which had been established early eno h to allow sufficient time to

.prepare the data and to complete a preliminary anal As some of the users
requested More than one search during the eyaluation period, the actual number

distinct individuals who completed the quealonnaire, only 102, was somewhat
,

- less than the number of questionnaires collected. Five users indicated that
they hid used the search service more than once, but returned only one ques-

..

tionnaire 'each.
In the analysis that follows, the data are treated as if each search were

'conducted by a distinct user; that is, the data are treated as if there were 122

113
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-
users. In this way, proper weight is gisien to the role repeat users play in the
operation o EISO.

,..
. i-

Rate of return for tuestiotaaires was somewhat disappointing: Forty-
live pecent of the questionnaires mailed to EISO clients who used-the- service

_...

. -.during the six-week trial period, July 3 to August 13, 1975, .were returned; :
-the .:comparative figure for nregular".c4ents (those requesting a search aftei . --.

`August 13) is 38%. Since mailing of all evaluation qUestionnaires Com_.menceir'('
.. -..

in tate September, overall rate of return!-may have been depressed- by the pro-
longed postal strike last autumn. As Well, the length of the ,questiontaire,
which had, in fact; been planned only a:s a draft to be replaced in the winter by

. %a new version, may hays discouraged a better response. fl'he revised version t

of the questionnaire, now being prepared for spring; Should. "alleciiate this:
problem. ,

. --
`

<L. . .:

Sodiological Perspectives
Organization. Tabl/

AN:

The -User

1VI provides information. about the first type of
social characteristic of the `'user, namely the organization or in.stitution,with
which the indiyidual is prinaarily-ssociated. It shows that OISE faculty and
students comprised the greatest number of EISO users coming from a single
institution: 4'5, or 37%. Here the most heavily represented departments were.
Applied-PSychology, Curriculumand Field Development, with eight users

3% of all OISE users.
lowed with six Users or 137; the-OISE-Library had
each, or a--combined total Special Education fol-

./five users; Educational
Administration, four, Adult Education, thre And History and Philosophy, 'met

Users from Ontario public (37) and separate .(16) boards including
elementary and secondary-schools, as well as central board offices -- com-
prised 30% and 13%, respectively, fora total of 43%; The distribution for
the remaining organizations is as follows: Ministry of Education, seven (5:,7%);
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TABLE VI. Organizations Users, Primarily Associated With,

.Organilation Number Percent

Publii),board
Swarale board
CAAT

Faculty of Education
OISE

University

. 37 I.

16

2

5

45

3

-Ministrylof EducatiokC 7

Professional orgaidzations 1 .,

Government 2

Business
Other 2

Total 122

30.3
13.1

1.6
4.1 .

36.9
2.5
5.7

-1.6
1.6
1.6

100.0

Faculty of Education or Teachers' Collede, five; University, three; each of ;
CAAT, government, business or industry and other, two.

For the 51 users- associated with school boards, either in an adminis-
trative or teaching capacity, the average board enrolment figure (mean score)

)1:was 30-, 8951,,_with a minimum. of 308i and a_ maximum of 99,894. '9ixe average
e.2enrolment of schools, based on V23 valid observations, was 624, the minimum

being 114,. and the maximum 1620.

Bole. e second type orsocial variables under consideration are the
. institutional and -personal dimensions of the users' organizational roles. With
regard to the institutional aspect, a maximum of three major professional
roles was ascertained from'each respondent, as is shoWn in Table VII. The

1!---,--primary function of the highest number of users (33,-Or 27%) was administration
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TABLE VIE. Users Major Professional Roles
.

I
Role Number

.1.0

ADMINIS - ON OR SUPERVISION

No other role 24 :

Seond role:
+c aching

il-Perso.,:el Service
1

M. Ed. Studefit 5
Ed. D., Student
M.A. Student 1

Total 33

TEACHING .

No other role 7'

Second role: _Administration
Third role : M. Ed. Student

Second role : Research
Thiid role : Administration

- M.A. Student
Seed tole: Field Development7-)
Second role : M. Ed. Student

M.A. Student'
Other

Total I

I I

PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES
Second role: M. Ed. Student

Total

RESEARCH

No other role
Seco. nd role: 'Administration

Third role: Teaching
'Library Service

Second Teaching
Library service

Perlcent

0_8

27:0

3.3 }
1:6
0.8

0.8
0.8

1 0.8
2 1.6
1 0.8
1 .

17

1

- 1 0.8

13.8

1 0.

6 4.9

2 6

1 0.
0.

5.7

1" 2.4

'4.1.

7.3

- 4
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Table VII (continued)

10:S).51:

10E(

Role. Nuniber- Percent (

\Second role: :Other
Third role: Teaching 1 O. 8

Total . 12 9.7
IELD DEV-ELOPMEN7

"'No other role_
-...,

Second rol6: Reseailqi. .
Third role: Teaching

%. ,- .
. i Total

5
,

3`
1 -

9

N1vLSTRY REGIONAL OFFICE
-

No other role-
Second role: Fief Development

Third -roreN,.: T

LIBRARY SERVICEq

No other role .

Total

Second role: Administration
TOtal

PRIVATE CONSULTANT

Second role: Research'
.Total _

6

7.4 -

4.9

0.8
5.7

9 . 7.4
1 0.8

10 8.2

r

'0.8.
_0.8

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 0 0.

M.Ed. STUDENT

Second role: Teaching
Total

Ed.D. STUDENT

No other role
Second role: Teaching

3

3

2.5
2.5

3.3

Third role: Aarrrinistration 1 0.8
Total 5 4.1



Table_ VIE (continued) 2

109

Role Number Percent,

M.A.- STUDENT
No other role

Total
. .

Ph.D. STUDENT
No other role
Second role: Teaching.

Third. role: Other
Second role: Researck

Third role: Private Consultant
econd role: Other

,. -Total -
...---
7

I Total Students

.or

5

2

4.1

...

.,L

5

10

1 1
1 f

1

1

, 4.1

'8.2
0.8
0 8.

0. 8

0.8
14.

27

11.4

22.1

,
1 , .ID 6 --

.

G-

1 1 P

a



or supervision; 24 of these list = no other roles and thus -represented the
largest single group. Other catego es (excluding those comprising less than
5%) given by users as their most important professional role iicluded teaching;

17 (14%); Ph.D. student, 14 (11%); research, 12 (9.8%); library services,
,

10 (8.2%); Field Development, 9 (7. 47),0 and Ministry of Education Regional
Offices, 7 (5.7%. The ' *Other" category includes one employee_at the Regional
Office of the Ministry,of Correctional Serviced -- Juvenile Division (Trsining

.
Schocils); one business cOnsultant to Bell-Canada; one school counsellor;
one psychologist; and one community organizeru.

In the first three major professional functionsfor users, namely ad-
.

ministration, teaching and research, the following secondary (II) and tertiary 011)
roles (which no-doubt also affect to a large extent an indifridualls decision to
try the service) occeir most frequently:

Administration : . (II) Five M. Ed. students, one Ed. D. student ,

and one. M.A. student (5.7%).
Teaching- (II) Five in research (4.1%) with administration and

M.A. student listed as (III) in one case each; (II) three in
administration (2-. 4 %), o;te user indicating M. Ed. student as
(11E); (II) three graduate students, two M. Ed., and one M.A.,
accounting for

-4-

Research: (II) Three in administration (2.4 %), two of whom
stated that their gird most important function was teaching,
and one giving library services as (III) . -Furthermore, two
researchers indicated teaching, one as a secondary role, and .
the other as a tertiary role.

Regarding the professional role of school board personnel, Table VIII
shows the breakdown. Sixteen users (31%) were employed at the elementary.
level only; four (7. 7 %) in the secondary level only; and four at both-elementary
and secondary levels.

The highest proportion of school board users (20, or 39%) were from
central board offices, while eight (15%) occupied "other" levels (e.g., board
librarian).



TABLE VIII. School Board Personnel vel of Primary-Position'
,

Level z Number Percent

Elementary 16 30.8

Se condarY 4 7.7

Elementary and secondary' _ 4 7.7

Central board offices 20 38.5

Other .8 15.4 `.

Total 52 100.0

, The frequenci with which EISO, users sought information for their varied

profesSional activities,appears in Table IX. In order to facilitate comparison

in the descriptive analysis, it is convenient to combine the responses "never"

and "sometimes" to form the "low" categories, and-the responses "often" and

flyery often" to constitute the "high" category.
The purposes for which users sought information most frequently. were,

keeping abreast of the field (78% in the "high" frequency category), programme

improvement (64%), and curriculum development (53%). In descending order,

other purposes included research and development projects .(48%); preparation

of speeches, reports, and articles (47%); ass?gnments, term papers and

theses (41%); browsing (37%); preparing or tipdaYng biblioglzaphies *(21%);

pOlicy development (187a- and personnel recruitment or evaluation (10%)

Clearly, this is an overall picture for users; those in particular roles Might

well search for information with far greater or lesser frequency than doeS the

"average" user. .
In terms of the approximate time per week spent bite individual user

in obtaining information from various sources, and the ya.lue of the infOrraation

gained, professional journal and books, followed by colleagues, --emerged as the

two most frequently consulted and valuable sources (Table X)



TABLE IX. Frequendy Information Sought for Priafe ssionalc Purposes .

f
Purpose

Percent No.
valid

Never Sometimes Often Very often cases

To keep. abreast 'of the field J. 7% 20.8% 50.8% 26.7% 120

Assignments, term papers,
and theses -

28.4 30.2 15.5 25.9. 116

Preparing or updating
bibliographies

26.8 V 51.8 11.6 9.8 112

)Curriculum develOpmentj 'PrograMm, e improvement

16.1

14.8

31.3

21. 7

-33.0

42.6

19z

20_ 9

112

115

Preparation of speeches,
reports, articles

12.1 41.4 33.6 12.9 116

Research and development
projects

17.1 34.5 28.3 19.5 .113

Browsing 4.2 58.5 28.8 8.5 118

Personnel recruitment or
evaluation

49.51- 40.4 8.3 1.8 109

Policy developinent 32.4 49.5 9.0 9.0 111

Other 33.3 3.3 33.3 9

I

12



TABLE X, Time Spent by 'Users in Obtaining Information and Value of.the Information Gained

Source

Approximate time spent (Hours per. week.) Value

No, laid NI valid

0 1/2 1-, 2 3-6 7+ cases Lod Medium High

.--- .,' . ..,,,.

Colleagues 0 %O. 11, 5% 15, 9% 30.1% 29,2% 13.3% 113 .18, 8% 31, 9% 59, 3% 113 ;

t

Professional journals, books 1,8 9, 6 14, 9 16; 7 28, 9 28.1 114 2, 7 '36, 6 60, 7 112

Outside consultants 44,6 32, 7 8:9 9.9 4.0 -- 101 31.3 50. 7 r7. 9 67

Inside .consultants 26.5 30.41 20, 6 9, 8 3. 9 8. 8 102 19.0 45, 6 35, 4 79

Office files, reports 7.8 ,--- 21 29,-9 14. 0- 5- 107- 103 5- 30 -8-- 91

-Supervisors 30.2 26,4 23, 6 11, 3 7.5 0, 9 106 27, 6 3S, 3 39,1 87

Professional organizations 41.0 41.0- 10, 5 5, 7 9 105 43,8 '26;2' 7: 4 73

Libraries 8.0 12,5 25,6 21,4 17.0 ,1,x.1 112 11, 7 37, 9 ".50, 5 103

Conferences , 34,0 40,6 20,8 2,8 1.9 106 34.9 50, 6 14.5 83

Professional development 61.2 18,4 ,10, 7 3, 9 3, 9 1 9 .103 , 48.3 38, 3 13, 3 60

idays

: Academic, irofessional 50.0 3,8. 6, 6 5, 7 17. 9 16.0 106 15, 7 .37.1 47,1 70

courses

Curriculum guides, texts 26,2 31.8 18, 7 10,3 9.3 3.7 107 20; 5 61,4 18,1 83

ERIC, materials 23,1 35. 6 16, 3 13, 5 9, 6 1. 9 104 13,8 39,1 47,1 87

Education abs cts, 35.9 25.2 23,3 1,9 10.7 2, 9 103 16.5 413 41.8 179

indexes

Other 37.5 -- 12,5 12,5 25.0 12,5 16 30,0 70.0 10

122
1 N.
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.--Eighty-four out of 114 users indicated that they spent two hours or more
in obtaining information from books and professional jOurnals( 32, or 28%Ispent snore than seven hours, 33 (29%) three to six hoUrs, and 19 (17%) two

- hours. One hundred and nine (97%) users considered the information from this
source of medium or high value. Eighty-two of 113 respondents said that they
spent from two or, more than ,;seven.houx-s per, week in exchanging information

'with colleagues. The information thus gained was felt to be of medium or, high
value by 103 (91%),Iof the users. Professional DevelopMent Days,- professional
organizations outsWe-consultants,--conferences and educational-abstracts or
indexes, among others, appeared as sources from which information was sought
with least frequency and by the smallest nurnber,of users.

.

To use air example, according to 87' (86%) of 101 respondents, one hour
or less (45, or 45% indicated zero hours) was speni with outside consultants;
consequently 31% of 67 clients felt the information obtairwd to be-of low value.-
The comparative figure for professional organization.s is g7 of 105, or 93%, .

with 43 users checking zero hours; here the value accorded to The information
acquired w_ as low in 32 out of 73 cases ,(44%) . One must bear- in mind, however,\ ...

that these sources, including ,acacleiniestpurces, were in many instances seen
by the user as non-applicabWin.hiS or her particular position. For example,

..ei-63 (61 ) of 103 users stated that ProfesSional Development Days did not apply
e .

tWthem, and 50% of 106 respondents indicated that they were not involved in
academic course work; zero hours was checked, is each case.

It is interesting note that in several cases where sources such as
outside...consultants, supervisors, ERIC materials, and educational abstracts
were consulted for two hours or more per week by only a small number of
respondents, -a disproportionately high- value of the inEorm.ation provided Was
indicated. Sixty-nine percent of the 67 respondents using outside consultants,
fosind them of medium or high value thOugh only 14 of 101 (1474 consulted them

.

for more than two hours'iper week. For ERIC,- 86% of the 87 respondents found
the Materials of high value, even though. only 16 of ;103 = (167a used them for more



than- two hours per week. Similar comments apply for information sought
:from supe sors and educational abstracts. This finding can be interpreted
in a positi$ light: even though the majority of users spent one hour or less
seeking inforknation from these sources, they must have found the information
they located extremely useful and satisfactory, a fact which is of some importance,
particularly since ERIC materials are retrieved-through EISO.

As mentioned previously, the respondents' rolejargely determines
his or her Puilpose in requesting a search. Table XI shows that users indicated
assigmnentslterm papers, theses, dissertations) as the major _purpose for an
EISO search'. (36%), followed by research/development reports (24%), and
prograrame improvement (12%. These figures contrast somewhat with the
reported purposes of their regular information gathei:ing activities -reported
in Table IX (e. g. no searches were conducted for keeping abreast of the
-field), suggesting that EISO is seen as being well suited for patticular kinds of
information gathering and not others.

-

TABLE XI. Purpose -of Search

Purliose of search .1 'Number .Percent

Keep abreast of field 0 0

Term paper 44. 36.1
Bibliography .

. ,
5 4,1

Curriculum development
-

9 7..4

Programme improvement 15 12.3.

Preparation of speech, article, report
_ .

6 4:9
Research/developmerit project 29 23.8
Browsing 0.8
Personnel recruitment, evaluation

supervision
2 1.6

Policy development 9_ 7.4
Other 2 1.6

Total- 122 100.0
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Concerning the personal dimensiOn of the users' organizational funclons,
the highest degree earned by the respindents ranged fiorn bachelor's (37, or
33%) to doctorate (19, or 11.%). The largest segment d users reported the
master's degree as their highest academic degree (58, or 51%.

Most of the t.t2sers (31, or 26%) had been in their current positions for
from four to six years, whereas thenext highest group of users (24, or 20%)
had idc.d their positions for less than'one year. Overall, hclrever, 63 (52%)

had occupied their positions for from four to ten or more years (Table XII) .

,

41.

TABLE MI. Number of 'Years in C rent Position

Years Number Percent

Less than one year 24 19. 8 .

1 year_ 10 . 8.3

1 ,2 years 12 / 9. 9,

3. years ' 12 9. 9

' 4 to 6 years 31 25.6

7 to 9 years .21 17.4 -

.

TO or more 11 9.1

Total 121. .100:0

To. the 4estioit, "Have you ever been an officer of a professional
organiiation?", 79 (669) responded that they had, while 40 (34%) answered
in the negative. Ninety-three (78%) of EISO's clients were mernbeisfoc a profes-
sional organizatioti other than those required by proviiicialdegisIation.

Sixty7-three (529 of the users indicated that they had written profes-
, -

sional papers for publication or for presentation at conferences in the last
five years; 92, or 76% of the users stated that they had participated in an

educational research project during the same period.
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The age group of EISO users ranged from 25- or under to the 56 to 65

age group. The largest number of users (53, or 45%) were in the 26 to 35

age group. *Ninety-nine users v33%) were in the 26 to 45 age group. The majority

of ,the users yere male (85, or 75%), with 29 (25%) being female.

Environment. The third type of social characteristic of importance
deals with the environmental factor,,s which influence-the kinds of information

requirements that individuals in o anizations might have._ Fifty -nine users..

(48%)-listed115#tro Toronto as the location of their organization; 23 (19%)sid

that their organization was-IO-cated-in a-county-or-regionalmunicipality,'--and
17 (14%), in a district or district municipality. The orga.nizgtions- of 11 (9%)

of the users were located in London; of seven (69) in Windsor; of three (2.5%)

.

yXi

- -

in Sudbury; and of one (0.8%) in Hamilton.
One hundred and three, or 85%, or the respondents reported that their

organizaiion was located outside the Northeastern Region (Region 3) of Ontario;

16, or 13.2% indicated that their organization was located in Region 3, and

two were not sure.
Asked whether the community served by the user's organization was

mostly rural, equally rural and urban, or mostly, urban, 57 users (4794 replied

"both rural and urban", 56 (56%) indicated "Mostly urban", and only nine (794

"Mostly rural".
The next item applies only to school boards (central board office, as

well as schobls). Out of 51 valid cases, 48 respondents stated that the mother

tongue.of t.he majority of students servedy the board was English; two (3.9%)

that it,,was French, one, that it was .50% English, 50% Fr&nah. ,

. .
.

- 'Psychological Perspective,

Motivation to learn. The first impcirta.nt lisyc %logical vary
<,examined is theoindividual's Motivation to_learn. Since the need forashievement

is seen as a motivating factor itt seeking informatioi, EISO clients -were 'queried

to be

_ concerning their professional plans. The majority of users ,-(56, or 52%)

1 2 7
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indicated a desire to obtain a more senior Tiosition within their organization
during the'next five years; 33 (31%) stated that they were not interested in
advancing to a higher-position, with 19 (18%) saying that they had not yet come

z."

to a decision. When asked whether their 'planned to_ undertake additional study

toward a higher degree, 42, or 34% replied that theY were not sure; 40, :or

34% replied that they were not seeking a higher degree, and 37 (31%) answered

in the affirmative.
The respondents' opinions and attitudes about innovations were obtained,

and-appear in-Table xm

TABLE XIII. Users' Opinions about Innovations
-

Opinions

Most innovations in education
today, such as initial teaching
alphabet t. a.), electronic
calculatois in classrooms and
the credit. system, are-really
worthwhile andlielp Children

= tQ, learn better.

Colleagues often ask me' for -
advice about their professional
problems.
I am one of the few people-in my
-orga.nization. whO is continually
trying out new ideaS in his work.

, Agree
some- Doiilt

Agrpe. What know .

,Dis-
agree
some-
what

Dis-
agree'

No.
valid
cases

14.4%

38.5

57.6%

52.1

6;8%

1. 7

12.7%

3.4

8. 5%

4. 3.

118

117

Most educational innovations today
cost more money than they are
worth.

9. 5 31.0 5.2 21.6 32.8 116

Only local school people knoW
what thefr educational problems

2.5 15.3 0. 8 33.1 48.3 118

and needs not outside experts.'

1 9
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'A significant number of respondents (85, or 72%) agreed, or agreed
somewhat, with the statement that most innovations in education today are
really worthwbile;106 (91%) of the respondents also agreed either fully or
somewhat, that their colleagues often ask them for professional advice. The
typical EISO user did not see himself as being one of the few people in his
organization who continually experimented with innovative ideas. Sixty-seven
(58%) disagreed either fully or to some extent. Only'12 (10% 'were in complete
agreement that they were unusually innovative, while 30Lori26%, agreed
somewhat. Six-users did not wish to commit themselves-and--therefore,fi
checked the "Don't know" category. Most of the respondents (63, or 54%)
disagreed or disagreed somewhat with the statement that most educational
innovations today cost more money than they are worth; the corresponding
figure for those who agreed either completely or partially was 38 (33%) .: Six
were undecided on this Point and said that they did, not know. All buttfive of
the respondents clearly stated their opinion-on the assertion that only local .

school people know their educational problems' and needs: the'majority f

clients (57, or 489 disagreed; 39 (33%) disagreed somewhat; -18 (1 %
agreed slightly and only three, fully.

The users' initial, attitude toward EISO, a specific educational innova-
tion, Was requested. The largest; umber of respondents' or 529 said that
they expected it to be somewhat helpful before actually trying the service and
53 (44%) reported that they expected it to be very helpful; only five, or 4%,

did-not-expect it to be very helpful prior to requesting a search.
The last characteristic of:Users being considered in.this' context is

Whether an individual is a first time'or a repeat user of EISO. Ninety-two
(76% of-the-questiorniaires were completed by. clients Who had not requested

any searches previously. (This figure includes, of Course, the trial use of
the service by repeat users.) Twenty, or 17%, had used EISO once before;._

- six, or 5%, repOrted two previous ,searches, and four (3%), three to five
previous searches. The total- number of previA searches amounted to 30,

-

or 25% of the. ;total number searches for which_ questionnaires Were-. returnel.

These data suggest that one of -every three searches is by an experienced user.-
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Economic Perspective
Sources of funds are considered here as user Characteristics, since

they .are determined by user roles.... :-.4.,., -e.seen as a user's response to the .

system. Clients paid for searche ialis_either in cash or they were
1"'.:-.1`,;4-:-:.''....... .. .._ .-

invoiced. Of 95 customers-who w....,, ,...,, . ic)rv,..seardlies, 74 (78%) of the
? .q

, . .. .. -_
respondents received invoices,- 1:4;preferlialto!.pay in cash, and 7 were

.!
,

charged, using the OISE internalcharging,sS;stem.- EISO pai4 for 27 (22%)
of the searches; these were _ckinducted as samples for demonstration.and

,

publicity purposes,or were_allotted_to bbards-_and other agencies_inthe
Northeastern Region of the province. Fortk searches were paid for by the
requestors themselves; .36 bY.an organization,) 19 by OISE. The type of
payment for materials ordered was reported as follows: Cash, 17; invoice,

.

six. Concerning materials ordered-,-, requestors paid in seven cases, organiza-
tions in 13; OISE was listed three times. -

Level of Satisfaction.

The primary end result of a search, as far as this assessment is con-
cerned, is the users' opinions about EISO and its products. These ?pinions
are needed to define the success of the service. -Users were requested to
rate the service on a number of scales. Responses are grouped according to
the various perspectives previously'discussed.

SOciological
The purpose for which a-search-was conducted was seen as an out-
.of the individual"S' roie4in an. organization;.; Table'',NIV--rePorts hOw-

.

-;

helpful a given search was for meeting the various purposes for which informa-
tion was sought: As with all tables presented in this-chapter, the results
summarize the ''averagen_user. More detailed analyses are needed-to compare
the helpfulness of information against the purpose for which the information
was sought. It is not surprising, for example, if information collected for one

. -
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purpose is not useful for- another. As a result, many users marked a
particular purpose is "not applicable". This is the logical response to make
if 9ne had conducted the search for some other purpose. However, it is clear
the not all respondents were logical; for example, only two reported searching
for information to assist in recruiting or evaluating personnel, yet 41 rated the

.

information received in terms of its helpfulness for this purpose.

TABLE XIV. Helpfulness of Information Provided as a Result of EISO Search

Purpose of search
Not at

all
Some-
what Very

Valid
cases

'7

Keeping abreast of the field . 7.0% 58.6% 34.3% 99

Completing assignments, theses, etc. 20.8 28.6 50:6 77

Preparing or updating a bibliography 24.0 37.3 38.7 75

Curriculum development 37.5 46.9 15: 6 64

.Improving programmes , 28.8 57.5 13.7 73 -

1:*eparing a speech, article or report 29.3 45.3. 25.3 75

Undertaking or completing a' esearch 19.8 44.4 .35:8 81
... or development project d

Browsing 36.1. 42.6 21.3, 61
r

Recruiting and/or evalhating perSontel 7.8.1 9.8 12.2 41

Ereveloping policy 38.5 44.2 17.3 52

Information provided by EISO for each of the following four categories
was considered to be most helpful: keeping abreaSt of the field (93% rating it
somewhat or very helpful); undertaking or completing a research or development-
project (80%); completing assignments,- term papers, theses, etc. (79%) ; and

,
preparing or supdating a bibliography (76 %).. In descending order; information-
provided by searches were also helpful for improving prOgrammes (71%),
preparing speeches or articles (71%, browsing (64%), curriculum development
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(639 ) and policy development (62%). Information was of least value for recruit-
ing and/or evaluating personnel (22%. Again it should be emphasized that a
significant number of activities were termed n/a (not-applicable); for e ample,
only 51 of 122 respondents (42%) used the information they retrieved for
policy development. Overall, the majority of users were of the opinion t
the information provided as a result)f their EISO search was helpful,

Users were also asked to indicate the value of the bibliography itself
and of the materials located through the bibliography. ,ghty-nine users
(82% of those responding) found the bibliography to be of medium or high value,
the corresponding figure for the value of materials located being 73 (85%) .

Conversely, 18% and 15%, respectively,. expressed a low level of satisfaction
with th value of the bibliography and materials (Table XV). Recall 'that
had e cted EISO to be very helpful, and only 4%not-lielpful at. all. It appears
EISO 11 somewhat short of expectations, perhaps becuse of the lack of
materials on certain topics.

TABLE XV. Satisfaction with Value of Bibliography and Mfiterials

Satisfaction No.
valid

Low Medium High cases

Bibliography. 17.6% 46.3% 36.1% 118

Materials 15.1 46.5 38.4 86

Psychological
The individual's own perception of how much knowledge he or.she

gained on the search topic from using the -EISO search service was measured.
The majority of users (62, or 54%) indicated that they had acquired somie
knowledge about the topic that was searched; 35 (30%) had learned a great
deal, and 18 (16%) nothing or very little.
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To this item must be added two iother items from the Data Skkbet:

the average number of references expected by the 42 tndividuals responding

was 355.8 (minimum 1, and maximum 2000), and the. mean score for the

number of relevant citations already known to the 26 users responding to this

item was 13.6 (minimum 1, and maximum 99). Clearly, in most cases the

user did not know what to expect, and 'was unfamiliar with existing references.
In order to determine whether thd users' information needs have been , .

met, EISO clients were asked to indicate whether they desired additional in-

/ formation-on-their particular-search-topic. Again, the largest-numberf users
(53, or 47%) stated that they still desired some additiOnal information, 37 (3%)

expressed the desire to seek a great deal more information, and 24 (21%) indi-

cated that their information need had been satisfied, by replying nothing or

very, little.
In another area which deals with 4nowledge gained about EISO'itself

as a-result of the search, 69 (59%) noted that they had learned a small amount
(''some"); .28 (24%) that they had learned a great de and 20 (17%) nothing

or very little. It appears that either EISO is so'easy to use that it can be used

without the individual learning much about the system, or that the pUblicity

was very effective in explaining the system.

Satisfaction
Thirteen items directly relate to the' users' satisfaCtion with four

aspects of EISO: publicity materials, quality of service,: timeliness of service,-

and quality of technology, as shown in Table XVI. Respondents were asked to

check n/a if the question was not applicabie,
The level of, satisfaction ,with,publicity materials and directions was

found to be high (from 61% to 76%. EISO users were most satisfied with the

adequacy of directions for submitting search requests to EISO: 88 (97%,

all but four of those to whom the question was' atplicable, expressed medium

or high satisfaction. Low satisfaction was ekprebSed by more than 10% only

with regards to the directions for ordering materials; these direCtions have
now been improved..
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TABLE XVI. User Satisfaction

Aspects of EISO
Satisfaction No.

valid
casesLow Medium High

PUBLICITY MATERIALS & DIRECTIONS

Accuracy of publicity materials, 4.1% 26.0% 69.9% 76
EISO presentations, etc.

Comprehensiveness of publicity
materials, EISO presentations, etc.

7.5 31.3 61.2 67

Adequacy of directions for submitting
search requests to EISO

4.4 19.6 76.1 - 92 .

Adequacy of directions far ordering
copies of materials

13.0 26.1 60.9 - 92'

QUALITY OF SERVICE

- Convenience of arrangements to
obtain E ISO sear chl s

2.6 13.8 83.6 116

Helpfulness of search analyst or -A.. 7 7.8 90.4 - 115
Educational Information Consultant .-

Time deVoted to search interview with
search analyst or Educational In-
formation Consultant

5.0 15. 8 /79.2 109

TlitELINESS OF SERVICE

Time taken to deliver the EISO
bibliography

8.3 21.3 70.4 108

Time taken to deliver microfiche. or
paper copies ordered from EDRS
in the U.S., if. applicable

36.8 21.1 42.1 19

Time- taken to deliver microfiche or -15:2 27.3 57.6
paper copies ordered from EISO - .

QUALITY OF 'TECHNOLOGY-

Length of bibliography -9.9 35.4 54.9 111

Readability of microfiche copies,
if applicable

1814 44.7 36.8 38

Availability of microfiche readers 21. 8E-* 69.2 78
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Quality of service was rated highest among the four aspects of EISO
considered. The helpfulness of 'the- search analyst (or EIC) was rated as
extremely satisfactory by 90% of the respondents, fdllowed closely by the
convenience of arrangements to obtain EISO searches (84%). Satisfaction with

.

time devoted to search interview was high in 79% of the cases.
In spite of the Prolonged postal strike last autumn which caused lengthy

.
delays, users felt that the turnaround time of the "EISO search was more than
adequate for their need's; they were partictilarly satisfied with the time taken
to deliver the EISO bibliography (70% indicated a high level of satisfaction,
21% medium, and8% low). The..remaining two items dealing- with time taken

to deliver documents,,from either EISO or EDRS didlhot apply to 71% and 83%
of the respondents, respectively. Where applicable, the users indicated that
-they were satisfied with the length of time from request to receipt of micro-
fiche or paper copies from EISO: 85% checked medium or high. However,
they were slightly less satisfied with the time taken, to'deliver EDRS materials

, from the United States, 63% checking medium or high. The remaining 37%

indicated_ low Satisfaction, a proportion,that might be considered too high to

be acceptable. Clearly, delivery of copies of original materials is one .of the
most difficult procedures in operating ari information system.

The last' aspect, quality of technology, alSo shows quite a high level
,of satisfaction, with the possible exception of readability of microfiche copies
-
(if-applicable). Here'14 (3774' of the users said that they were highly' satisfied,
1`7 (45%) indicated medium,. and seven, (18%) tow. They found the length of the

bibliograper-y:reasOnable: 92%'indicated their leverof satisfaction to be
either mediunl.or high. In addition, users were very satisfied with the avail-

of

,

ability of microfi-che readers; 'the medium or-high category cbmiirised 64%
..

the respondents.
Thus, apart frOm very few minor reservations, the vast majority of

users were-highly satisfied with the service aspects of EISO, which seems to

indicate that they. considered use of EISO to be a worthwhile-and rewarding
endeavour:.
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'Finally, users-were asked tdrespowito three sum.mative questions
about EISO which fall within both the sociological and psychological fraraeworks.
Of the 103 respondents; 85% noted that-they_would-use EISO again; 18 said
perhaps. An even higher figure, 114 (95%). of the EISO clients stated that they
would recommend the service to a colleague; five said that they would perhaps
do so, and only one, phat he*Ould not. Furthermoie, 106 (88%) of the clients
recommended-that the ,EISO-isearch service be offered on a permanent' basis.

c
These last three very positive- responses bring this user description to a-

.

fitting. and hopeful- conclu'sion.

Economics of Operation

Considerableauman, financial, and material resources are required
for-EISOTs operation. Previous chapters have related the nature oT the first
of these, particularly the 'training of :EdUcittional Information Consultants and
the staffing of EISO. As well, attention has been given to the records system
with its large number of forms; to the creation, of a suitable, work area, and
to the purchase of equipment. This section is concerned with the actual de
ployment of these various resources expressed in dollar terms. This topic
-is the first phase in conducting a financial analysis of the Educational Infor-
mation System for Ontario.

Hainan Resources
Training- and- maintaining a network of Educational Information_Consul-

tants is a considerable undertaking, and the effort is warranted only if their ,

assistance is regularly sought by EISO clients., To learn the extent of this
usage, clients were asked whether or not an EIC, had assisted in developing
their search .request. By far the largest component of users (94 or 78%)
-responded that thdy had not consulted an EIC, but had contacted the search
analyst directly. Seventeen, respondents (14%) replied that EICs had, in fact,
assisted them in formulating their search request; of these; 11. (9% were
assisted by Field Centre 'EICs, one by a Faculty of Education EIC, and five

.
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by a Ministry of Education EIC. Five respondents were not certain,
while four listed ?Tother". Given that EICs3are available in an area con-
taining a. small percentage of Ontariol s population, these, figures look
encouraging.

The nature, of establishing initial contact with the search analyst
was recorded by the search analyst on the Data Sheet. In 74. instances
(61%) the client came in person, in 34 1289') the users telephoned; --and
in 18 115%) search reqUests were sent by-_,Tnail

Since mode. of delivering bibliographies incl uded delivery. by the
EIC or search anLyst, this variable reflects the...human side ofthel'searcli-
service" as; well. Sixty-three (54%) of-the bibliographies were mailed to

e"*-dearch..analyst,. who then contacted the client so that the bibliography
could be picked up. Forty-eight,. (41% were mailed directly to. the requestor;
two were, sent to an EIC for delivery, and three were sent_ to TiOther".

6
Technological Resources

The particular computerized search system used and data:base searched
for processing a given request are two major technological items of interest.
Of the 122 searches reported in the questionnaire data, 104, or 85%,_. were
executed on the search service- provided by the System Development Corpora7
Lion; the remaining 18 searches used Lockheed. In 115,cases,-1 95% of the
total, the ERIC data base was searched. Psychological Abstracts was sear
five times and Social Science Citation Index. only once:

Users were aldo asked to indicate the availability of microfiche readers;
_

without fiche readers, it is unlikely clients would order microfiche copies of
. -

ERIC d6cur'aents from EISO: The greatest number .of respondents *(81.or 68(1;)

noted that non-portable readers were available, as for _example at the'OLSE
Library. Sixteen (13%)` reported-b.a.ving access to a portable reader in their
organization. Eighteen users (15%) had no fiche reader available, and four
were unsure.

1 37
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Two individuals stated that a fiche reader supped by 'EIS° was avail-
. .supplied

able to the n1.-,These individuals were frpm the Northeastern Region of Ontario

where a small number of microfiche readers were distrthuted to ensure
microfiche readers were available to some users in that area..

Cost of-EISO Service
Cost of Ei.S O services refers to the actual costs incurred by the search

Service to conduCt-bu.siness -- as distinct from the prices.it charged users.
A formula indicalziaii.a few of these costs staff, -computer time, and printed-

bibliOgraphies -- was presented in the previous chaPter; namely,
Search costs = (e l+ c2) t2 pn

.

where ic
1

and c2
are the costs of search analyst salary and computer time,

respectively, ti the time spent for the first 'discussion-only phase of the.search
negotiation interview, t2 the length of the second phase of the interview during
which the search analyst is on-line with the computer, '43' is.thescost of printing

one citation, and n is the number o\citations printed. Note that all overhead
,

-areare excluded.
Data-from the 122 cases analysed for this report yielded the following

average values.: c = $0.12 per minute for the search annlystli.silary; c =
$0.85 per minute for the search Service ($51.0.6 per hbur); t1 = 271- minutes

0 for the fii-St phaSe of the negotiation interview; t2 = 12.2 minutes for the second,
on-line phase of the interview; g = $0.12', per citation printed; and n = -.67, the

average number of citations.
Hence; the total cost of the average search excluding overhead --

was$23.12, with the costs of Phase one equal to. $3.,25; phase two to $11.83;

and the bibliography, $8.04. *-

Substituting the maximum obseived values for each ofhe variables in
the formula above gives an upper limit for the direct costs associated with
doing a single search. These Values were: cl = $0.12; o2 = $1-. 33, t1

70 minutes, t2
= 53 minutes p = $0:13 and a = 197 citations. The total' direct

cost amounted to $110.85.
4-



A siinilar figure for the minimum.' direct cost for a search equalled
only $2.10. Clearly, direct costs for searches can vary.widely.

. It must be emphasized that ,all costs above exclude overhead, record
-

- keeping, spsce,. staff time when a search is not underway, and depreciation
of equipment. , Additional research is necessary before an accurate estimate
of the full cost of a typical search is possible.

.
Quantitative data relative to the number of documents ordered from EISO

- -and EDRS were also collected. The average number of microfiche copies .._
_.,

.

ordered. from EISO, for those 21 who actually. pla6ed orders, -was nine; (the.
. average number of copies of journal articles for the 20 using this service*as
3.5; eight individual& ordered an average.,of 2.8 copies of ERIC paper d
meats from EDRS; and two ordered an average of 13 microfiche copies from
-EDRS.

No data were collected on whiqh to base an estimate of the full cost
of providing microfiche and paper copies. This topic will be the focus of a

- future investigation.

Prices Charged fofEISO Services
The pricing structure` used by EISO, it will b recalled, . set $30 °as the

fee fort.a search-in most parts of .Ontario, and $20 as the fee'for users from
the 146 rtheastein Region. Eicceptions included a $15 fee for students at OISE
during Surcu:ner. Session 1975; and free4ntroductory searches for educators
in the Northeastern Region.

,- The average price actually paid by users responding to the questionnal
-

was $20 :57; the average price for their first -search was $20.08 a slightly
. ..

lower figure than overall average price since free searches were often
available fortrial use of EISO. The relatively small difference between the

-two figures reflects the fact that most searches reported by survey: respondents

-were in--fact first searches.. Note that the. average.price Per search wars beiow
that of -thee average direct cost. Hence, even excluding overhead, the typical

e 7

.

EISO search was conducted at a loss.
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Prices for microfiche and paper copies were seta at 350 and-100, respecr-

tively. _No data were collected on the ac charges since no users received:

130

copies at reduced rates.

- EISO Publicity
A final technological variable, shown in Table XVII; deals with the

effectiveness of E,11%0 publicity materials in clientspotential cent8 about
the availability of the search- service. 7Thirty-five respondents (299 learned

.

. __about EISO- through the brochure (or flyer), and 34 qpm a colleague.
g

TABLE XVII. HoW Did Respondents Learn about EISO

Method:. umber Percent

Brochure..-
Artidle

35 28.9 ,

1 °

Professional Development Day 1 0.8 ,

Classroom instru.ction
Colleagues
EIC
Library tour
-Cannot recall
Other

.9 *-7.4

28.1
.5 : 4:.1

6 i4L. 5.0
6 5.0

24 19:8
121 ,,100.0

Among. the "other" effective methods of communication given were:
Librarian, seven; OISE faculty, five; prindipal investigators, of ELSO, four; _
announcements at OISE Field Development Standing Committee meeting, three;
and presentation to staff at the Regional Office of the Ministry of Education,
or at Principal Teachers' Meeting -.in Northeastern Ontario (Region 3), three.
Two sources were not identified.



Assessment of the Educational Information System for Ontario during
.

its first five months of operation provides an initial.picture of the type of
client it is attracting, the effectiveness of its services, and some of the costs
of going business. Far more data are needed on these and other topics before
sound conclusions can be reached; however, the emerging images are en-
couraginl g-.

The next and final ,chaptef of this'report provides an overview of the
findings. to- date, and suggests their implications for the immediate future:

I.

r
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. CHAPTER XI

Summary and implications

Who uses EISO? This is the fundamental.question addressed in this
report. It can be answered by sketching a profile of the typical individual
who subMitted a search -request, as represented by the data reported in the
preceding chapter. Is EISO a viable operation? Certainly it works, that
much is clear from the data. owever, only a guess can be made concerning
its long-term fiscal viability. Elaboration of the findings concerning these
two issues form the body of chapter, which concludes with a brief state-
meat as to the implications of the results.

Profile of a Use

The person who consults the EISO search aTvPlyse-- most users
visit in pei-son -- is most-likely a man in his mid-thirties. Chances -are he
is with a scho-ol board in the Metropolitan Toronto area, or a doctoral student
at OISE, having already, completed an M. Ed. He has been involved in research,
has written papers or presented talks, and wants to get dhead. He has a posi-
tive attitude toward educational innovations, but is mcidest concerning his role
as, an_expert in his own organization. He spends a great deal-of time gathering\information from colleagues, and at lease two hours a week reading toekeep

. ,

abreast of the field or for, dissertation research.- If he is froth a school board,
he is -interested in programmerimprovement and curriculum development.
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When, he sits down-with the search analyst, the client is probably

, interested in a specific topic for a specific purpose. While he may browse
. -

or read to keep up with changes in the field, he comes to EISO for informa-
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tion to-be used in research and development, programme improvement or
academic assignments. -Chances are, this is the first time he has tried this
new, innovativeapproach-to retrieving information. He first read about the
'service in a brochure or heard about. it from a colleague. He will be a satis-
fied customer and-will willingly pay $30 for a search and bibliography of

approximately 70 references (or, more precisely; his-organization will be

invoiced). He-will be particularly impressed with the skills and assistance
of the search analyst.

If he orders materials from EISO, which only one in six clients do,
he will select the three or four best _articles for paper copies and nine of the

best documents in microfiche form. Of cdurse, he may prefer to use the OISE
Lilarary or his board's professional library instead of placing an order. Over-
all.; he' will.be_quile. satisfied with the promptness of the service and ease of
ordering -searches' and materials, though he may find the microfiche he receives
a bit difficult to read. If he decides to order paper copies of ERIC documents
from the United States, he will not be nearly so satisfied with the promptness

and ease of ordering, _In most cases, though, he will have access to a micro-,
fiche reader ..and will order microfiche instead.

After using the information retrieve rough EISO,- the client will still

want more information about_the topic he searched, even though he is fairly .

well satisfied with the bibliography and materials.
In all probability, the client will relate his experiences with EISO to

a colleague and he may even volunteer to write a letter supporting the-con-
tinued availability.of the service, Since he is enthusiastic about the service
and hopes that it will continue.

eft-
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The social and.psycliological -profile of the user,_ according -"to the data
provided by the questiormaiire, is identical to the profile of adopters of innova-

- ,

tions; a topic well described in thcF- literature. Socially, users are high
ie

-status individuals: men in their prime with a good education and upwardly'
mobile in their careers,/ who interact a great deal with colleagues. Psycho-
logically, they are-experienced learners who know how to seek information-

/

and hock:to use it. Their roles in urban organizations provide an impetus, a
motivation to acquire /information for research-, progranime deVelopment, or
whatever. Their ambitions and attitudes toward innovations" accentuate these
motivations. They fare, in short, -early adopters (Rogers, 1962).

..%

_ E-conomic -Considerations

To know if EISO is viable, one must know in full detail the cost, quality,
and demand for, the services provided. Because_the service is so new, it is

ffi cult to discern what the cost and demand would be for a well-established
system.

The cost data provided by the questionnnires and data sheets are
selective and only minimal -costs are included -- those for computer time,
citations printed, and search PrwnlyStT s time Costs' for these might even be
lower limits for what might occur in a regular service since the search
analyst employed for the project is very highly trained._ A slower, less
efficient analyst could waste enormous. amounts of computer time while cor-
recting errors or making unnecessary changes in search strategies. Fina.11y,

no ove5head costs have been collected. Costs_for space, lights, heating,
supplies, depreciation-of equipment, processing of recordS, collection of.
Charges, ibises due to non - payment;; and the idle time of the search analyst
have all been excluded from this

The cost of providing microfiche and article duplication services is
even less distinct than Is the case for search costs. Supplies, for duplicates

.1

4
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are inexpensive, but the costs of labour in locating and reshelving library
materials, or processing order forms, and of making copies have not yet been
estimated.

Several tentative implications can be drawn from the preceding stimmai-y.
First, it is clear, that the typical EISO user is not representative of the edu-
cational. community taken as a- whole. Few users are teachers, although

chess represdnt an overwhelming' majority of edUcitOrs." Oxily one- quarter
the clients are women, whereas women represent-a, majority of educators.

Clearly, to test the viability of ELSO, it is necessary to direct publicity activi-
ties toward those individuals most like)ly to use the service: middle level
administrators in urban areas; and adVanced gradUate students.

Second, it is too soon to make conclusions regarding EISOls econorai
viability; insufficient data are available for analysis. Six months of operation,
a,period which included a long postal strike is too short a period on which to
base projections.. The system needs an opportunity to operate near full capacity
for sufficient time for adequate data to be co ected on both direct and indirect-

7.'!+

costs.

:
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Ministry of Education Con-tract

- 'EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR -ONTARIO-

1.0 CONTRACTING PARTIES:

This contract is. between:

1.1 -Her Majesty The Queen, in- the-,'right of represented
by the Minister of Education, Ontario "(hereinafter called
The "Ministet") of the first part, and

1.2 The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (hereinafter
called "O.I.S.E.") of the second. part. --

2.0 SCOPE OF RESEARCH:

This is a cOntract'for research services involving a study of
an Educational Information System for Ontario to be. undertaken.,
for the Minister of Education by

The research undertaken shall:

2.1 study- the nature and levels of demand (including the
.factors affecting the demind) by educators of the Provincefor access to a generalized information base of educational
resources through the4u6e of the.existing ERIC * data/base
service. _

.2 develop a.nd° refine thethods of placing search orders, order
delivery, and advertising the availability of such a service

2.1 examine the technical and fiscal viability of the. interactive
on-line- search teChniqu'es (in contrast to batch-processing
methods) as a services -to educators, -students, and researchersin the Province.

2.4 study the impact of the use of such a service upon 'the nature_
and levels of demand, for use of micro-fiche and hard.copy
'forms _of dal& and to assess the effectiveness of such new' usesas may be identified. Coat effectiveness elements of the useof micro-fiche vs. paper copy shall be included.

2:5 determine the'manPower and technical requirements to match a
giv-en..level of demand for such information services in the
Ontario setting.

2.6 resealich and evaluate =the level- of usec satisfaction bycategory of users and to analyse how such data/information
is'being used. ,

2.7 study the fiscal viability of the operation of an information
system of the ERIC type through using varying -fee, levels
relating to -user. volume. The study shall include a.n, assess-1
merit of incentive devices such *as the introductory search
without user fee..
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2.8 study the effectiveness of an intermediary (consultant).
in interacting with Users in a more remote geographic
setting in Northern Ontario in, clarification of search
scope and in interpretation of output.

2.9. develop and refine strategies of utilizing such services=
through' existing remote service facilities, such as a
field office of a regional_office of the
.Ministry.of Education, and an office of a school 'board.

2.10 Interpolate the resource requirements were such strategies/
Services (including those noted in 8-and 9.above) to be
extended or made available on--a more general basis to
other areas ofAhe Province Y'

2.11 conduct a literature search relating to a study of the--
school board as(a corpoiate user of such a. service, and
report on such experiences or.incorporate-thts considera-

.

tion into the study- if such does not exist.
..-

2.12 establish the viability of such a provincial service.
within..a maximum-period of two ./.2)___years.-

2.13 report to the Minister of Education on the above questions
along with a chronicle of deve/opments'of :the service
through an interim report at the end of .one (1) yeaz7and
final, report at the end of the two (2) yea5 period:

3*0 DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH:.

3.1 .The complete design of the study indicating. its uniqueness
will be forwarded in.triplicate within a month, following
the signing of thigcontract, to the Chief Educational
Officer (Research), Ministry 'of. Educatiqn.

tr,

3.2 .
2weliminary annotated bibliography of related research

literatUre shall accompany. the de'sign.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES:

The responsibilities of the two parties involved in thiScontra
shall be as,follOWs: Y -

f

4.1 The Minister shall provide thenecessark rese4rch funds ailci

a,

L".r.
Supervisory Official for the InVesti/htion.

4.2 The O.I.S.E. shall provide the, Principal Investigator and
.support personnel_ to oversee and execute the project,
administer the funds provided by the Minister of Education.,
and follow the procedures outlined in Appendix B.

5.6 PERSONNEL INVOLVED:

The personnel assigned to the project shall be:

5./ The Ministry of Education, represnted by the Chief
Edixcational Officer (Research) - Dr. E. J. Quick; and-the
'Educational Offic6r (Contractual Reseakch) - Mr. W. C. Taylor.
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5.2 For the Ministry of Education, as Supervisory Official -
Mr: Donald Rose, Educational Officer, Curriculum 'Services

. .- Bran".
5.3 For e 0 I.S.E. as Pri.npeipZ Investigators -

Dr. S. B. Lawton, s5"2` Professor, and .

Mrs. E. Auster,-Head - Reference and Information (Library
and support personnel.

0' PUBLXCATIONS AND. REPORTS:.

6.1 The-copyright of any publications and reports made- as a
result.of the research, project herein provided for or

--produced in accordance with thii agreement -shall be the
property of the Minister, provided however; that. subject
to the prior approval. of the Minister, which approval
may be arbitrarily withheld or limited in extent, the

shall have a right in _the nature' of a license 2.

.or assignment of copyright to publish any such material
_in Ontario and throughout the world, but no ,such exercise:
of the right of publiCation by the 0.I.S.E. with the-
approval of. the Minister shall- operate 'so as prevent-
15r interfere with-/the right of theSlelinister to make avail-
able- to studerits at schools in Ontario, their.parents or
guardians and to school boards and teachers upon"-such terptsas:the Minister may deteriAine, all or any of the Lindings
of the research carried. out .fi=nder this agreement.

. 6.2 _Subject to 6.1, all reports , articles., paperS, speeches,
etc. concerning. this project prepared by

personnel, shall giye prominent recOgnition of the.
involvement of the Ministry, f EducationRecogn.iti-anstall be placed on the title page o the final repckrt-
with the wording: -

THIS- RESEARCH. PROJE'Ci.WAS FUNDED 'UNDER CONTRACT
BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION. 'ONTARIO ".

Prior to the release, of the final report to the public,
three (3) copies'-of any report, artd.cle, paper, speech,
etc. concerning this project shalt be' submitted to the
,Chief Educational Officer (Research) for .perzasbion to

.release to the public.'
6.3 Thirty (30) copies in bound form of all final reports,articles, or papers concerning -the project are to be

forwarded to the Chief Educational Officer (Research)
for the use, of the. Ministry of Education. One of these
shall be _suitable- for- reproduction. All reports shall
be submitted on 8 1/2" x la"- or A4 (International Standard)
size, paper.

6.4 An ABSTRACT of 400-T500 *words shall fOrrn a part - of the
- final report. °

6.5 Notwithstanding sections '6.1 and 6.2 the 0.I.S.E. shall4_
retain the right to make public -the findings of this
study two.421 years fo/lowing submission of the final

t h e =tr- - ,.--

. 14S.

0-
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7..0 FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:
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7.1 This contract is concerned with all research services,
as stated in Section 2,' undertaken by the 0.I.S.E.
between 1 March. 1975 and 29 February 1976.

7.2 This contract may be terminated--by the Minister at the
end of any fiscal year of the ProVince of Ontario
(March 31st) if adequate research funds for this purpose
are not available ln the.,subsequent fiscal year's budget
of the Ministry of Education.

7.3 The Ministry of EducatiOn shall provide, _subject to the
provision in 7.2 of this contradt,'a totaj, amount of
$96,169. Payments will be-processeditpon receipt of ap-

---propriate numbered_invoices from the in _instal-
l-. ments of $14,-000 on each of 15 March 75; 30 April 75;

30 June,75; 31 August 75; 31 October 75; 31 December 75.
Upon _submission of a satisfactory final report and
numbered invoice On or before 29: February 76, the final
Instalment of $12,169'will be processed for payment to
the O.I.S.E.

7.4 'With each numbered invoice (submitted in quadruplicate)
the 0.I.S.E. shall submit to the Chief Educational
Officer (Research) a progress report (also submitted in
quadruplicate) on the project, providing evidence that
the services have been rendered as stated in the contract.

7.5_ The.budget allocation of the 0.I.S.E. for the -funds
involved is to be.attached. as Appendix A.

'7.6 An accounting of the. expenditure of the funds shall be
submitted BV the within fifteen (15) days of
receipt of a written request from the Ministry of Education.

7.7 The research conducted under this contract s/unique
is not being funded from any other source:

8.0 CONTRACT RENEWAL:

8:1 , It is the, intention of the parties involved that this
contract may te renewed subject to the agreement of
all parties, and the provision of 7.2 of this contract.

f!.

8.2 The terms and fokmat-of thiS contract shall not be
-gleemad to establish &precedent for future contracts.

9.0 NON-COMPLIANCE:
1

Shbuld there be evidence of non-- compliance' with the terms
of the contrast, this-contract may-be terminated Upon:
written notice to the party concerned by the Minister.

a..
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No. 125.
1974/75 Research Contract

10 . 0

DATE

DATE

AGREEMENT:

The conditions of this contract are accepted on

behalf -of the parties, in witness whereof the

parties of the-first and second parts have hereunto

set their hands. by the authorized officials whose_

signatures appear below:

re.

; /7

the Minister of Education
Ontario

7 c
.1 t ..) 44, 4IrotcW

1

for the Ontario Institute for
Studies in. Education



DATE

.
March

April

......00.101.110,0400 yy.

'

An Education Information System for Ontario

Schedule

March1975-FebruSry :1976

ACTIVITIES

.

Establish project in Department of Educationil Admini-t- ration.

Transfer funds from Field Development Standing Committee

pool to Department of-Educational Administration.

Identify suitable eguipment-fUche duplicator, reader,

computer terminal.
Identify members of OISE advisory committee.

Meet with Supervisory Officer at Ministry of Education to

clarify procedures, contract terms. .
0

Interim-report due--at Ministry of Education March 15.

Transfer salary.of Principal. investigators:to projeCt.

Create job desci-iptIons for Librarian 11-:; Library

_Assistant IA Research Officer

Purchase equipment before April,15.-.

Determine location of service in the Library.

Arrange for project room to be built in Library.

ubmit research design and-annotated bibliography.

terim report..due.atMinistry of Education April 30.

June

July-August

Hire Librarlein_lr, Library Astl,stant 11, Research Officer

Establish. finanOjai,mechanisms.,.for charging fee..

Design financial forms::
'Contract.with>-SDC.:
Submit furniture requisitiO6.-

.

wiegi'll with Administrators of target northern Ontaricctchoo)

boards .

Hire Timmins FD agent.
Ldenftf.c, local "gatekeepers" eguipMent needs,

lit.

Begin service June 16.
Orient project staff to R and I, Library.

Hold seminars on project for. Library staff.

informal social evening for R and I and project staff.

Develop search forms for service.

Have forms printed.
Inter,im report. due June 30.

Transfer' project files to office in Department ,of Educational

Administration (July 2)

_Hold seminars on service for. Summer Sessicm students.,,

Prepare publicity and training materials.

Train ihtermedjaries.
Interim report due August 31.

.115Z



f

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

Schedule .

September 1975 - February 1976

ACTIVrTIES

September

October

Novembeflpecember

'January
A

February

Publication of publicity articles in Orbit.

Ontario Education, etc.

Mailing of brochures to Ontario. educators

Drafting and distribution of search evaln-

ation forms for summer clients

Printing of revised search forms

Announcement of cost, recovety program to

OISE-staff-and-students-

Draft of User Manual

Demonstration For Field Development' Personnel

Revised version of evaluation questionnaire'

Testing of interview schedule

Workshops in North Bay

Interim Report

Collection of data

Budget projectio-n for second,year of 'project

Interim Report

Collection of data el"

Preliminary analysis.ofdata

Outline of,year-end'repo

Analysis of data

rear-end report



Month

March

April.

May

June

july

August
i

Educational Information System for Ontario

September/October/
November

i.

Decem r /January/
Februa

'Schedule of Activities

March 197 6 - February 1977

Activities

Detailed analysis of first year's-data
ReVise evaluation questionnaire
Print EISO user's handbook
Scarborough PD days

Report detailed analysis of data
Plan:interview schedule
Plan-analysid-ofTnegotiation-session-7-7----

interviews
North York PD dayd
Interim Report

Collect interview data
Visit'EIC's in Northeastern Region
Visit sites of Educational. Information

Stations

Collect interview data
Plan dissemination to summer session

students (OESE,' faculties of education,
Ministry-of Educaeion courses)

Intz.rim report

Analysis of interview data
Classroom presentations
Articles for fall journals and newsletters

Report on user interviews
Analysis of negotiation sessions
Interim report

Dissemination activities
Analysis of negotiation sessions
Interim report

Analysis of questionnaire datk
Analysis of ost data
Recommdala ohs concerning future of EISO
Interim ort (December
Final Report (February)



Educational Information System for Ontario.

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Room S218, 252 Bloor St. W., Toronto M5S IV6

(416)-923-6641 Ext. 487

Dear EISO User:

According.to our records, you conducted a search of the ERIC '

data base through the Educational Information System for Ontario (EISO)
during-the--I-ast-two months,..- or.- -so.

service, and is part of a research project aimed at learning more about
the information needs of Ontario educators, and how these needs can be met.

CoUld we-impose upon you to complete the enclosed evaluation
questionnaire and return it to us in the self-addressed and stamped
envelope, which is also enclosed.

Let us assure you that all data will be-held in strict con-
fidence and used only for research purposes.

The questionnaire should take no more than twenty minutes'to

complete. It just looks longer! .

v
Many thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Stephen B. Lawtdn; Ethel Auster
Principal Investigators .

P. S. if you requested the search on behalf of another uter, please pass
this questionnaire'on to the individual concerned for



Educational Information System for Ontario*

The Ontario Institute for. Studies in Education
Room S218, 252 Bloor St. W., Toronto M5S 1116

(416) 923-6641 Exi. 487 .

bearCn NO.

Topic:

EISO USER EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

6-35 Name
(Last) (First) -(Middle)

Address Phone Number

( )

IF YOU HAVE COMPLETED A PREVIOUS 'EVALUATION, PLEASE START AT ITEM 26

Organization Characteristics

/36,37 Please indicate the type of organization or institution with which you are
primarily.associated by placing a check (V) in.the.appropriate'spice

(01)___ymeschool (08) University

(02)L_public board . (09) Ministry of Education

(03) separate board (10) Professional Organization

(04)private school or board. (11) Government (not Ministry of Ed.)

(05) CAAT (12) Business or Indistry

(06) . Faculty bf Ed. or Teachers' College (13) Other: Please tpecify

(07) OISE: DePt. or Unit

'38,35

Belie of Organization

Address Phone Numbed

( )

*.Fended under contract with-the Ontario Ministry of Education



4041

42,43

44,145
46,47

50,53.

3. Is your organization located in

' District Or District Municipality

(02) County or.Regional Municipality

(03) Metro Toronto

(04) Ottawa

(05) Lotion

).
4. Is your organization located in the

Northeastern Region (Region 3) of

the Province of Ontario?

(1) Yes (2) Not Sure': (3)

(08) Hamilton

(07) Windsor

(08) Sudbury.

(09) Canada (outside Ontario)

(10) Outside Canada

-.-

5. Is the community your organization
serves

,(1) Mostly rural

(2) Equally rural and urban

(3) Mostly urban

Professional Role

Please indicate your primary professional role or function by placing the

number "1" in the appropriate space below. If you have more than one major

role, please enter the number_"2" in the space corresponding to your second

most _important professional role, and a "3" in the third most important

(if applicable). Leave the remaining spaces blank.

(01) Administration or Supervision (08) Private. Consultant

(02)2....Teaching

:-(03). Pupil perSonnel Services

. ,

(64) Research
-

(05) Field Development

(06) Ministry Regional Office

(07) Library Services

(09) Undergraduate Student

(10) M.Ed. Student

(11) Ed.D. Student

(12) M.A. Student

(13) Ph.D. Student

(1*) Other:

How many years have you been in. your

current ,position?

1) less than
one year

1 year

2 -years

(4) 3 years

(5) It to_ 6

(6) 7 to 9
(T) 10 or more

Would you like to obtain 'a more
senior position within _your
organization within. the next. five

..;years?

(1) Yes

(2) 'Not sure
(3)* No



Faso User Evaluation (3)

School-Board Personnel please answer questions 9 to 12. Others please go eo 13.

'12,53' 9. Please indicate the level of your
primary professional position.

10. What is the mother tongue of the

majority of students served by you?

(1) Elementary grades only (1) English

(2) Secondary grades only (2) French

(3) Elementary and secondary Other:

-(4) Central board office

.(3)

(5) Other:

54-59 IL Board enrolment , t t t 12. School enrolmeit

50-63

54,65 13.- Have you ever been an officer of a 14. Are you a' member of any

professional-- organization?___ _ _ _ ___^. professional organization other

(1) Yes (2) No
than those required by provincial

legislation?

66
.

15. Have you written .any.any professional
(1) Yes .. (2).

papers for publicatioi or for .

6T presentation at conferences in the 16.. .Haire you participated in' an
...,

conferences

_______ last five. years? ,
:' :

educational research project

n the last five years?

(1) Yes (2) No
i

.....

(1) 'Ns (2) No

68 .1T,, Do you'plan to undertake additional study toward a higher academic degree

sometime.within the next five. years? .

, .. ,,

69.70

71;72

73,74

75,976.

77,78

8;9.

10,21

12,13

(1). Yes (2) Rot Sure (3)

18. 'Please indicate (A) the amount of time per week you normally spend in

obtaining information frcM each of, the sources listed below, and (B) how

valuable the information gained from each source is to yoU.

-

Source

a. Colleagues

b. Prof.- journals, book

c. Outside consultants

d. Inside consultants

e. Office files, reportS

f. Supervisors

g. Prof. .organizations

h. Libraries
. Conferences_

(A) Approximate .Time Spent ". '.(B) Value

,(hours per week)

ip .1 3-.6 Low Medium High

V

: N.

t t t .J
a,

. I I t t I t 1" 1

f f 1 1 1

I I t_

14.) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 z;

(1) (2) (3)



)

4,15

E6,17

18.19

120,21

22,23

1211,25

27

128.

30,

31

[
34
14

L -35
.

=SO User Evaluation (4)
1

Source

(A) Approximate. Time Spent
(hours per' week)

(B) Value
. f

112 1 2 3-6 Low Medium gh

j. Prof. Dev. Days , . k. e . , , ,

lc: Academic, prof. courses t . t V
V t ,1

, 1 Curric. guides, texts , . , .9 t ,

A

m. ERIC materials

n. Ed. abstracts, indicei
'

, . 1 . 1

,--

o. Other: ,
. , , , 74 - r

(1) (2) (3).. (4) (s) (6) (1) (2) (3)

.

-19i How often do you seek:information for -the following purposes? Frequency
Never ;ome-... Often Very -

Purpose , times often

A. To keep, abreast in the field

.,b. Assignments, term papers, am.d. theses
.

c. Preparing or
.

updating bibliographies'

d. Curriculum development

e. Program imprnement

f. Preparation of speeches, reports, articles

g. Research and derlopment projects

h.' Browsing

i. Personnel. recruitment. or evaluation

,.,Poliey,. development,

k. 'Other: '

p

t

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Educational Opinions

Please indicate your opinion about the following statements.

20. Most 'innovations in education
today, such as initial teaching
alphabe (i.t.a), electronic-
calculat rs 'in' classrooms and= the

Credit- tem, are really worthwhile
and help children to learn better.. ,

Agree

Opinion

Somewhat Somewhat Kr nu

Agree Disagree Don't

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)



EISO User Evaluation ., 7,

38 21. polleeuges.Often ask me for

advice about their professional

problems;

7 39 -22. Iam one of the few people. in

'.my organization who are con-

tinually trying out new ideas

in their work.

23.% Most:educationdi innovations
today cost more money than-

they are worth.

'41 24. -Only local school people know

,-,,7
. what their educational problems

and needs 'are; not ..*outsi.de experts., , 1,
' ... . . -

,(2) (3) , (4) (5)

42,43

'44-46
47-49

53-55

.Opinion

'Agree
Agree Disagree

Disagree Don't

. Somewhat Somewhat Know

1 t

_ .
'EIS° Search Information

25. How'disizOu first learn, about':

the'EducationalInformation
.,system for."Ontario-(EISO)
its services? (Check one only)_:

Cli Rrodhure.or flyer

(2L ArticleArticle in prof. journdl

(3) Prof. Development Day

(4) Classroom instruction

(5) Colleagues

(6) Ed. Iiiformation Consultant

,(7) Library tour

(8) Cannot recall

(9) Other:'

6. Did an Eepational Information
-.Consultant (EIC) trained by EISO

..
,

assist in developing your search
request?'(Check one

(1) No EIC consulted (went directly

to search analyst)

(2) OISE Field Centre JIC

(3) Faculty of EducatiOnEIC

(4) Ministry of Education EIC

(5)___CAAT EIC)

(6) Not sure.

(r) Other: .

. r

27.' _Please indicate- in the 'table below the number of articles, microfiches and

documents ordered as a result of this search from.EISO and ERIC" -Document

'Reproduction Service. (g)RS).

Type of Order Ordered From '

. . EISO .EDRS

Journal article a. .none b.

Microfiche a. none b.

Documents from microfiche Not available

number?

number?
. .

160

Not

none

nOne

available

'number?

num er?

tj



56,57

58,59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

- 68

69

70

EISO User Evaluation (6)

28.; Is a Microfich reader available 29.

in yout organization?

(1) NO fiche. reader available

How much' did you-learn'about the

topic that 'was searched as a result

of the search?

(2) able,fiche reader.
(1) Nothing, or very little

mlable for use at home (2) Some

'(3) Non - portable reader available (3) A great deal.

.(4) Don't know

30. How much did you learn about the
Educational Information SysteM for
Ontario as'a result of yourcsearch?

(1) Nothing or very little

(2) Some

_(3) A great deal
.

How much additional information do,

you still desire concerning the

topic' that was searched?

(1) lrohing or very little,

(2) Some'

(3) A great deal

32. HOW helpful was the information provided as a result of your EIS() search for

each of the following Activitits:(if appliCable).

e( :
Not at all Somewhat VeryL

Keeping abreast of the field-

C leting assignments, theses, etc.

paring or updating a bibliography

Curriculum development

e.. Improving programs -

f. Preparing a speech, article or report

g. Undertaking-or completing .a research

or development project

h. Browsing

i. Recruiting and/or evaluating personnel

j. Developing policy

k. Other:
(2) (3)

umleammi

Satisfaction with EISO Search

Please indicate your des!ree of sttisfaction with

the Educational'Informailion System for Ontario.

space provided or on the back of the page.

4

each of the following aspects of

Feel free` to comment in the

Satisfaction

Low Medium High. NA
.

33. Convenience of arrangements to obtain EISO searches

Comment2
(1) (2) (3) (4)



72

'73

74

75

76

78

EISO User Evaluation (7).

4
Satisfaction

34. Helpfulness of search analyst or Educational Low Medium ,High EA

Information Consultant.'

Comments:

35. Length of bibliography.

Comments:

36. Readability of microfiche copies, if applicable.

Comments:

37. Acciiia0 of
presentations, etc.

Comments:

38., Comprehensiveness of publicity materials, EISO,

presentations, etc.

Comments:

39. Adequacy of directions for submitting search ,

requests to EISO. \

Comments:

40. Adequacy of directions for ordering:copies of

Comae vs.

41. Time devoted to search interview with search'

analyst or Educational.Information Consultant.

Comments:

7 42. Time taken to deliver the EISO biblioirap

Comments:

C

t t
(1) (2) (3)

=leaf

.



10

11

12

User EValuation. (8) 153

43., Time taken to deliver microfiche or paper copies
ordered from EISO.

CoMments:

44. Time taken to deliver microfiche orpaper copies

cii4dered front ERRS in the United States, if

applicable.
Comments:

w

45. Value of bibliography itself..

---Ccm=ents:-

46. Value of materials located via EISO bibliography.

comments:

T. Availability of microfiche readers.
Comments:

4 8. Before'using EISO, how, helpful
did'you expect it to be?
(1) Not very helpful
(2) Somewhat helpful

(3) Very helpful

5,16 50. Would you recommend use of, EISO

to a colleague?

(1) Yes

(2) I.' Perhaps

(3) No

7,18

..

Satisfaction

Low ,Medium High NA

: .
, . -

(1)' ,(2) -(h):

49. Would,you use EISO again?
0

(1) Yes

- (2) Perhaps

(3) No

51. Do you think EISO search services

should be. offered on a permanent
basis? g(1) Yes

(2) Perhaps

(3) -5Z AM.

,Personal Data

52. Age (1) 25. Or 'untie; (4)% 46 -55
,

(2). 26 - 35- -- - -65

"\- (31. . 36 (6) Second Youth

3. Sex Male

, (2) Femaie



EISO User Evaluation.2>
. -

51t....No. of.reviOus EISO searches;
if any.

::(1) Ndd! A

(2),. One

()
(5.) more

Highest' earned'degige

:(1) -High.school or less

-(2) Tea.cherS4 college
.

( 3) BaOhelor -;

(4). Master's

(3) -Doctorate

Matte thanks for your -assistance in completing this questionnaire, and participe.t:
in--the EISO project. Please mail the completed questionnaire in the enclosed
adaressed and stamped envelope to: Educiti,bna3.-Information System for Ontario,

0/SE Library, Room 5218, 252 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario M58 1V6.

ALL DATA WILL REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL AID WILL BE USED ONLY FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES
. ,



- Search

Educational Info=...-i.tica. Syst-em for,ontorio Topic:

,Search Request

1'24-25

Intvg.
,12

. t
Purpose (01) Keep abreast of field

(02) Assigmaent, term paper, thesis

(03).' 'Prep., update of bibliography

(04) Curriculum develop&

(05) Program.i.mprovenent

(06) Prep. speech, articlq,- report

-

(07) Research/development'repot ;

(08) Browsing

(09) Persbnnel recruit, eval., sup.

(10) Policy develoPment-
. -

(11) Othei;

I26 5. ontact (1) In person -(2) Phone (1);" Mai/ (4) Bus pick7up-

',..
. Earliest yr. rcatd. ,<- , , . 7. No. ref. rq'd. , 1 , , , 1. Itef &Vs 1....L.L....L.S.

27 .
29 33

1 41 9. Cit. known',, , , 10. Price , ,-, 11. Payment (1) Cash .(2) Invoice

37 39

-Charge for search

12.. bilia Pays. (1) =CI cv0.)

13. OISE charge Unit ,
-43

14.:,Int;v:,.sitrat. time ,, J -, 15. SysteM:-(1):' SDC '-(2) cklieed

58

(2) Psych. Abs. (3) SSCI -(4) Other:

Connect time r t r

63
'18. dit cmintell

Bib. -seat (1) Requstr 'Search An13rs t (3) T/C
/ten.ard 5 a r

21: Date 'bib.res.d.



Materials_ Charge..

15,16 23.. Payment (1) Cash (2) lnvoihe 2

25.. OISE_ charge Unit
17

Who, pays (1 *EISO (2) It O(3) r.g (4) Cth.

Proj. Line ,Inv. no.

Materials

26. N EISO fiche

)44 29. N ERRS fiche

45

j:.z."..../ 27. N EISO areal z_a_a_i.
32_ :. :

35

.."1,..L.t. .30. EISO reader avirbl ,(3.Y__y

41

-av'lbl: (1)_Y (2) N (3)_- Don't know

28. N_EDRS pap doe
38L

30. -Another rd'r-

C2 } !N (3) Don'it know

31. Price first search ?,

Eo

D:



APPENDIX E. Equipment Used by EtS0.

.Computer Terminal (Computer Devices, Teleterm 1030, APL/ASCI ,.1)

The computer terms ea I used by the search, analyst fo-adcess the
-data base. ,--

Telephone_
ft -

The telephone iS .they connecting li-nk betWeen the 1-e

-riche Prtriter (1113- Rotary 404A) }-Fiche. Proessor :(NB.ProCessor Bel.404)-. and Howell-
The fiche, printer and processor produce: dup cate fiche.. This s trio step

: _ _ . .

process which uses heat ind-tliazo technology:taket.:.3nutes'to recoe.P0Oug0-'
. _fiche.

Fiche Reader (Micro7Scan Systems, Escort K100)
This portable m imicrofiche e reader i s used to check the legibility of the
dupl icate f iche prodUCesi,..

Type. Recorder
to re-cord interviews with

'Xerox Machine (Xerox 4000)
_Photocopies of journal articles are made for clients on the xeroX copie.

c I i ents for future reference ,erid- -ana I Ysl

Typewriter ( IBM Se i ectr c)



.PublicationsJised.bY th ucational'

'Information System for OntariO
I..

. .

j
yap

.

Thesaurus of ERIC.Descriptots-(6th ed.)
1r9

ew. York: Macmillan Informaiion,

ational Institute for
0.11ealthLEdUcatign -Welfare; Washingt on,
DactmeRts-, U.S. Government Printling .0f ce,

-'t
Current--Ihdex to, Journals in Education, N tional Institute for Education,-

Department of-Hea10., Education, and.,W fare, Washington,
Siiperintendent'bf DotAnnents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969

_. - -

EISO'User's Manual, Educational Information System for Ontario,
Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Studies in. EducatiOn,-1975.
Un:published-minuscript.

Education, DepartMent J.
D.C..: Superintendent of

-p
1966,!-.



APPENDIX G.. Educational information Stations

The purpose of the Educational Information Stations is to-provTde

the user with information conceiming how to make-use of the Edutational

Information System.for Ontario,, to supply him with search request and order

fords, andto give him access to a microfiche reader. These stations are

normally instal led in the resource centre, staff, room, or professional

library of a school, board, or r tonal office. The equipment and materials

that comprise such a -stationt inc
.

1. Portable microfiche reader with instructions for-use:
Microfiche filing box with capacity for 1000 fiche.

Loose-leaf :b ?'rider- containing):

.a) 'Information flyer describing the-service
b) Searah request forms -
c) Sample Output b °graph i es

Instructjons. for interpreting bib! iographles.

e) Do"cUment order forms -

f) ...Sampte journal articles .and fiche _

g.) ISO staff .:.I list and: local EIC
4. Extra -1 ight- bulb for -f=i-che reader.

"--

As a result of a survey taken . last- simmer i t was revea -led that

_few elementary schools i.n the Region 3'target area of the EIS() project had ..

'microfiche. readers. An'order to adequately test the'acceptibilitY and use of

microfiche in this area, it was felt_ that such readers should be instal led

in several locations. -Accordingly,.the availability of -this equipment was

. made known to the local school boards, the OISE:Northeastern Field Centre and

the Regional Office of the Ministry of Education.- Asp a result, the Director,

of Education of the Nipissing District RCSS'arranged for the installation of

Stations at three elementary schools in his jurisdiction: St. Vincent de.

Paul and St. HubertSchool in North Bay,, and Echo Jeunesse in Sturgeon Falls.

A Professional DeVelopment session describing the project and'search service

was held at each 'Ioca:tion.
The first

and last of these are French language schools.

Other Educational Information Stations were also installed in the

centra I offices of the East Parry Sound Board of Education, the Muskoka
Boars of Education, the OISE Northeastern Field Centre, the Regional bff ice

-r of the Ministry, and the Library of Canadore Col lege/Nipissing Faculty of

Education.



.z.-F!SO Search Analyst
ISE Library

252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario MSS 1V6
(416) 923-6641 Ext. 487



3.61

Have You Heard About EISO?
Chances are you face problems now where additional
information would be of help. If so, tte Educational
Information System for'Ontario (E1'50) project is
ready to assist by locating and duplicating_Taterials
contained in the collection of the Educational
Resources Information .Center (ERIC).

What Is ERIC?
..ERIC is an information gathering and dissemipating
network comprised of 16 subject-specialised' _

clearinghouses operating under the auspices of the
U.S. Natioilal Institute for Ed'sCation: Theclearing-
hoUses--coltect,'index and abstract research reports,
conferenCe papers, curriculum materials and hand-

:books, including many from ,Canadian sources, and
-announce them monthlyin. Resources in Education.'
(R1E). They also index more than 700 journals-,
including 26 from: Canada, for the CUrrerit7ridex to
.Journals in Eddcation (C11E). in all,the ER IC data
base inclUdes over 200,000 references, to whick
althost 2,500 new references are added each month.

How Can EISO lelp?
By searching the ERIC data base for information on
a particUlar problem or area of interest, you can iearn
-how others have approaChed the issue. EISO provides
direct access to ERIC, retrieving references quickly
and ineg-pensively;The'service will be-of particular

;help to those Working under thePressUre of deadlines.
For public addresses and research reports EISO will

.prove helpful; for planning and decision-making it-
may prove indispensible.

'HoW Does EISO Work?
A search request is submi.tted to the search analyst; a
specially trained reference librarian in the OISE
Library, Who rewords the content to Conform to a
Hit of subject heading designed for CoMputer
scanning of tlje.ERIC data base: Via'a computer-
terminal, the-search analyst queries the data base:
which is stored in a computer'operated by the System
Development Corpo4tion of-Santa Monica,
California. When combinations-of subject headings
are entered (e.g. business mathematics AND
secondary school), the number of relevant citations
and sample citations are printedon-line. If the
Citations are appropriate,-the complete -set_Of
references-and abstracts are Printed off7line in Santa
Monicaand mailed- directl y to the,requestor..

How Long Does a Searth Take?-
The computer search itself normally-takes fifteen
minutes, but follows a,half-hour's discussion with the
search analyst whenever possible. Thebibriogra
usually arrives within a week of receipt of a search
request.

How MUch Do6s a Search Cost?
The current charge fora complete literature search;
<including consultation and printed bibliography; is'.

10.00 in the Northeastern 'Region (Region 3Y,.

How Do b
Doaimebts a Articles?-
Documents are.available microfiche froin EISO at
a charge. of 35¢ per fiche,,,,w e paper copies are
available from the. ERtC'DocuT t Reproductidn
_Service (EDRSLin the United State Paper copies of
journal articles are available from EIS t a charge of
104 per page. Order forms for'both docum its:_and
articles will be sent to clients after their searc have
been completed. '

How Dd I Request a Search?
COmplete the EISO Search Request Form on the over-
leaf and mail it to the address beloW; phone the
search analyst directly; or make an appointment with_
the search analyst at the ,EISO SearCh Service Office
located in the OISE Library on the second floor of
the OISE building.'

EISO Search A_ nalyst
OISE Library
252 Bloor Street West /
Toronto, Ontario M55 1V6
(416) 923-6641 Ext. 487

Hbw Can Clients Assist EISO?
Though EISO provides what is expected to'be a useful
.service, it is also a research project looking into the
information needs of Ontario's educators. It will be
greatly appreciated if cliehts complete: evaluation
questionnaire's or agree to; e interviewed, if asked to
do 'so.

r t

*Project funded under contract-with the:Ontario Ministry of EducatiOn:.
s. LaWtori and. E:Auster,r;rincipal jrivestigatocs

Issued Septeinber 1975 PLEASE FILL oufE ORM ON BACK
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1) - Name :, 2) Invoice (if payment iimot enclosed):

Address-

0: (

Search Topic: Grade level(s) Year(s) to be he

Detailed description of topic

. .

, .

Reasons for requesting seasch (Please.be specific, giving examples of how you hope to use the information

Maximum number of referencei you think possible

. . .

Actual mimber of references desired for use

7)' ',Citations for relevant materials known to you, if any

.

Authors writing in the area, other than those cited above

.1

-

Please mail completed search application to

. :EIS° Search Analyst
OISE "Library
252 BroorStreet West --
Toronto, Onta'riti MSS 1V6

.

Back
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GROUPS TO. WHOM COPIES OF THE BROCHURE WERE DISTRIBUTED
/7

1. All School Bo

.2.. Univizir.sities

3.. Coeisnuni I legeS

Faculties of .Education

Teachers-Colleges

- Libraries

Regional Off ces- of the gi nl st
.8. ,6i-SE Field Centre S!'(

9. Private Schools
10.. Indian _Schb:o 1 s

lie Professional Organizations
12. Tenants of OISE Building

+a
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Publication

Educational Courier

Ontario- Education

Forum

.OrbILt

,
News and' Notes (OISE)

GRADOISE (OISE)

--Cr.A Newsletter _
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November 1975: 12-33.
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October, 1975: 26
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-.Chanies are you! fact utw prob-
- Ions now where additional Juror-

matiOn would- be of help; perhaps
you - wonder how others Lurie- app
proinehed a 'certain Janie. A geog-. --
raphy teacher In as Ontario ele- ...-
mentary -school. may need: guide-
lines for the.4addng iocgeography.
-through. the use Of computers; :-

-tidministrators may wish to. learn
whit the lilts been *ade of tri;
meatering in elementary schools.
Educators. throughout Ontario - *111-
''be Interested In a new Information
service _being 'provided through ihe
Library :of the. Ontario -Inatitute.--
for Studies.* Education. The. sere
iCe is one -aspect of .the Educa-:.'
tional Information. System- for On,
tario,(FISO) project at -OISE being
funded under contract by the

of Education. Its purpose is.
threefold: 1) provide --schocid,
post-recoil dary
with several alternative answers to
'their' 'questions, from which- they
can choose; 2) to enable educators
to learn from the experience of

. others in the approach and solu-
.. tion to p lens Or tasks that are

Similar. t' ,' or in the intro- -,,
du.ction and implementation of in-

.._ novative programs in a re I ate a-
area;.. 3). -to- -furnish information 1.- ..-
-about- the most recent, .up,to-date
educational -praCtices 'and- research.

An individual- intereSted.in
the. service, which has been in full.
operation since September I-975,
simply deScribes the. topic, of iiiter-
est and explains the reasons -for reL
.qiieSting the
appropriate ty
be located. For

formation, so that :-

of materials can
staple, the

teacher Who needs g idelineS for
the computer-assisted' teaching of
geography- w o u I d' forward Wm --
request by phone or letter to the
search analyst, a specially trained'
reference librarian. _Special search:-

; request- forms are also-available for

Upon receipt of a -request, the
search analyst rewordt the content -.
in terms of a. list of subject head-
ings designed for. _computer scan- _

ping of _a large data base for tele-. .1

vant thateriali. The data base itself "
is maintained by the 'Educational' ...

-.; Resources Infomation C e trt e r
(ERIC), an' information gathering.
and dissemination network...oper-\--
sting and the auspices of the
United :States National Institute

;for. Education: ugh the Cur-
rent -bidet CO Journals In Educa-
tion -(CLTE) and Resources In Edu-
cation qt.,1E); ERIC his- indexed.

-.'j. over 200, items, including cur -.:
- 7 riculuit erials, journal articl

conference papers, research 're
.....ports, etc. Substantial amounts

7 Canadian -thaterials are includecOn
:. --the ERIC... data base, helping . io

make it one -.of. the most -valuable
-sources of inforniation for educa-,..

Agri. . "'- :

-' The -search analyst then con-
.- ducts the search via .a..- computer

terminal connected to- a Computer-
operated by the System Develop-
ment Corporation of Santa Mon-
ica,. California, where, the ',ERIC
data base is stored: On typing the
various subject headings into.- the

., terthinal, the search 'analyst learns
exactly how many relevant -: docii=
thents-. are contained in :the coaled

. tion: There _might -be well over 500
items. listed...tinder "geography' in-

oil
"

. struction" but as the terms t

"computer-assisted instruction" 'and
te-lernenta.ry rsdhooli" are
added, the items' that would be
classified under ail- three headings
might be limited 11. To corn-

. plete the 'search process, -the search
=analyst I instructs -the --computer to
print .a-,hibliography:cOntaining the .

-relevant citations; which
abstracti: for documents..indeXed in,
RIE. The iii6liograPhY is mailed
directIY-to- Afie, requestor; where'' it
will normally arrive within one r.

this purpose. . week.

For this search service, a fee of
S30 per search is being charged, to
cover computing and ma ilin g
costs. Users may pay in advance;
or choose to be invoiced. .

To assure access to complete- .

documents and articles appearing - .-

in EISO bibliographiei the infor. -

mation service is also providing
copying services. After reviewing
the bibliography, the person re-
questing a search may wish to or-
der -c o pies of several complete
documents. Taper copies are pro-,
vided for journal articles at 10c
per page, and -microfiche --repro--
ductions (3 by 5 inch "negatives"

-. that contain. images of -up to 96
pages) are provida for repOrta at
35c per fiche. -

Individuals interested in request-
ing a search should contact Ms.
Elizabeth Reicker, Search. Analyst, -
EISO Search-- Service, OISE Li-
brary, 252 Bloor Street West, To-

---k-rontii, M5S 1V6, or Phone (416)
923-6641- t 487. .

In-degfh searchrelated-- to' the
-prov-, ision of local Educational In-
formation. Constatiints (EICs) to
assist in requesting and inter-
preting educational . information
will be conducted in the North-
eastern Region. Educators "ci-is
region are advised to contact '
their director's office (or Regional
O f f.i c e in the case of :isolated
boards) to _learn proper groc:ed
for 'placing- *search. .requesfi wi

.1 Ife i r tiEducational Information
Consultant. Thr. o u g h its _North-
eastern Centre locaiotnriervi.Notth
Bay, the OISE. Offi- "of Field De- _

velopment is parti, arlx active:in
this phase-of;the dy.. '

_-.0-
The . princi . investigators for

the project, Mrs. Ethel. Auster and
,Dr. Stephen ta*ton. , of the :-De-;

- partineat of Educational Adminis-
traticW OISp,-_-will be pleased to
p ro-v-i d e additional information; ---
concerning; They -,may be
contacted at -(415) 923-6641 Ext.
420 and Ext. 654, respectively. --

!)-



EDUCATIONAL INFORM 11 *YSTER!- FOR ONTARIO
EISO Search Analyst
OISE Library
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6
(416) 923-6641 Ext 487

1) Name- , 2). Invoice (if payment is not enClosed):
Address-

Phone: (

3) Search Topic: -Grade leitel(s) Yean(s) to be searched
Detailed cte.-'arOtion of topic

_S r

4) Reasons for requesting search (please be specific, giving examples of how you hope to use
the ,information):

.4

5) Maximum. number of references you think possible-

- --

6) Actual number of referencps desired for-use

71L 1Citationsfor releVal.materials known to yoLti_if any

8) Authors writing in the area, 'other than those, cited abov0-

Please mail completed search application to
. .

EISO Search'Analyst
_OISE Ljbraty
252 Moor Street West

-rdnaptci, Ontario M5S 1V6
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NEW
AIM

INFORMATION

SERVICE

FOR

EDUCATORS

.

_rustees, adrriinistrators, teachers-and
other, educators will be interested in a
".new. information service being pro

.

.vided through the Library of the
Ontario Inttinate for--..Studiesin EclucaL

The:.seiVic.e, which loCates ,and
'duplicate s,articIes and reports#on-.vari-
ous educationarlopics-in'reSponse to

'requests from educators, is one aspect ,
of -the 'Educational Information Sys-
tem for Ontario i,EISO) project 'at
OISE being funded under contract by
the Ministry of E ducrtion. -

An individual interested in using the
service, which has been in full opera-
tion since. September 1, 1975; simply
describes the topic of -interest and
explains the reasons for-re-questing the--
information, so that appropriate types
of materials can be; 'located. For
example, a board administrator might
be interested in the use of paid.teacher
assistants in elementary schools in
order to develop a personnel policy for
this type- of position.- He would for:
ward his request brphone or.letter to
the search analyst, a specially trained
reference librarian. Special search
request forms are also available for this
purpose.

Upon receipt of ' a request. the
search analyst rewords it in terms of a
list of subject headings -deSigied for
locating materials contained in a large
data base that will be searched by
ccirriputer in order -to locate relevant
materials. The data base itself is main-
tained, by the Educational Resources
Information -Center (ERIC), an infor-
-mation gathering and dissemination.
network .operating under the auspices
of the United` Stites' National Insti-
tute for Education. ThroUgh the Cur-
rent Index -to Journals in Education
(dJE) :and Resources in Education
(RIE), ERIC has indexed over 200,000
items, including curriculum Material;,.
journal articles, conference papers: re-
search reports, etc. Substantial
amounts. of Canadian materials are
included in the ERIC data base, herp-
ing to make it one of the most valu-
able sources of information for educa2/tors.

The search inal}4 then conducts
the search via a' computer terminal
connected to a computer Operated by.
the System. Development Corporation
of Santa MbnicaCalifornia-; Where the
ERIC aka base is stored. On typirng
the. various subject heLlines into. the
terminal, the search analyst teams
exactly how many .relevant dOcumen ts
are contained in the collection: There

_might= be' over 500 items' listed under
-7ta:cher :assistants"' but Combining
the term 217.111 -elementary school-
and-- '.'perSonnel 'poli6," -might reyeaL
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only 15 items class iffed under all thrz-re
headings. To complete the search
cess, the search- analyst instructs tne
computer to print _a biblio'graph.- con-
taming the relevant- citations
intudes- abstiacts for documents in.'.
cr xed in RIE. Vse........6ibliography' is
mailed directly to the requesior. where
it will normally arrive within one
week. .

For this search rvice, a fee of SE-0
-per search is beiftg charged' to cover
computing and milling- costs. LTs-,s4

- may -pay in advance ,, -or choose, to be
invoiced.

TO assure .acces's tosornplete..clocu-
ments and articles appearing in EISO
bibliographies, the, information:i.ce.
is also providing -copting serVi.xs_
After -reviewing the bibliography. the .
person requesting a search may wish to

. order copiesof several complete cloor,
ments. Paper;Copies are provided for

. journal articles at 1,0¢ per page. and
microfiche 'reproductions (3 x 5 inc:-.
"negatives" that contain images of up
to 96 pages) are provide.d for reports
at 350-per fiche.

Individuals interested in requestir.z
a search shoUld contact Ms: Elizabeth
Reicker, Search Analyst, EfS0
Service; OISE' Library, ..52 Moo:-

7-"Street West; Toronto, M5S 1V6_ or
- phone (416) 92376641, Ext. 487.

In-depth research related to the pro-
vision of- local Educational Inform-a.-
tion Consultants-(EIC's) to assist
requesting and interpreting edu=.--
tiOnal information Will be conducted.

- in the Northeastern RegiOn.Edthmtors.
in this 'region are advised to contact.
their director's office _(or RegionzI
Office in the case ofisolate boards) to
learn proper procedtire,s for 'placing
search requests with their Education22.
Information Consultant: Through its

Centre located in North-
Bay,=L-the OISE ,Office of Field Devel-
oprnent is particularly 'active in this

, phaSe of the study.
1

The principal investigators. for the.
project, Ethel. AuSter and D:r....
Stephen atop, of the Department of

. Edlication AdminiitratiOn. OISE_:.
will be: pleased to provide .iddition.21
information concerning EISO:-',-':,i"-hi-.-
may be contacted at (416) 923-664.i.:-

- Ext. 420 incl,iExt. 654,.respectively.

f.



Chances are zoo face new_ prob-_
laze -now where, additional infor-.
;nada, would- be of bed* perhaps-
you wonder how other!, have sp. ,

preached a certain issue. A. grog=
raphy teacher in an Ontario' see-

. onduy school Way need guidelines
for the -t ea chi us of geography
through the use of computersuad-
ministrators may 'wish to 1 ea r n
.what OW 'has heel made, of pi-

, mestering in secondary schools.
Educators throughotit Ontario will
be laterested In a new.hsiormation
service being provided through the.

of the Ontario' Institute
for9tudi s hr Education. The serv-
ice is one .aspect -of,. the Educa,.
tional Information System-, for Pn-
tario (EISO) project at OISE being .

funded under' contract by the Min-
istry -of Education: Its purpose is
threefold: .0- to provide 'schools,
post-secondary institutions, etc.,
With several alternative answers to
the* questions from which they
can choose; 2) .to enable educators
to learn from the experience of
others. in. the approach and Iola:
tion to problems or tasks that are -

kinder to -theirs, or in the 'intro-
'. duction and implementation of in-

novative prOgrami. in a.: related
area; 3) to furnish ...information.
about the- most recent, lip-to-date
educational Practices 'and research.

An individaal -interested in using
the service which has been in full'

;operation since. September 1, 1975;
simply 'describes the topic of inter-
est and explains. the for re:.;
questing the information, so that
appropriate types of materials can
be located. For examplt; the
teacher :who needs ,guidelines, for
the compute assisted teaching Of
geography wOuld forward the
'request ;by plidne at-jitter. to the
Search analyst, "'specially trained
reference librarian. 'Special search
regtiest.fOrnis are alsd available for
this-Purpose.,

. _Upon receipt _cif a -request, the
)eared analyst rewords the content
in terms' of a list of subject

. lags: designted- for computer scan-
ning of a-large data base for rele.
vant materials. The data base itself
is maintained by the Educational
Resources Information- 'C e n`s e r
(ERIC); _In information gathering
and dissemination network .over=
ating _under the adSpiees of the. -

United States' National Institute 7(
for EduCation: Through.. the Cur-
rent index to Journals in Educa-

_ tiOn (CUE) itad Resources in ,Edu-
t cation (RIE), ERIC has indexed

over 200,000 items, including cur-
riculum materials, journal articles,
conference papers, research re-
pOrts,. etc. Substantial amounts, of
'Canadian materials are included in

- the ERIC data
make .it one of tiI
sources' of info
tors.

- The search analyst
ducts the search via .a g

Jerminal conducted_ to 'a -co
operated.- by the' System Dive
meat Corporation of Santa Mcn
ica, "California, where the ERIC
data base is stored. On typing the
various subject headings 'unto the

helping to
most 'valuable
on fpr ednca.-

con-
puter

terminal, the.search analyst learns
exactly how many relevant docu-',
merits arc contained in the collec-,

tion: There might be well aver -500
items listed under "geography in-
struction" -- but as the. terms
"computerassisted instruction"
and, "secondary- schools" are
added, the -items that would be
classified' under all three- headings 4.

might b limited to 11: To corn- -
pleti the search process, the search
'analyst initructs the..iornputei to
print a 'bibliography 'containing the
relevant citations: ;which includes
abstracts, for documents indexed in
RIE. The ; -bibliography is mailed
directly tOT-the renestor; where it
will :horn:tally arrive :ope
week.

Fprum Oct: 5; 226-227 .
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.For this'sear service; a-fee of---
$30 per scarc is being charged to
cover computing and mailing."
costs. Users may pay in advance,
or choose to be invoiced:

To.. itssdre access- to complete
documents' and articles appearing
in EISO bibliographies, the infor-
mation servic- is also ;providing-
copying seiv' kes. After reviewing
tet, bibliography, the person re-
questing a search" May wish to or-
der c is of several complete :

.; d. eats. Paper copielore pro-
w for joiimal articles, at 10c

page, and repro-
ens (3 by 5 inch "negatives"

th t" contain images of up to 96
pa ) are provided for reports at
35 per fiche. .

IndividUals interested in request-2
ing a search should contact Ms. -1
Elizabeth Reicker, Search Analyst,,
EISO Search t ervice, OISE Li-
brary, 252 Bloor Street West; To- .

ronto,. MSS 1V6, or Phone (41-6)
923-664Ext.487. .

In-depth seareh related to the`
provision of local Educational In-
formation cOnatiltaiitS .(EICs) to
assist in requesting and- inter-
Preting educational information ?
will -be conducted in the North-
eastern Region.' Educators in this
r e g i -o n are advised to contact

"(elicit director's office (Of Regionri
O. f fl c e in. the case of isolate .

boards). to learn proper procedures
for placing scare requests with
their Educatio al, Information
Consultant. Thr ugh its North,
eastern Centre Joe in North:
Bay, the OISE Office Field_Del-
velopment is particularly active in
this phase of the study.

The principal investigators for
'the. pioject°Mra. Ethel Anster and
Dr, °Stephen Lawton of the. De-
partment of Edicational Adminis-
tration, oiss, will be pleased to
provide additional information-. -

concerning EISO. They may be
contacted at (416) .923-6641 Ext.
420-and Ext. 65:4; respectively. .

;

227
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ducational
formation

Perhaps you aranot satisfied with the
*int; program you're Using or want to
try a different marking system. Perhaps
you are a member of-a-cUrriculum corn-
mittee trying to develop materials on a
new subject ecology. economics, or
whatever. Or perhaps you are on a .
negotiating team and feel you need new
approaches in order toasten resatis-
factory settlement In each of these-cases,

-there is a need' for infOrmation. Others
have face5telmilarproblems. and chances
are there are YePorts. erticies;-Papers. or
guides available on the topidat hand that
would provide you with fresh ideas,
insights, and even, on occasion, specific'
solutions. Unfortunately, finding relevant
materials is a serious problem in itself.
Few practicing educators have time to
visit a library to search for ma/oriels; and

. even ittheydo obtain some references..
obtaining the documents themselves is
usually impractical or impossible.

It is hoped that a new information
service being,provided through the
Library of the Ontario Institute for-Studies.
In Education will help to reduce this
Information bottleneck by making it easy .

. both to locate and to obtairi educational
literature, The service, which locateS and
duplicates articles and reports on various

. topics In-response-to requests from
educators, is-one aspect of the Educe-
done! Information System for Ontario
(EISO) project at OISE beinb funded
under contract by the MinistrY of

process, the search analyst instructs the -

computer to print a bibliography con-
taining the relevant citations (which
includesabstracts fordocumentsin RIE)

. The bibliography is mailed directly to the
..requestor, :where It normally arrWes within
'a week.

For this.search service, a fee-0330, per _
deah.lsbeing charges:Ito-cover corn- .

. puting.andynailinkcosts: Users can pay.
In advanceior be igvoiced..

To assure access to complete docu-
,ments and appearing In EISO
bibliographies, the information

proyiding copying update. After
ng the bibliography, the person

who requested the search -may wish to
orderbopies of several complete docu-Upon receipt o1 a request, the search

analyst rewords the content to conform
to a list of subject headings designed for
computer scanning of a large data base
for relevant materials. The data base itself
is Maintained by the Educational
.Resources Information Center (ERIC),,an
information gathering and-dissemination
network operating under the auspicesdf
the United States National InStitute for, -

Education. Through the Carrent Inderf6:;:-
Journals In Education (
Resources- in Educati
indexed over 200,000
joutnal artic, CUfft
conferencelesloaPers, an
Substantial 'Amounts of
rials included in the ERIC
to make it onerf ;he most

Education. sources of information

The service as been in full operation The search anajyst then-Uses a com--

since Septetnber,.1 , 1975. An individuail. - ?outer terrninal.
interested in. using it simply describes the operated by

topic of interestand explains how the "-.44

',information Is to be used. For example,
ateacher might be interested in reading
materials for gradel children in rural.
areas in-orcip:rto developa more relevant
and stirnula6ng-p 'rain'. She would- . "' .

hone or letterto
Ily trained

reference litinariarr. Special = a s - -
request forrps,are also available for that
Purpose. , :

d
has .

ding
--

rch reports.
iari mate- (
-.base help -

Unable
educators.

f ments. Paper cool& are provided for
I journal articles at 100 perpage, and

microfiche reproductions (3'yby 5°-
.;tegativeethat contain images of up to
96 pages) are provjded-for reports at
35o per:fiche:

individuals interested In requesting a
74earch should contact ElizabettiFfelcker.

Search Analytit, EISO Search Service,
;OISE Library, 25233loor Street West

forward her recIliest
the search ahaiyst, a

rutected to-a.ecimputer
tern DevelopMent .

Corporatscop eta Monica; California,
wherattia data base is stored. As
each aRheVdribus_subjkctteedings is
typV theierminal',Ahe nureber cif
releftitdocitmentsis narrowed down. .
For example. there might be over 5 Da

items listed under 'reading materials,' but -
as the heacfings 'grade Vend 'n3rai .

schools! are-added, the items that would
be clasVified under all ihreeheadings
might be limited to 35. To complete the

Toronto, M55,1V6, dr_ phone x
(416) 923 6641 ,-ext. 487. .

.In-depth research is being carried out
in the Ndrtheastern region of Ontarl o o
determine the value of-having Educati
Information Consultants in each region.
Educators In the NortheastpmTegion
advided to contact their di ors (or.
Regional Office, in pet ; of Isolated
boards) to le roper ,p res for
placing searrquests l,v,i1h their Educetionalinformation

Corisuitant Through its
Northeastern Centre lobated in North Bay,
the OISE Office-of Field-Development-is

.Parlicu laity active in this phase of the
studi.

"The principal investigatars'forthe 7

,:projeat, Ethel AuSter and Dr. Stephen
-Lawton (Departmert'Of Educational
'Adininistration), wiltbe pleased to provide
additional infdrmationionderning 8S0.
They may be contacted at (416) 9236641, .
ext. 420 and ext. 654 respectively.
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Literature searches expedite_
y new computenz" eid** service

ponds' almOst immediately by printing out
the number of references indexed by those'
descrintors.-.Sample. citations can be exa-
mined and the. retrieval -Modified -on-line.
When the references generated by'the search.
are appropriate, the complete .bibliographY ii -.
produced in Santa Monica-and mailed tothe...
EISO search service room (5208) for 'pick-
up, of directly -to the reqUestor:

Complex requests handled quickly
The' system makes possible quick and ef-

ficient handling of complex, hard-to-define
requests. The computer search itself Sakes
about 15' minutes,- usually folloWing a 30-

'minuteinterviewwith the- search-analySt.
The print-out arrive.; less thana 'week later.
"Current charge' for a complete search, in
cluding consultation and printed biblio7.
graphy, is $30. , .

The last 'phase of the EISO serViOe In-
volves ordering. documents. and ar:tiClei.

,-.PhotocOpies of articles or microfiche copies
of the documents may be -ordered from. -

EISO at 10d a page for articles and 351-per,

L..ar--,N.
\*".:

Dr. Bob Stinson, head of the Western Ontario
. analyst Elizabeth Reicker.

The teacher developing -curriculum,rtiaterials;
the setting objectives for his
school, the'dirctor of education planning

...experimental programs, the graduate student
working to a deadline on acourse paper
all can profit by 'reading research reports and

. learainrabout other Ooople's experiences.
. A way to help them do so quickly and

effectively. is .being offered by a new project
-housed in the Institutes Library. ;

. . Thenrcijebt,, the Educational Information
Systeni. for Ontario (EISO), is a search serv-
ice providing - computerized bibliographies to

information. needs.. The service
.- has been in full operation since September.2

following a successfultrial .period last sum
mere

.

,Dr: Steve. Lawton, Department of Edu-
cational Administration, and Ethel Auster,

OISE. doctoral student on leave-roin the
Library; we heading the project. 'Eliiabeth
Reicker is the search anal st; and Ann.

rth is theYeung is her assistant. Jutta
research officer.

-

Fnncled by Ministry-of Education
1 he project, funded by a Ministry of Edu-

cation_ contract, aims to increase the access:
ibility of educational literatbre to: Ontari4:1c.,-
'educators 157 providing compUferizeel search-
es of the Educatibnal Information
Centre (ERIC) data base:.

aac is an inforrnation3gathering and dis-
`-semmation network of 16 ..clearinghouses'

Centre, diseu vlivith search.

A

operating unde the -US. National Idstitute
for Education. hey:collect, index, and ab-
stract researcn kepoits; conference papers,
curriculuM matel.'als. and handbooks, in-
clkeling many 'fro Canadian sources: and
a,Obunce them monthly in -Resources in
Mcatloh (RIEL They also index more than
700 journals, including 26 from _Canada, in
Current to: -iodnnals- in Education

-- (CVO: 7

In all, the ERIC 'data., base inchides over
200,000 references and is brought up-to-date
monthly. : 1

. The Institute Library already haS, an ex-
tensive coqeetion Of journals to provide-the.
back-up-material to CUE. and has. the ethyl'.

1.Plete. ERIC doctitnent collection on micro-
fiche.

The- EISO service tkovicliks on-line '(corn-.
puterized) access to this great store Of infor-:
mation. It is- expected to help especially
those working .under the presure of dead,
lines on: course ,papers, dissertations, re-

.

. search reports, and conference presentation's
and those 'educators ressionsible ..fot

..planninianddecision-making:.
Here.'s hope system works: When-are-

quest is-submitted tniheseatch analyst, ?4s.
Reicker -assists the ciient to frame questions'
in precise terms chosen from the. Thesaurus
of ER/C Descriptors: She then*types the re-
quest into 4ocomputer. terminal connected to
the ERIC data base in the SDC coinputei in
Santa Monica', California. 'The c puter res-

.

addition to the operation in Toronto
the project staff are . workii4. with Institute
field-centre personnel in order to introduce
the service across the province. The North-,
eastern region, with its centre in North Bay,
has. been selected as a target area for inten-:
sive research.

. -Further information about the 'project.
can be obtained from either of the Principal.
investigators. To request a search, an 'ap -'
pointment may be arranged with the search..
analyst at Ext. 487, or'923-2936.

Si vous vpukz.
rler s

Staff members and students interested in
improving their French language skills can
enroll in Lunch and Learn French, a course .
to" be held at OISE during the noon hour
begin. g Oct. 3. Theiosirse; offered by the
Sch of_ Continuing Studies' of the. Uni-
:versity of Toronto, will . meet Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday for ten weeks. In-
structiOn will concentrate nn the develop-
ment of speaking fluency and-aural compre-,
hension. The course is designed far those
who have already acquired a basic knowl-
edge of the - structure and :vocabulary of
French...but who cannot'Speak .it well The
fee is $75. StUdents may register, by mail or
in person, at 119 St. George St. The office
open a.m. 9 p.m. Monday through .
Thursday and 9 a.m. on Friday,:
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Blblioieihic notes
A new project housed in the

OISE library in Toronto assists
Cducators_ by providing coni
put d bibliographies to fill
specifi information-- needsz--,
Thro its search service,:the.
Educati nel Information Sys-,;
tern for ntario-. (EISO)
ject# fun ed by a Ministry.of,
EduCation contract, provides'?
direct access-to the Education-

. al gesources Information Cen-
ter (ERIC) easta base, a store of
information t ontaining over-
200,000 referen. Relevant
Citations from the-two ERIC
publications, Resources in
Education (RIE) and Current
Index to Journals in-Education
(CUE), are retrieved imme-
diately (on-1ine) via- a corn-
putir terminal operated by a

- trained search analyst.

The service began full-scale
operation on September 2, fol..-
flowing a successful trial period
during the summer.. It, is seen

-as especially- helpful -to =.t, hose
educators workingunder the
pressure - -ofof deadli es and to
those engaged in planning and
decisionTmaking in education-
al institutions throughou-ethe_
province of Ontario class-
rooms, school board Officts,
research centres, libraries,
community colleges, teachers'
colleges, universities and pro-
fessional organizations. Com-
plex,' hard-to-defme requests
are handled quickly and effi-
ciently.

In addition to its service as-
pect, the EISO project in-
cludes an extensive research

4

component rove stint the
inforznation_needs of Ontario
educators. The Northeastern
Region has been-selected as a

. target area for itt-depth re- -
search relatedto the provision
of local Educational Informs-
tion ConsultantsAEIC'a) to
assist in requesting and inter-
preting educational -informs- .

don. To this end, EISO clients
will be asked to coniplete-evid-
nation questionnaires or agree
to be interviewed.

Further information may be
obtained-- by contacting- the
principal investigators, Dr. S.
Lawton and Mrs. E. Auster
Department of Educational
Administration OISE; 252
Bloor Street West, Toronto
M5S 1V6. EthelAuster



APPENDIX J.

Activity

1.

Professional-Development Day

Educational Information System for 04ario
e-4.,

q4

Background of study
-

.:-ONTERIS project

-Minutes_

- 173

).

EquipMent--

---EISO Contract

1.211Y use EISO?
. A

Introduction ERIC

ERIC docuMents

. Canadian content of ERIC

Type of infprmation retrieved

Ordering mi oficheor paper
copies of journal articles.

Request for sample topic "r-N

Negotiation of question

Sample search

CIOsing remarks

10"

ZO 7; 60

ERIC Thesaurus
Resouces in Education
Current Index to:jou nals

in E4Udation- wa

MicrofiChe. sample'

Sampie'SDC bibliography

_Order',fOrMs

ERIC Thesaurus,

Telephone
Computer terminal

_ .

.EISO brochures

Total time: one to two 'hours.

-Host to telephone in meeting room
'(EISO covers loing distance costs; if .any

EISO participants: Dr. Steve Lawton, Principal Investigator
-Mrs. Ethel Austei, Principal Investigator
Ms. Elizabeth_ Reicker, Search AnalyTt
(Normally, two of these three are involved
in any one presentation)
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APPENDIX K. Educational Information Consultan.t:

174

DescriptiOn.. and Training Progra
-

Role

1. Gain-- access- to-po-tental:-users --
r

a) Letr clients -know you are 'there and why
b) DegCribe service you 'can offer

. In- cooperation with clients ,..1.:delatdASf. their
infOrmation needs

:3. Hell, formualate problem

4.- Relay request to. EISO search analyst at OISE

5. Deliver and-- interpret bibliographies

6. Assist in ordering complete documents

7. Follows -up and evaluation



:EDUCATIONAL
111F0AfiTI0r SISEN FOR ONTARIO

TgEOG , szssrof rzc

RESOURCE

PERSCIIS.~

EA SL

L9,4.: 2041: 00 Familiarity vith contents and

how to use RIB,

Thesaurus, journals, microfiche

L1:0041:15

11:1542:30

Coffee

Client approach and EIC role

vis a vis client
EX role vis a vis search

analyst.
Search analyst support function,

Knowledge regarding client

approaches,

Knowledge regarding EIC

'response,

12:30:.2:00



Page 2

10100110000/10111100100100

PZSQURC

IP

i3',Understand sear,

Yb ) Undexfitar.d: Bootaa Logic.

c),iearch strategy sing
thesaurus.
Ability to negotiate revs*
.and translate into Machina.

*dab te

to

ihde ao

manual search.

3:30-4 00 Revie4 and ivalmation'Ofmanua(

search.

lkoo.5:oo

Thesaurus CND, RIE

Independent abrrity to, do. manual

search.

Computer search. Familiarity with search methods

and output.

wi

al' Terminal

b) Bibliography .

5:00-5 :15 Ordering documents. Ability to obtain original t
doctments, 'journals, fiche colic

Order forms

.0 5:15-5:30 Wrhp-up, questions.



L

C.
Educational Anformation-System for Ontario. 1.

..
4. ...,

.- .

he Ontario InstitTre-for Studies
,

in Education_
252 OlOor. Street West,- Roelmil4,175.41 -

. 71-or.ontoi..OntariO.M5S IV6

EiapJation of Training SesSiOn.
Information. ConSultapt rh

:40

In general, how would -you ratetlle adeqtracy;'0. the training session you
underwent to become an Educai1ona1-infrmation Consultant (ElC)-for--the
EducatiOnal-.InformatiOn System-for Ontario (ErS0).project?

for EduCational
North pay f:

-eo
177

ExcA.14eht'

-COmmOnts1

'2. OVerall:;:-whatWas itlepractrdal-value to vodof-the Unforthation
frOM_EISO stafVduring you'r training session?

.

lhformatipn.- Persona{ asst' stance
(forMs, samples) - .CEtS0 staff)

that you - received

ryistiful.

Moderately useful-

Only useful

NAt useful.

-
or assistance

WhAt Aoyou see. as your role as EIC a result of yoUr EISO training ?



2 17i1

- t..1 ;
---4.. Piease give, ydur opinion of thq fol loriing_statements regarding- your* EISO

trialsiing'slession. . 3 er'

Longtn of training session:

toolong.

Amount of .dotai I
t-oo much

.too-.short

or spocificity conveyed:.

too I i-H-KTs

r-
-Level- of treatment of sessions related to-your-needs: _ ___

too complex -. too simple just right

just right

just fight

Comments-:

.i,...-

5. Please rat-de-the trainingl session with

)Explained clearly the p rposes and
services of the-EISO project -'

Def i nod we-I I- what E I C' ro le i

Tacight me to use ERIC indexes

thesaurus

Exp I i nod how to form.' I ate search
strategies for manual and automated
retrieval

A

Taught me how to read- and i nterpret

a computer-generated bibl i ogrephy

Ticught.me procedures for ordering
microfiche and paper copies of
original -documeots

-Comments:

s

regard to the

Exce I ent Goc\ci Poor

O

.c'



179.a

6. How ttpuld,you rank tho following influences in helping you totoorn how to-

bn asi El Cr (Placo,tho.numbor "1" for most important, "2" for next' in..

important, otc.l I,. . ,
. -

/

. trIal and error in dealing with client_
.advice from clioot

the EISO training program and45tef ,-

my own' previous exper.ionce working in the field .,

literature I hay& read on .the rote of changeagents or knowledge;
dissemination andutilization

e

Comments:

discussion of my role with other EtCs

advice or help from (Ittl-f, -colleagues
(Please specify name and position)

,

other. (Please specify)

7.. How. often 'do you use the ElSO service inthe,course of'Your normal duties?

Frequently: Sometimes-. Never

Has .your.E1SO. training influenced'the,way you approach your normal duties?",

Yos

p speel fy:
. a

. 1/4

'9 What activitkos do you-engage in. as an ElC?
.



4

10.. Which sources'do you turn to most often when you reruire educational

information?

180

4

II. What p !ems are you encoupterinvin yoUr role as,E1C for which your EISO

training 21 id not prepare you"'

12. In what ways would you recommend that the training of EICs by MO staff

be changed or improved?

Please use the-remaining space for any additional comments you would_like

to make.

Please return your completed questionnaire in the envelope-provided to:

Mrs. Ethel Ausi-er
A Department of Educational-AdminIstratiori,.N7 4

Ontario Institute for Studies in.Education
252,13 J oor S:fteet West

Toronto,- Ontario
M5S 1V6

,THANK YOU VERY 'MUCH

0

1
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*********************************-************************%*************

Jo'

THIS IS AN OFFLINE CITATION LIST GENERATED BY
*

*1, !
*

* ORBIT III .

.41

* S.D.C.'S INTERNATIONAL SEARCH SERVICE
.*
a

*
/ ,

0 , *
,

*
i

*

.

*************************i******r**************************************I , 4

NUMBER OF CITATIONS 'PRINTED 43

-THIS SEARCH WAS PERFORMED ON ERIC .

I .,
7. ADULT LEARNING SEARCH NO 402-

.`"

REQUESTED BY .

'I/ ALLEN X357

s

PLEASE SEND THIS LISTING TO

S E REICKER.IISO OISE. RM S2011

252 BLOOR ST W ,
.

TORONTO ONTARIO CANADA1155 1V6

FEBRUARY 17. 1976

tis

a.

. s



ERIC ACCESSION NUMBER
CLEARINGHOUSE ACC NO
AUTHOR .

TITLE

PpBLICATION DATE'
ISSUE
I NST ITUTIONAL.. NAME

EDRS.. PRICE

AVAILABILITYI

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE
DESCRIPTOPS
DESCRIPTORS'
DESCRIPTORS

.,.(DESCRIPTORS'
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS

%.'DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
,QESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS'
IDENTIFIERS
IDENTIFIERS
ABSTRACT f

'ADULT LEARNING SEARCH NO 402

4'

PAGE 1

/

ED108747
PS007929
CONRAD. EVA
PEER TUTORING: A COOPERATIVE LEARNING

EXPERIENCE.
7.4

RIE75NOV
'ARIZONA UNIV.. TUCSON. ARIZONA CENTER FOR . .;

-EWCATIONALRESEARCH-AND-OEVEtOPMENT;------
'EDRS PRICE MF-$0.76 HC-$7:95 PLUS POSTAGE
INFORMATION. OFFICER. 'ARIZONA CENTER FOR
EDUCATIONP. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. COLLibi-
OF EDUCi.TION. UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. TUCSON.
AZ 85721,, (PAPER. $1.00)

.

29P. -

*ELEMENTARY EDUCATION .

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL)STUDENTS
INDIVIDUALIZED INTRliCTION
INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS
PEER RELATIONSHIP
*PEER TEACHING
REINFORCEMENT
SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION
TEACHING TECHNIQUES
TRAINING TECHNIQUES
*TUTORIAL PROGRAMS
*TUTORING
TUTORS
ARIZONA t
*TUCSON EARLY EDUC4TION MODEL
THIS. BRIEF ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET SUGGESTS
PROCEDURE'S. FOR THE INCORPORATION OF PLANNED
PEER TUTORING INTO DAILY CLASSROOM ROUNTINES.
THIS METHOD.OF INSTRUCTION HAS BEEN FOUND TO
BC.USIE!.D:WITH A.VARIETY OF ACADEMIC TASKS
AND IS SEEN AS ONE WAY TO ACHIEVE
INDIVIDUALLZATION OF INSTRUCTION. THE BOOKLET.
FOCUSES ON/THE DEFINITION OF PEER TUTORING:
BENEFITS OF-THE TuTEg.- TUTOR AND TEACHER; .

TUTOR TRAINING TEOINIQUES: APPROPRIATE
TUTOR,ING'TASKS (GROUPED BY ACADEMIC AREAS):
APPROPRIATE MATERIALS: AND PACORD.KEEPING, A

BRIEF LOOK AT HOW ONE TEACHER USES PER
TUTORING IN HER CLASSROOM IS INCLUDED, (ED)

"

t

a.

a
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APPENDIX N/ BUstnes's Forms -for EIS0

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO
01,

The. Ontario 1 e for Studies-in Education'
-Room 5218, 25 loor St. W., Toronto M5S 1V6

(416) 923-6641 Ext, 487

;

184

Search No, i i
Topic(

SERCH REQUEST FORM (computed -by search analyst)

1. Name
11,

'Addnits

Phone (

.

2. I nvbice: ( 1 Same, or

Ph 04.5A:

4
1 Bibliography to:

r 4. Search Topic: Year(s) to besearphed

Detailed description of topic
o

Level or group

\'Ir

5. Reasons'f,or requesting search (Please specify how you hope to use the information)

. Number of referehces expected: 7. Number of Fpferences dagred:'

Citations of relevant materials known-to yoU, if.any, or authors writing in the area.

. .

c

9. Data ERIC SSCI *. PA OTHER
a.

,

10. Search strategy

4 ,

Copied EISC5(1) white
Reqnestor (1) -pink

11. Comments (actual form is/14 inchs long

?

.7/

t



EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION-SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

**

The- Mario Institute for Studies in Education

- Room 18, 252 BloOr Street W., Toronto 145S 1V6
(416).923-6641 Ext. 467

101

185 -

Search No. I I P I I

. -
Topic:

, SEARCH REQUEST FORIVI (completed by EIO

- 1. -Name 2. I nioice: ( ) Same, or..._

. < . ..t .

Address

-

Phone - ( Phone

3: Bibliography to:

a. ;..Search Topic: Year(s) to be-searched

Detailed description of topic

. (
Co

.. J s
..-

5. Reasons for requesting search (Please specify how you hope to-use thg information)
.,-

Level or group ---

-
6. Number of references desired:

cr

. J. Citations of relevant materials known to you, if any, or.authors writing in the area.

8. Price: Free 0.- S20 . ; s3q.

,
9'. Contact: IA person- D . 'Telephone Mail .,

.. .

10.-: Date request received 1 '1 '' i I 1 I 4 Date of inter 1' i t

D M .
:- Y' D

Length of interview

11. Does the clierrtthaie access to microfiche reader? Yes No

EISO Reader? Yes
.0 No . Don't Know

12.. Search Strategy - .13.4-Comments (actual Corm 14" long).

. 19.

C

Y

yr

Dori'} know tl
.1

Copies - E/S0 (l) white; EIC (1)
yellow;- User (1) 'pink .*



EISO Search Request Form (completed by user)
J

1) Name- .. i
..

2) Invoice (if payment is not enclosed):

Address:
...

Phone: (

3) Search Topic: Grade levels) Year(s) to be searched

Detailed description of topic

Reasons for requesting search Please be Specific, giving examples of how you hope to use the information)

I r
5) Maximum number Of references you think possible

Actual riumber of references desired for use

'5,
7 ,

5*, .

Citations for relevant Materials known to you, if ahir

8) Authors writing in the area, otirr than :thisse cited above
s.

.

Please mail completed sear"' applicationito'
-

EISO Search Analyst
OISE Library
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6 .

_
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REFERENCERECORD

.

Dates of
Search

..
. Search # ame

I
No of Rets.

. .
, Dates
Received
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Search Log (Search Analyst)

Ibb

iv(2)

-un.a..1.y .
.

weexay
-

,

Date
1

Time

.

Print

.

o
. No. of
Searches

.
.

Total
Time

Total.

Print
Time/
Search .

Print/
Search 1

"

-

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

'a. '..

.

'.

.
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1
i,
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EDUCATIONAL ITIFORMATION SYSTEM FOR DRITAR10

THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION
252 R STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M5S IV6 TELEPHONE 923.6641.

..

A blbliogiaphy 'containing references on

is on its way to you from/t0e SDC
computer centreSailta Monica. ti

We are enclosing an explanation of the priniout and order forms'
.so that you may order copieS of the documents from the EISO. Photocopies
of jourilal articleS cost 100 per page, dupli,Wes ofeacH microfiche are
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, ..
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.The EIS.° is not able to prc. 'de paper copies from the microfiche. Prepaid.'
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duction Service) in Arlingtoh,
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APPENDIX P. .Search Analyst

Position Summary:

203

Under direction of the Principal'Inliestigators performs a variety
of'professional duties, butnot limiW to: _providing automated bAblio-
graphic search service from theOISE/Library for Ontario school board
officials, OISE staff, students, and field centres, administrators,
consultants, andother professionslreducators; providing orientation
to the search service-for OISE staff,'"students, members f Ontario's
educative society, members of government and.professio associations,
other search service users; preparing training mater ls in the tech-
niques and use of automated bibliographic searching' scianing.literature
for current awareness; acting as liaison between-s arch service and library
and project staff.and users; supervising Library Assistant.

Duties-and Responsibilities:

sbz
_

1. .*ioildes automated bibliographic search service for Ontario
school board-officials,.OISE Sfaff,..including field.centres-,.
students, othqemellet3a. of Ontario's educative'society, members,
of government and prOfeStional'assOciations.by:

a) conducting in-depth referente interviews with users.
b) .compiling search strategies. to fill the requests.
c) .berating computer terminal in.interactive-bibliographic

searching.
d) maintaining explanatOry correspondence with serviceli.users:

ly: .2. Provides orientation' to OISE staff and,students,other'UserA on'..
,techniques of automated bibliographic searching and use.-of.the':-
_search service.

10% Prepares training'materials in the techniques aniruse ofauto-
mated bibliographic searching. . s

5% 4. Collects data on the service by accurate record-keeping.:
c .

5% 5.- Suggests ikproved-,procedures and'policieS to'Principal:Investigators,
r 7.

5% 6. Scans educational and related journals for current awareness..

5% 7:- Acts as liaison between the-service and Library staff, Principal
Investigators, users. ,

5% 8: Monitors the operational efficiency of the commercial services
us'ed.

5% 9. Supervises Library Assistant working on the project.

Auxiliary Duties:
.

Attends:project and professional meetingsand'performs other related
duties. as.reqUired.

Work Complexities:- ,

A. .ChoiCe of' Action;

'Exercises professional judgment in compilation:of search strategies
to.answerautomated reference requests. ExerditesProfessional
judgment ensuring smooth-ruRning effiCiencycif,the search service.

2
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B. Consequence of Error:
.

1.: Errors In judgtemt-11-comptlation of search strtegies or failure.
to accurately interact With_automated in£Ormation ,could result in
--frus tration-anddelaY-:-to -eclucators, -and -0thers a-wide-ranging__

.' ..
effect onLibrary,-project, and,Inatitiate.Oublic relations through-
out4antario.

.

, --.

. .

i.2. lriors in judgment in data collection could seriously undermine
the accuracrand-reliability-of.the..data Analysis of the prOject. V

(:.

Difficulty:

1. --Assessing the true needs of patrons submitting vaguelyworded
enquiries.

2. Working as an integral part of both library and project staff

3. Keeping abreast of latest developments in data base usage.

4. Working with numerous interruptions due to open plan of library
facilities.

5. Patience and flexibility in overcoming difficulties associated
with implementation ok-Illa new service.

D. Contacts: -
. .

Frequent contacts with Principal; Investigators, OISE atudentsand'staff,
school board officials, research assistants; non-OISE students-and.:
librarians, educational and-prOfessional associations; and field

. centre personnel,: and'goverament

Supervision Received:

Direction

Supe ion Exercised:

A. Nu er of employees supervised: Directly 1

B. -Highest level ,supervised: Library Assistant

C. Nature of Supervision Exercised: General supervision

Equipment Used:

Microfiche reader /printer and duplicator
Photocopying machine
Computer terminal

ftqualifications required:

A. Formal Education:
Accredited degree in Library Science

B. Experience:
Over, two years professional experience

C., Manual Skill:
Abili4t to enter searches accurately at key-board terminal.

D. Other: 4;

Knowledge of French an asset; good.judgment tact, analytical ability.

Knowledge of.highly specialized educational literature and materials

essential.

218
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APPENDIX Q. LibrarYRAssistant

Position Summary:
k

--4,-------z,-----,-----.4;14-r-general.,supervision,__handles_-_correspOndertceL
Jtypes etters,--__

.reports, etc; dupliCaret-articIes and fiche;-maintaida files of records .

and,cOrrespondence;does billing and invoicing; compiles simple statistics

for the project and the Search service, codes data forstatiatical analysis.
.

.Duties and Responsibilities:

5Z 1. Receives in-coming telephone calls answering queries when possible:

3$ 2.. Types 41,COrrespondence, reports, other.items,or materials as

necessary,- that are associated with the projeceand search service".

lsx- 3. Duplicates journal articles, fiche, etc., as required for the

projectandsearchservide.*

10Z 4. Handles all in-coming and out - going, mail associated with the

project and search service.

5Z .5. Maintains records and correspondence,files of the project-and
search serviCe.

k

lai- 6. _Responsible for all'biliing and invoicing associated with the
-search service. ,'

10Z ,7.' Codes data-for statistical analysis.'

IOZ 8. Compiles s/Mple statistics and budgetary.recor,ds associated with

the project. and search service:

Auxililiary Duties:

Attends meetings of project staff and performs other duties as

required.

Work Complexities:

A. Choice of-Action:'
,

Exercises_jOdgment in sorting mail, referring telephone calls. SetS

work' priorities for telf.

Consequence:of Error;

1. Inaccurate-billing or invoicing can/result in lost revenue 'bad

public relations . C

2. Delay ifi'duplicating_can result in damage to. optimum turn- around

time of service.

3. Inaccurate record-keeping and coding can-result in annoyance7to

4L
'project staff and lessen the reliability ok_he data fequired f

qqt analysis. -

C. Difficulty:

1. Newness-of service requires patience and tolerance until routines

are established.

Sharing physical facilties with library staff requires tact,

flexibility.

?l s

r-
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D. Contacts :

requent contact with ilbrary and project staff and with search

service userd. Occasional contact with staff in Dep. of Educational.

Administration. =

.Supervision

General supervision received from Librarian II and Principal Investigators.

Equipment Used:

Calculator
Microfiche dupiticator
Microfiche rea er/printer
Photocopying machine
Typewriter

Qualifications Required:

A. Formal Education:
High School graduation

..-

B. ExperienCe: 1
One year as a Library Assistant, I, or related experience preferred.

C. Manual Skill:'
Accurate typing essential r
Other: .

-Good judgment, accuracy, alertness .for detail,_conscientiousneSs,
ability to withstand routine, Ability to work under, limited super-

vision: 'C
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Part A. Change and Innovation.: -Theory and Practice

Part ERIC and the Schools
tr,

Part C. Issue's and Concerns in Information Handling.



PART A: CHANGE AND INNOVATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

Bennis; Warren G.; Benne, Ke?lheth D.; and Chin, Robert. The Planning o
Change. 2nd ed. Toronto: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1969.

Consisting of almot articles, this volume presents a valuable
overview of many aspects of the change process. It not only traces the
historical roots of p!anned change, but also presents currenfly accepted0

theories and strategies for implethenting change. it i one of the few
texts that treats resistance, conflict-and ethical dilOmmass and goals,
involved in plannina change. The emphasis is on using transactibnal,
problem-solving techniques developed by organization development experts
Sheldon Davis and Richard Beckhard.

,Carlson, Richard Q. Adoption Of Educational innovations. Eugene, Ore.:
.

s' .; Lleiversity of Oregon, Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1967." :

-4 .

Carlson is concerned with explaining the factors that account for the
varying rates of adoption and diffusion of educational innovations. His
unit of analysis is the superintendent of the school system and the
innovation he traces.is Modern math. By examining-the characteristsics

_of the adopting enit, the sources of information,/ and the position of
the adopting unit in the social structure of similar units, 'he found
that superintendents who adopted modern math early had greater inyolvement
in social networks and a higher position in the status structure:
They tend to seek advice more often from those higher than themselves
in the 'statussstructure. Early adopters tend to be younger, have higher
professional ratings, have, shorter tenure in their present positions.
New practfces that were characterized by high relative advantage,.
compatibilitydivisibility, and communicability and low complexity had
faster rates of diffusion. The rate of diffusion for new math Was
five years.

Christie, Samuel G., and Scribner, Jay D.1:--"A Social System Analysis of
Innovation in Sixteen School Districts." "Paper presented at the
conference of the American Educational Research Association, Los Angeles,
California, February 1969. (ED 029 369).

;.

In the belief that the school-community should be viewed as a :al

system, the authors col,lected data from 65 .board:members, 16 super in-
tendents, 16 principals, and 358 teachers in 16 southern California
school districts. They developed two scales to measure the dependent
variable, rate of.adoption of educational innovations:, the first to

°measure district adootion, the second tomeasure individual teacher
adoption. Independent variables included were, among others, -

cosmopoliteness, opinion leadership on innovation, communication
patterns. Multiple regression analysis was.. used_ to obtain" resylts from
data -cal lected.

a
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- Farr, Richard. "Knowledge Linkers and. the Flow of -Educational Information."
An Occasional P per for ERIC at Stanford. Stanford, Calif-: Stanford
University, ER1 i Clearinghouse on Education-al Media and Technology, 1969.

1r

"The linking institution of tomorrow i s no longer a sing l e indivrdual,
no longer a salesman with a commercial ax to grind, no longer a nonentity .
in.-the educational information flow system. Educational linkers are
being calle4upon to shape the educational future of-thiscountry. Why?
Because they are really the only ones in a position to do it. They are
central to the: floW of informatio in touch with those who need to know
and.those who can tell them. A. inking .institution is not to be a
passive midpoint in the flow of ducational knowledge, but rather an t
active force in sending to, ands eking-from all those who make up the
educational community." (p., 7). Farr presents a general discussion
of the need for a nd role of. the "knowledge linker" in education.

Fliegel, Frederick C.,' and Kivlin, Joseph E. "Attributes of Innogtions
as Factors in Diffusion." American Journal of Sociology 72 (November
1966): 235-48.

In attempting to generalize about the extent to-which perceived
attributeof innovations.affect their adoption, the authors collected
data on attributes of thirty-three farm practices from 229 farmers.
They found that those innovations which were perceived as being the,most
rewarding and involving least risk were accepted soonest; high costs.
did fiat represent a deterrent. Little emphasis-was placed by farmers
on the potential cost recovery or savings in time but reliability in
producing desired results repeatedly was an important positive factor
of the innovative practices under. consideration.

Havelogli45 Ronald G., etal. Planning for Innovation through Dissemination
and Utiliza+ion of Knowledge. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michtaan,
Institute for Social Research, Center for Research on Utilization of
Scientific Knowledge, 1973.

"This report' provides framework for understanding the processes of:
innovatjon, disseminati-er; and knowledge utilization, and it reviews
the 'relevant literat-,re-jn educa:1-ion and -other fields .of.. practice within
this framework. bis§v-mirration and utilization (I) if is- v4ewed as -a

_transfer of messages by vacious media between resource systems'arLd.users.
Major-sections dRaivze characteristics of -individuals and organizations
`which inhibit or facilitate thit transfec. , The Dr ess is interpreted
at-four levels; the indPsirdual,4the interpersonal,, he organization,
and the social system. Additional chapters deal s 'th -

specialized 'linking' roles"betweep resource' and user, types ss-baes,

types of media, and phase models of the process." (Summary-'

22 c)
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Havelock groups 0 & U models .used.by other authors according to
their major viewpoints: (I) Research, Development, andDiffusion
models, (2), Social Interaction models,.and (3) Problem Solving models.
1-le takes features from each of these to develop his "linkage model".

-He-explains D & U phenomena using seven factoi-s: linkage-, structure,-
ooenness, capacity, reward, proximi.1y, synergy. He includes by

suggesting needed rese ch on D & U.

Katz; Elihu. "The Social Itinerary of Technical Change." The Planning
of Change. 2nd ed. Edited by Warren G. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benne,
and Robert Chin. Toronto: Holt, Rinehart, and.Winston, 1969.

The landmark study by Bryce Ryan and Neal Gross, "The Diffusion of
.Hybrid Seed Corn in Two Iowa Communities," Rural Sociology 8 (March
1943): 15 -24, is compared. to the studies by Elihu Katz and Herbert Menzel
-tracing theladopt-ion of a new drug. ,The time of initial adoption,'the.
decisions -Y-hat influenced adoption, and the social structure cif the
adopters were traced. The findings of both studies sh6w that the rate
Of diffusion is represented by, an S-curve; that informal sources'
"legitimate" decisions to adopt;, that early adopters read more, travel,
more, have higher incomes,'are better educateb, and arb-younger than
late adopters of innovations.

/7

8; Katz, E.; Levin, M. L.; and Hamilton, H: '"Traditions of Research on .the
Diffusion of,Innovation." American SociolOgital.Review 28 (1963): 237-52.

Defining diffusion as "the acceptance over time of some specific item-
an idea of practice, by indivIduals, group's or other adopting units,
linked to specific channels of communication,, to a social structure;
and to a given system of values, or culture," the authors present an
overview of the contributions made to each of these elements in the
iffusion process by studies in anthropology, education, sociology.of mass

c dhication, rural sociology, public health, and marketing. They
sucst that "time" rs the key-factor in diffusion research and draw

,dis ctions between first use and continued use of an innovation. They
--:also-"point to the latk of 'research that examines all the elements of their

definition and enumerate avenues of research they consider,to be in need
of exploration.

. .

Marcum, R. Laverne. Organizational CiiMate and the` Adoption of Educational
Innovation-. Washington, D:C.: Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau. of Research, 19.68.. (ED 023 158).-

In a study of thirty schools in five western states, if was found that
the-most innovative schools had open climates, higher expenditures per
student; younger, more numerous, less exper=ienced staff. includes a
copy of the Organrzational Climate Degcription Ouesticinnaire developed

by Andrews .1k Halpin _and Dona B. Croft.

1



10 Marker, Gerald W., and Mehlinger, Howard D. Report'of the Social Studies
Field Agent Training Program.. Final Report. Bloomington, Ind.:
Indiana University Foundation, 1972. ,(ED 676 463).

II
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The primary goal of the program was to test the fe6sibility of emilloying
specially trained social studies teachers to increase the rate of
diffusion of innovations in their subject area. The recruitment and
training program are described. The personalities of the field agents,
the degree of local-commitment to change, and follow-up support for
field aaents are identified as key variables in tfie uccess of inside
change agents.

to'

Michigan. State Boar d of Education. A Study of the. Diffusion Process of
Vocational. Education Innovations. -Lansing, Mich.: State Board of
Education, 1967. (ED 011 297).

In, attempting to shorten the time lag between'retearch discoveries and-
adoptiOn of innovations in vocational education, 600 Michigan high schools
were surveyed. Each of four vocational areas-aaricultural, business,
home economics, and trade and industrial education-was asked to identify
five innovative practices. Data was collected on the time of adoption'
of .these practices, sources that influenced adoption, visitation and
communication networks, practices bbserved, in other schools. .

Questionnaires are included.-

12 Miles, Matthew B.' "Educational Innovation: The Nature of the Prob em."
Innovatio4-in Education. Edited by Matthew B. Miles. New York:
Teachers College Press,-1964.

In the firs- chapter of this anthology of readings, the author describes'
the climate for innovation' in the:U.S. in the sixties, provides
causative factors, underlines the need for further enquiry. He reviews
a wide range of innovations, explains strategies used to promote the
adoption of innovations and mentions as vet unexplored areas of the field
in need of research. He .identifies four stages vihich occur prior to the
adoption of an innovation by a target system: design (of innovation),
awareness-interest, evaluatipn, and trial. The strategy for adopting
art innovation may be initiated by the target system, or by an outside
systerd, and, may invotve the Use of ex-4sting-structilres or the creation

° of new ones. He gives examples of each of the possible srxteen
combinations that result from, these variables.

-13 Mites, Matthew B.,.ed Innovation in Education. New York: Teachers College
Press, 1964.

.* Resulting from a seminar series held during 1960 at the Horace Mann-
Lincoln Institute, this volume presents an overview of the title's topjc
by some of the major contHibui-Ors to the 41111.1d: Rogers, mort, Carlson,
Miles. Di,vided into three-parts, it preshfs case studies, research
and theories, and characteristic features of the American educational 44

system as ;they relate to educational-innovation. :
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14 Miller, Donald P.I.A Planned Change in Education. Washington, D.C.: _Department
,

of Health.Educati.on,'and Welfare, 1968. (ED 022 250).

'''

,

ThiS document presents a sypt .4of ideas'from various areas of the
behavioral sciences to prepar'44-6Wonal planners in California to
effect planned. change., %,The% affacting'the change process'.,...,,..

.

such as the need for toliabo f'orts-between researchers, teachers,
'41.:

and school administrators; t -flaffe&P'an individual's degree
.,., _

of /involvement in- the proccItss of\adoptrdn' i .e.,,1 IT sense of-security, . .

(2) dominant values, (3) mentarebilerty, "conceptual skill., (4) social
status, (5) cosmopb1Ftenes's, (6),OpIrTion-jeailerShip abil-itv; the process
of adoption.itself,from awareness,Irnterest and. evatbation, through to
trial and:adoption; the rote of the change:agent; the importance of group
dynamics and cominunIcation:networks are all-outlined and drawn together

-

In a model for implementatioh.of innovations. _i'n educational nractiCe.

15 Mort, Paul R. "Studies in Educational Innovation From the Jnstitute of

(
Administrative Research: Pri Overview." Innovation in Education. Eds

Joy Matthew B. Miles. New York: Teachers CoFkage. Press, 064.

Mort and his students at the in-S-titute of Administrative Research at -
Columbia carried out over 200 studies, between the J9JO's and late
1950's on the adaptability of public school systems-and the adaptability
proceSs. Among.thejr now-famous findings were that,typicafly, fifty
years elapse between the recognition of a need by a school and
the adoption 'of a means of meeting that need. The diffusion OrocesS
takes'another fifty years. Innovative sChool systems were shown

r

to.
have supportive administratos, highly-hrained teachers, high community
expectations and financial support: D. Ross in-Administration for
Adaptability (New York: Metropolitan SChool Study Council, 1958) 2

,analyzed most .of the studies and organized them. into those t ,at described
what happened in the adaptation brodess,.those that"treated the influences
on the adantObilitY'of'school systems, and those.that described the;
characteristics of the adapters. (-.

4

16 Mort, Paul P.,.and COrnell, Francis G. .Adaptability of Public School
.Systems. New-York:- Columbia University, Teachers College,

A 'School system's "adaptability" is'defined as. its capacity.to reject- .

oUlrioded practices and to_ take- :dew ,ones :to meet,its:new needs.- Its
_

ability to do-this Ts governed by the nature of,the environment, the
structure of the school System, and the agencies arid methods used in
the adaptation process: Mort develops hypotheses that relate to each
of these areas. This volume is'one of the earliest to formulate and
insist on the importance of hosts of variables in examining the
adoption process and as such traced the oath that much later research
was to follow. A'major oortion of the work deals with the positive
relation of average expenditure per pupil to the degree of adaptability..
of the school system.



17 National Seminar on the Diffusion of New Instructional Materials and Practices
Racine, Wisconsin, June 1-3, 1973. BoUlder, Colo.: Social Science
Education Consortium, 1973. (ED 083 III - 083 116).

This series of,working papers offers general observations on the
dififusion process for developers, users, participants in dissemination
and'tmplementation activities; describes characteristics of Subject
matters and developers that tend to encourage or inhibit ideas or
products; identifies charactpristics of-schools that discourage or
encourage the introduction and use of new ideas; and outlines the role
of communication mechanisms within the diffusion system that facilitate
orkinder diffusionof innovations.

18 Rogers, Everett M. "What Are Innovators Like?" Seminar on Change Processes
in the Public Schools. Eugene, Ore.: University, of Oregon, Center
for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, 1965.

"Innovators are the first members of-a social system to adopt new
ideas." (p. 55). That is, innovators are among the first 2.5 per cent
to adopt a new practice. Generally, they tend to be young, have
relatively high social status, rely on impersonal and cosmopolite sources

N,of'information. They travel widely, exert opinIon leadership, and see
themselves (and-are seen by their peers) as deviants. Innovati\ye school
systems are usually found in affluent areas where the community desires
an'effective education for its children. Systems may encourage change*
through choosing teachers with the desired social characteristics,by,
exposing teachers to educational innovations at conferences and work-
shops, by utilizing change agents.

19 Rogers, Everett M., and Shoemaker, F. Floyd. Communication of Innovations:
A Cross-Cultural Approach. 2nd ed. Nei./ York: Free Press, 1.971.

The authors have analyzed and synthesized over 1,500 research studies
on.the adoption and diffusion of innovatioris. They summarize the various
research, traditions and then treat selected major concepts found in
the literature: the innovation-decision process,,the relation of N
attributes of innovations to their rate of adoption, adopter categories,
opinion leadership, the characteristics and role of the change agent,
communication. channels. They point 66t;the shortcomings 9f existing
studies and call attention to areas repining further research., The
generalizations contained in the book-are listed at the end with examples
of empirical diffusion, studies that do and do not support each.
Complete citations-are given for the many stivfles.
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20 Watson, Goodwin. "Resistance to Change.". The Planning of Champ. 2nd ed.
Edited by. Warren G. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robert Chin. Toronto:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1969.

Having described the typical life-cycle of an innovation, Watson
Identifies those forces in the individual and in the organization that
constitute resistance to change. He views men as possessing an Inner
stabilizing force that acts as a regula.t.ory mechanism. Habit, primacy,
selective perception and retention, dependence, supereao, self-distrust,
insecurity and regression provide further obstacles to ch;nge in the
individual. Social systems develob'corresponding resistance traits.

_Reasons for resistance include conformity to norms, systemic and cultural
_coherence, vested interests, the sacrosanct, and rejections-of "outsiders "..
He concludes that to be successfully'adopted change must be supported
by top officials; it must be seen as necessary, ,non-threatening.
Participants must hpve opportunities for feedbac< and revision, and they -
must have trust and confidence in each other.

21 Woods, Thoma,E. the Administration of EducationSi. InnoVation. Eugene, .

Ore.: .0 Iversity- of .Oregon, Bureau of Educational Research and Service,
.1967. ( 067.768). .

In orde for the superintendent of schools to implement effective
proaram of change, he must be .aware. of the various phenomena associated
with change processes. Woods summarizes findings of behavioral science
treating characteristics of innovation; adoption, and diffusion.

D

If
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PART B: ERIC AND THE SCHOOLS

-22 Bruett, Mary Jo. Iowa Network for Obtaining Resource Materials for Schools
(INFORMS), Activities Manual: Operational and Promotional. Des Moines,
Iowa: Iowa State Department of Public Instruction, September 1972.
(ED 069 305).

Operated by the Iowa State Department o7 Public Instruction, Project
INFORMS is an ERIC information retrieval service for the state's school
districts. This manual was compiled to:assist project personnel in
identifying their roles,'in gaining familiarity with the operational
requirements of the project, in deyising effective promotional activities.
Examples of evaluation and field agent reports are included.

23 Cutter, Virginia M. Dissemination Policies,Procedure, and Programs of
Rine State Education Agencies. Washington, D.C., January 1,974.
TET-090 967). -.

.4

lhe state prbgrams concerned yitt bringing ERIC`to the schools on a
significant scale are the following: 1) The Florida Department,of
Education-has a set of the ERIC fiche, ;0,000 indexed resumes of journal _

...)

articles, 6,000 books, newspaper clippings, and subscriptions to 300
journmls listed in CIJE.--(It serves DOE staff., 'feathers .and administrators
of scho61 dIstricts-, junior.collegeiand state universitjes through a
network of sixty-six satellite centers located in colleges, universities
and area technical-vocational centers that each 'has a trained information

, consultant, ,a limited collection of -ERIC '' 'che,, and readers. FERIC

/4--±
responds to about 150 searches a month nd supplies in addition to

. bibliographic information, microfiche, hardcopy (on loan), and cobies
of. articles. 2) In Illinois, the S'uperintendent of Public Instruction
has, established five instructional materials centers for special .

education ,funded by state and federal' argnts. The central IMC. in the

OSP1 has, among other materials,"an ERIC collection and .respondssto
approximately ten requests a week Sending ERIC hardcopy,.books, and
absti-acts. 3) The lowa Network for Obtaining Resource Materials for
Schools (.Project INFORMS) is federally funded. but housed in and
-administered by thg.state's Department of Public Instruction., Services.
are provided through volunteer field 'agents in eleven of the state's
Reaional Education Service Agencies., Resources available to teachers
through INFORMS include documents in the ERIC system, articles listed.
in CIJE, packets-from theserieS Putting Research into.Educational
Practice (PREP), names of consultants, lists of'promising educational

., practices in Iowa. Over a thousand requests were answered in 1972 %-
ranging. from computer searches to. ,location of 'an article. The" field

_ agents, appointed by the county superintendent and trained in their
linking *roles by the Far West Laboratory follow-up reauests to assist
the patron to make maximum use of 'the packet and to determine the
effectiveness`of theresponse. They serve as contacts for Foca) school
people, negotiate the information Question, forward.it to central
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INFORMS at the Department of Public Instruction and provide follow-up.'
Although the agents at first regarded their role-as a burden, they now

-.view themselves as a service. 4) Montana subscribes to,the search
service_provided'by Northern ColoraTOTTI5.erd of Cooperative Services.
Themain,uers are administrative staff of the. Department of Public.
Instruction and even this use is limited. The service is not advertized
since.it is felt that lack of information linkers to negotiate the
question with` he.user and to specify the need to BOCS severely reduces
theLbseurness.of the information received. 5) New York State's :use of
ERIC varies with, the_ specific program of each of the forty-seven Boards
of Ciooperative E.ducational ServideT (BOCES). BOCES are,agencieslleaded.
by a district superintendent which function as change agents for the
State Education Department. The Education Department has also creates:1
an Educational Programs and-Studies Information Service (EPSIS) located
near the education section of the State Library. EPS1S'provides local
educators and BOCES staffs with an ERIC search service usina the
"Biomedical System?! of the State University of New York. .The extension
of the service was beilkkg planned when this report was compiled. ;

6) North'Carolina's Re earth and Information Center provides ERIC
computer searches at a fee.of $20 to $25 for local school officials and
state department of education personnele For local education'agencies
the 5IC will reproduce journal articles,fsend up to twenty microfiche
at no charge, develop a bibliography, and include the name of a person'
who may supply additional information. 7) Pennsylvania's information
needs are met throug:fi Research and Information Services for Education
(RISE). This statewide project serves the state's twenty -nine inter-
mediate units by training a staff member of the 1U as a resource
utilization specialist'(RUS) who transmits regUests for information
from schools to RISE, supplies fiche readers where nece4sary, and
delivers and interprets information packets. In answer to reauest5,
RISE supplies an ERIC bibliography and original documents.in hardcooy
or microfiche.

.4) -

HaveloCk, Mary C,, and Havelock, Ronald G.
the Merrimack Education Center. Local lnformati
for Educational Renewal (LINKER). Final Report.
Merrimack Education Center, 1974. (ED 094 728).

Project LINKER.Case Study of
on Network of Knowledge...

Chelmsford, Mass.:-

//r----The Merrimack Education Center was established "to bridge the pap between
-,/ theory and practice in education," Founded in 1968, it serves twenty

school d4stricts with 85,000 students-and 6,000 staff. It provides in-
service'trajning on specific topids for eduCators,.snonsOrs conferences,
acts as a broker in providing consultants'. for school boards. These and
its other programs ,Are supported by an information service that relies
heavily on the ERIC ribrary. The Center sells yearly'subscriptions to
boards,47ft include a viewer, 200 microfidhe, and sets of Research in
Education. This method allows the board to enter the cost for the
service as one li-ne item in its library pudget without any 'capital
outlay. From having its initial budget of $85,000 totally funded by the

23u
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federal government, the Center has, largely because of these-ERIC -
subscriptions and other products and serYlces,,evolved toa position
where the school boards pay 50% of its current $300,000 annual budget.

.'Budgefor informatioh activities specifically amounts to $68,000 per
annum,--of-which $18;000.is-paid for . I In addi-tion to-Three

-part time field agents, .there are twenty "PlAtekeepers" (principal,
teacher, or librarian) trained by the agent in the use,of information,
systems, ERIC in particular, The gatekeepers transiate.teacher requests
for-information into readests to the_Center for specific documents or
for computer searches on specific descriptors. The,Center uses the
Mitre Corporation for automated ERIC searches. Cost of subscriptions
are $275 for new subscriptions, $150 for renews! s,\$485 to other schools
and organizations outsijole-the roject. The authors describe in detalr
the linkage operation and it conforms to and diffenS from Havelockts
other writings. . -

. Related document ED 094 729 by Richard Lavi,'Executive_Director
of the Merrimack Education Center desCribes his concept of "ligkage".

25 Havelock, Ronald -G., et'al. Educational ,-rnnovation in the United States..
2 vols. Ann ArboFTPTCh.: University of Mi- chigan, Center for Research
on Utilization of Scientific Information, 1973. -(ED 091;865). -'

As part of a' study to determine the .feas.ibility of doing
survey of innovations in schools, the authgrs attempted to assess the use
of external and internal resources whiCh might be used in the promoting, .
adopting, Or implementing of innovations. -Other teachers were cited
by 44% of the 315 representative school districts while EPIC was used
by 9%. The research data was collected in 1970-71. Among the
barriers to innovations that are identified are linkage, structure,
openness, capaCitv, reward, and synergy-.'

k
26 Lindsay, Kenneth P. Utah's Pitot State DisseminatiOn-PrOgram. Final Report.

Salt Lake City,-Utah:' State Board of_Education, May 1973. (ED 078 858).: .

The Utah Technical Assfstance:Project through the TechniCal AssiStance
Reference Center ,performed almost 1,800 batch.ER1C, Searches
circulated 2,800 fiche, duplicated 219 fiche and disseminated information
thrOugh 52 district agents to local educatorS. The agents were chosen ,

by local.st<ofl.system superintendents, trained, by. Center staff in
conjunCtion with the,Far, West Laboratory (the ERIC Trai-ning package is
described. byED 069 327) to take regUests _from the educators
and relay them to the Center and to evaltlate the Center's services through .

Case studies.- The estimated budget for the.project for 1973 was--
5246,955. Case studies'questionnairet,:evaluations are included.

f

2")
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,

27 McCfeary,-William H. Information Retrieval of the Northern Colorado
Educational Board of Cooperative Services. -Final Report, F.Y. 19702.
Boulder, Colo.: Information Retrieval:Center, August 1972. (ED 067 134).

The Northern Colorado Educational Board of-Cooperative Services (NCEBOCS)
Information Retrieval Center provides computerized ERIC searches to
Colorado, Utah, Oregon, South Dakota, Washington, Wyoming, Idaho, Nogth

'Dakota, Kansas and Montana. 4In addition to ERIC bibliographies and
fiche, the. Center provides jackets of- Educational Topics (PET), a Catalog
of ComP4terizeg Searches (06.V14 Current Awareness Profiles (CAP), and
Searches in Depth (SID). 1;110.Center=' searches its own ERIC tapes im
response to approximately 1,000 requests for automated searches receives_
per month. September, October, and November are the busiest months and
educational administrators are the hdaviest users (tuperintendents,
principals, consultants) followed by teachers. Researchers and graduate
students requegted a tenth as many searches. Volume at the Center grew
from 1,435 ERIC requests fiJled hn 1970 to 6,535 filled in 1972. Of

the evaluationt returned, 56% of users felt the computerized abstracts
were relevant to tbeirxequests, 73,1- of users receiving manual searches
were satisfied. The author concludes that the key to successful
retrieval is for the retrieval staff to thoroughly understand the request
and to interpret it as precisely as possible. Includes workshop agendas,
training materials for users.

28 Research and Information Services for Education. "RISE." King of Prussia;

Pa.; 1.974. (Mimeographed).-
.

Formed -.in 1972 and funded, by state and federal agencies, RISE is an
educational information'ageney sponsored jointly by the Montgomery
County Intermediate Unit and the Pennsylvania Department of Education.
Amon(' other types.of information, it provides on-line 'computer searches
of the ERIC data base free to schools of the MCIUdend to the Bureau of

Planning and Evaluation of the Pennsylvania Department of Education.
Of:the twentv-nine Intermediate Units in the state, RISE has trained
Resource -Utilization Specialists who act as intermediaries in twenty-five.
Costs for searches depend on type of search-and category of user but
$25-is average., Journal articles are supplied at lOct per copied page;
and microfiche duplicated at 250 per/fiche.

29 Robinson; Er'ika L. An Analysis of the Impact of the Research Utilization
Project on PrincipalsfTttitudes and on the Use of. Information Services
by Teachers' and Other Field Personnel in 16 Target Elementary Schools
of the District of Columbia. Washington, D.C.: Officeof Planning,
Research and Evaluation, Departmentsof Research and Evaluation, 1.973.
(ED ,086 177).

The Research Informatibn Center of the District of Columbia Public
Schools collects and disseminates information including .RIC on
educational research and innovations. A project using agents to.increase
awareness of the centee.s services was undertaken. In anatvzing.the
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Impact of RUP, several hypotheses were confirmed:. that target schools
requested more searches than non-target schools; that''use of,aducationa
extension agents increases perticipation and satisfaction of users;
_that more se-rches were performed during the project period than before-
it. The author recommends the extension agent concept "as a model or.

development' of a system-wi de d ssemi nat oh system."

Schal Oak,' De I , 'et a I . The Oregon Studies in Edu2ational.Research,
Development Diffusion-and Evaluation. .5 vols. :Monmouth,. Ore.: Oregon
State System of Higher Education, Teaching Research Division, 1972.

.-0(ED 066 837 - 066 844).

Because of the- Pack of information on development, d i f fusion, and
evalbation activities as they related to education, and because of the
scareity.of rata Fegardina the best mettiods for training personnel for
these areas, the USOE in 1970 'sponsored the Oregon Studies. Vo-l-eme I,

consists-.of a Sumriary Report; Volume 11: The Literature of Educational
R2.12/4 (not avai 1 gble on fiche); Volume III : Conceptual. Frameworks
for.Viewl ncr Educationa 1 RDD & E; Vol ume IV: Profiles of ExeMp 1 ary
'Projects' in Educational RDD & E; Volume V: A- Methodojogy for the. Study
of Educational RDD & E.. Volume IV, Case-Profj,le No. 18 presents an
overview -of that part of EPIC from January 1970 to November 1972
operated by Leasco in the context of .a model diffusion project.

6

31. Sieber, Sam D.; Louis, Karen. Seashore; Metzger, Loya.. The Use,of:
Educational Know l edge. 2 vo I s . New York: Co 1 umb-i a Un i vers ty, Bureau

of Applied Social Research.; '1972 (ED 065,739 - 065 740).

The Pi lot State Dissemination program described was the first 1.1.-cle-
scale attempt to bring the resources of ERIC to local teachers and
administrators. Three states with mainly rural and small town popplations
were chosen. Two extension .agents were utilized full-time ;in two of -
the states,, and three in the third to help clients in target areas _
identify _their needs, to relay their needs to the retrieval center, to .r-

re*urn'and interpret information to the client, arld to cOnsider its
applicability -and steps,.for -possible implementation. Volume I describel°
the goals of the program, the roles of the -f ield agent .in education,
the information retrieval process; organizational issues, training,:of
project staff, outcomes of the peoaram, and rec6mmendations. Volume
is composed of the case studies of the three states. Extensive
appendices include numerous examp les of forms used for:data collection. .



32 Timbie, M.; and. Coombs, D. An Interactive Information Retrieval System:
. Case StudieS on the Use of Dialog to Search the ERIC Document File.

Stanford,-Calif.: Stanford Uniyersity, Institute for Communications
Research, 1.969. (ED 034 431).

220'

Describes user evaltetion study of on-line computer searching of ERIC
document fi-le using Dialog; describeserDialog, search procedure, subject
Population, operating procedures; presents results of nine case studies
discussing system usefulness, ease of use,"advantages of interacting
with search; presehts results of nineteen later evaluations by visitors
to the system; discusses-further uses of system over a period of several
months; appendix includes evaluation materials, protocols.

33 zy: !der, DiolOres J., ed. TennesseeinfOrmation Retri-evaland Dissemination.
System for Vocational Education..FInal Report:- 1, 1970-Juhe30;
A971).- Knoxville, Tenn.: Tennessee OCcupationa1..Researcii7 and
Development Coordinating Unit,. 1971. -(ED 056 215)..

The Tennessee Research Co-ordinating Unit (a Unit of the State Division
/of Vocational-Technical Education and the College of Education,
University of Tennessee) searches the-ERIC tapes using the "Ouerv"
program. The service maybe used byanyone in the ,state working in the
field of education. Users are.provided with a computer-printout
bibliography and microfiche of original documents at 1() per copy.
Each search costs $15. The RCU established thirteen "Regional Resource
Centers" in 1970 wbich contain partial ERIC files, a reader-printer,
and indexes. They serve 'as the contact point between the RCU at
Knoxville and the local user, During an'October.+0 June nine-monfh
period, 4,526 microfiche titles were-disseminated to 575 users.
The total budget for one year was $38; 250. A user-satisfaction
questionnaire and its results' are included as areworkshop agendas and
information materials.

.

Wolf, W. C., Jr., and Fiorino, A. John. A Study of Educational Knowledge
Diffusion and Uti-lization. Amherst, Mass.: University of-Massachusetts,
1972. (ED 061 772). ,

:rtile authors feel that there is ,a need for ,'baseline data pertaining to
the educational' knowledge diffusion and utilization process." To supply
this information, their study examined the extent to which 600 teachers,
supervisors and administrators, add teacher-educators have adopted,
planned to adopt or failed to adopt innovations within a one year
period; the influences of recognized diffusion agents upon the adoption
of innovations;'characteristics of selected targetaudieneas inrelation
to the adoption of innovations; relationships between five staaes of
innovation adoption reported by Rogers, Lionberger, and others, and the
_adoption process described by randomly selected educators.-- ERIC was
one of the innovations-studied. interview auestionnaires are included'
and criteria of.computerprograms to analyze tpedata,are-descriped
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PART C: ISSUES AND CONCERNS IN .INFORMATION HANDLING :

35 Borman, Lorraine, and Mittman, Benjamin. "Interactive Search of Bibliographic
Data Bases in- an Academic Environment." Journal of the American Society
for Informal-ion Science 23 (May-June 1972) 164-71.

The authors- relate their experiences 'in attempting to attract appropriate
research faculty and students of Northwestern UnLyersity to use on -line
data bases inphysics and astronomy. Faculty refused to use the system
without a librarian to negotiate their requests and even then their
use was .minima I . Student use, on the other hand, was enthusiastic.
The authors attribute this difference to the classroom' environment
which encourages the student to learn and be receptive to new proceses
while the research worker's success is dependent on his preViously
established modes. of behavior.

Brickley, Richard R., and Teohoski% Carolyn V. The Evaluation of Educational
Information Centers. TM Report 34. Princeton, N.J.: ERIC: Clearing-
house on Tests, Measurement, & Evaluation, 1974:

The authors.distinauish between different kinds of information services
and the issues .involved in evaluating information activities. They
differentiate between the various component parts of an educational
information center-user needs , information resour9es (data- bases) ;

-

cuestiob negotiation (search an% d retrieval), impae, and utilization,
cost effettiveness-and _analyze recent evaluative 'efforts in these areas.
A copy of the RISetiterature search evaluation is included.

.

4 .

37 Christ, C. W. Jr.- -"Microfidhei A Study of User Attitudes and Reading,
Hob 1-s:n . Journal,of the American Society for I n format ion. Sckence 23

(Janbary-February 4972) 3035.

The Libraries and Information System2-Centet= of BeIT Telephone
Laboratories conducted a study to determine wheth-67--. their scientists
6nd engineerv.wouldaccept microfiChe as an alternative to pager for

odistribution f their technical reports and to deteemine whether this
change in format effected the reading habits of this group. At the end
of a mine month period, 55% of the participants agreed to.Qontinue
receiving their reports on fiche.' They cited suitability for scanning
and ease of. storage as factors contribliting to their positive response.
Lack of readers and poor%qual itv of fiche and readers_ were criticisms
most often cited. The reading habits of the recipients underwent
-subtle chances as a result of receiving their reports in fiche: format:
they tended to "batch" or gather fiche to scan several at a sitting
and they read mole at the office and IeFs at home.
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38 Cleverifao. C. W. "UserEvaluation'of Information Retrieval Systems.'
JournSI. of `Documentation, 30 (J une 1974)-- -80.

It is the author's' contention_ that most' eva luatichs done of information
retrieval'systems.are strongly management-oriented. They are concerned
i4i.th methods of improving performance-and reducing costs but rarely
consider the real needs of the users and their degrAke of satisfaction
with the service they are receiving. Therefore the criteria of
precision arid recall which measure the performance of a system must be
replaced by measures that determine the,yalue or usefulness of the
system to the user. These should determine the extent to which users'
needs are being-merbv the. system,-the reasons they are not being met,
the cost-effectiveneSs ot-seirches-made by users themselves or by users
via intermediaries, the effect on the .rate. of. usage of charging for
searches. He proposes a ;five-stage model that 66 feels can provide
data that will be relevant-in tackling these concerns.

39 Cooper, Michael D. "A Cost Model for Evaluating Information Retrieval
Systems." Journal of the American Society for Information Science 23
(September-October 1972): 306-12.

A mathematical model was developed to, provide a method of comparing
costs between different information retrieval 'syste's.' The model
divides the total costs of-the retrieval operation intip Those incurred
by the user and thoseincurred by the system., . For each of th-ese
components, pre-search, search.,, and post-search- actimities costs are
analyzed. The system alloWs se0arate cost-'allocatiohs to the user and
to the system and suagests thatthere is a "tradeoff between the
degree of generality or specificity,reauired in the search and the
cost and benefit of conducting it."

40 -:Deats, Tom. ."Moving and UsingInformation. :Teachers College ReCOrd 75.

(Februpy 1974): 383-93.

The author feels that ERIC's.failure to be widely used by American'
educators,has been largely (and wrongly) attributed to a fait,ure in
communication. The basic underlying assumption (equajly ipc6rrect)
has been :that increased- knowledae of the information -system-among
educators would mean its-grbater utilization. The author believes
that the,problem is not one of creating greater awareness but of failina.
to "take into account the ways in which peopie'insa given community
talk about what is important to them in that comMunity. context." The
educator must feel the system is useful and relevant to hima slow
Process not Nikely to be influenced,b0mass promotional campaigns. The
ERIC people Must start with the user's perceptions and needs and hot
attempt to thrust a finished product uPon the consumer.
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41 DeGennaro, Richard. "ProvidiTig-BtbliographiC Services From Machine-Readabje,-
-,Data .Bases - The Library's Role." :Journal- of Library Automation 6
(DeceMber 1973): 215-22.

.

The libraries of the future will act as information brokers meetina the
needs of their patrons through access to centrally maintained; commercially
available data bases. Contrary to the popular' view at this time, they
will not subscribe to the data tapes themselves for-they will recognize
that the costs involved are not limited to the subscription fee for tapes
butinvolve computer programs to manipulate and access the tapes, and
admrhistrative and marketing costs to acquire users. The costs_for
providing on-line access to bibliographic information will have to be
borne by, the user since it is unlikely that library budgets will increase
And some mechanism for controlling unlimited usage _will be necessary.
While-special units within liBraries'may be necessary to handle these
new data services at the present -Utile, in the future access will be
provided asa normal service by reference librarians.

42 Elman, Stanley A. "Cost - arison of Manual and On-Line Computerized
Literature Searching.' S.-cial Libraries 66 (Janudi:y 1975): 12-18.

The formula C-OTAL = (T x
S

C ) aP ws devised to represent the total,IUM
_ cost of compel eting an on-line literature search. The total cost(/I s

arrived at by multiplying the op-line time in. minutes, T, times the
sum of all costs per minute of operation (including computer-connect
time, labor, telephone hook-up charges, and terminal leasing) and
adding the cost, P, of off-line inted citations. The averaae cost
of 66 computer-aided literature s rches via the Dialog on-tine
information retrieval system oper ed at Lockheed-California Company.
Library was $47.00. The average anual-search,cost $250.00. Time
required for the automated sear averaged 45 minutes, for the manual
search; 22 hours.

43 Fry, Bernard M. Evaluation Stuly, of RIC Products and Services. .4 vols.g
Bloomington; ind.: Indiana 6iversity Graduate Library School, 1972.
(ED 060 922 - 060 926).

A_Iarae-scale eval,dation of the ERIC system was made over an eighteen
month period by faculty and araaaate students at Indiana/University.
Data from 2,500 aue ionnai-res supplemented by interviews were
collected and analy ed. It was shown that users judged the ERIC system
very favorably: nine out of ten users felt they _obtained. information
they would not ha:re obtained otherwise seven out of ten said the
information obtained resulted in mprov ments in the way they did things;
more than half reported that ERIC had prevented them from.duolicatina
efforts. Ressohs for usipp_ERIC publications included keeping abreast

I:
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In a field, research Projeatt, program improvement, assignments and term
papers; and curriculum development.. Educational practitioners constituted
the largeSt single groUp_of users': Most users learnt about ERIC through
classroom instruction and colleagues:

! .

44. Katzer, Jeffrey. _"The Development of a- rSemantic;Differentiato Assess
UserS'' Attitudes Towards .An On-Line Interactive Reference Retrieval
System.'" Journal -of the American Society for Information Science 23
(Marah--April 1972):' 122-28.

-A semantic differential is an-instrument used to measure attitudes.
Lt consists of- -a series of bipolar adjective scales on which the
responClent reacts-: Such a scale was developed to measure users'
reactions and attitudes,to an experimental interactive retrievalsyst em
providing free searches to Psydhological Abstracts through SUPARS
(Syracuse_linivergity-Psychological Apstracts-Retrieval.Service):
Seventy-one users completed 19 adjective scales describing 20 concepts.
"The correlations among the scales were factor analyzed. Three :-

independent dimensions were identified. Factor I. was labeled 'evaluative-
specific' apd accounted for over 23_of the total variance. . Factor II,
was called 'desirability': it accounted for over r7% of the-total
variance. And, Factor III, enfitJed 'enormity' accounted for over 10%
of the total _variance." (p..122).- A replication of this study is
described in JAS1S 24 (July- August 1973) 307-308.

Kuehl, Philip G. "Marketing Perspectives for 'ERIC-Like' Information
Systems." Journal of the American Society for Information Science 23
.(November-December 1972): 359-64.

"ERIC-Like" information systems conform to the business functions that
are characteristic of private enterprise: they generate revenue, they
produce and market a product. Therefore,-to maximize their efective-
mess, the author feels these.systems should recognize that they are in
the marketing field and utilize basic marketing_concepts to increase'
their effectiveness.. They should therefore direct their efforts toward
identifying user wants.and needs and developina products that satisfy
these needs. The product developed out of user suggestions would then
be much more readily marketable since it would virtually sell itself.
'Specific marketing techniques that the information scientist should
he fami(liar 'with are consumer'behavior research, channels of
distri6ution, organization'theory, and market segmeptation analysis.



46 Lancaster, F .

Efficie cv." American Documentation 20 (April 1969): 119-42.

A comprehensive evaluation of the Medical Literature-Analysis and
Retrieval System (MEDLARS) operated by the National Lib-r'zry of Medicine
was conducted in 1966-67. The search requests submitted by scientists
and doctors over a twelve month period were analyzed to evaluate the
operating efficiency of MEDLARS. The requirements of-the users were
assumed to be the coverage of-the useful literature on n-a aiven,topic
indexed in the system, the ability of the system to retrieve documents,
1:e. its "recall power", the ability of the system to yie'ld on-ly
'relevant dOcuments, i.e. its "precision power", the time required to
respond to a request, the format of the search results, and the effOrt
the user had to expend for a successful result. The findings indicated
that the system was operating at 57.7% recall and 50.4% precision. .

The sources of failure-accounting for these low rates were fOund to be
lack of specificity and exhaustivity of the indexing language, searching
errors due to use of inappropriate terms or defective search logic,
deficiencies owing to inadequately formulated-reauests by the user.
Among the suggestions for improvement are that the user submit a
statement in narrative form-not in what he-believes to be search
strategy-of what he is looking for and the purpose of the search.

"MEDLARS: Report on the` valuation of Its Operating
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47 Lancaster, F. W., and Climenson, W. D. "Evaluating the -Economic Efficiency
of.,a Document Retrieval System." Journal:of Documentation-24
(Mprch;,1968): 16-40.

The authors separate the criteria used to measure the efficiency of.a.
retrieval system into +hose that are user-oriented and those th6t are
management-oriented. Those.characteristi.cs that signify the operating
efficiency of the system to the user are its coverage, usability,

'precision, response, presentation, and user effort required.
These factors must'be weighed against the'need of management, for
economic efficiencir. The break-even points,, trade-off factors, and
diminishing returns are considered'in relation to the various component
parts of the whole retrieval system: acquisition, indexing,jndex
1anquage,-searching, and equipment. In the final analysis, however,
the authors feel that the question to answer is not_whether a system
is operating efficiently but whether it is'worthwhile. They suggest
that this worth may be arrived at by measuring what users are willing
to pay for it and what beneficial influence it has on decision-making.



48 Marron, Harve}i, and Su I 1 i van, /Patricia. "Information D i sSemi.nati on -1 n

Education; A Status' Report." College and Research Libraries 32
(July 1971): 286 -94. /
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The authors give an overview of'the auantLty, of information produced in
education and the efforts.made to control and disseminate it. They
treat both primary publications and secondary services, as well as
reviews and summaries of the'literature, on-going research and develop-
ment, and new techniques available. They chart major indexing and
abstracting services of special interest to educators, and list their
fields po& interest, availability, coverage, cost, and source.

49 Pbthies, M. Lorraine, and Watson, Peter G. Computer-Based Reference Service.
Chicago: American Library Association, 1973.

Intended as a text/on the potential of'computers for reference
librarians, this volume uses ERIC as an example of a model information
system.. The flow of information through Research in Education,
document processfng, vocabulary development.and control, and indexing
methods used by ,ERIC are all described. Theprinciples and strategies
of computer searching using binary numeration and Boolean logic are
outlined. Examples of profile forms, typical searches-and other
machine readable data bases are included.

41!Improving a.Field-based Information System."'
journal df the American Society for Information Science 22 (November-
December 1-971): 399 -408.

The ERIC system is criticized because it has not succeeded in bringing
the educational knowledge base to the. practitioner. To overcome this
fault, the aufhor suggests that the concept of an,educational extension
agent be implemented and,that continuing educaticin programs be conducted.
He recommends that ERIC abandon the short abstract format of Research
in Education in favor of a longer abstract on the APA model that would
act as a document surrogate, that microfiche, be abandoned in favor of
full-size photocopies of the original document, andthat information
analysis products compiled on an ad hoc basis give way to a continuing
.review and synthesis .of'current documents. He teefs that the
inTormation analysis activities of the,clearinghouses should be separated
from the on-site user services and that all-document-processing operations
should be centralized rather than geographically dispersed.

4
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51 Penner, Rudolph J. "The Practice of Charging Users for Information Services:
A State of the Art Report." Journal of'the American Socieiv for
Information Science 21 (January-February 1970): 67-74.1

Cha'rging users for information services has not yet become a.common
practice among libraries. The_attitudes, of society may partly account
for this situation but the inability of libraries to arrive at a sound

basis ,charges is'also a significant factor.- The euthor.suveypd-'
the literature for articles on charging systems and cost- accounting
for in-house information services. ,Since he found very little he next

tried to discover articles.on any rCnown costs for providing information.
He constructed a chronological table, 1959-1968, listing twenty-two
separate information-related operations, their costs as reported by
their authors, and the source-where they were reported. He concludes
tl'Iat-tenters are reluctant to report thei,r costs and charges, that.
IlbrariaMs either do not know or do not want to know the-cOsts of their
syttems, that large operating centers'are most capable of running
their operations in a businesslike 'manner._

.

52; Stern, Louis W.; Craig, C. Samuel;.LaGre0, Anthony J.; and Lazorick,
Gerald J. "Promotion of Iriformation Services: An Evaluation of
Alternative Approaches."_ Journal of the American Society f6r (-

Information Science. 24 (May-June 1973); 171-79. - \\

Three promotional programs to, gain users for the selective dissemination

of information (SDI) services of the Methanized Information Center at
-0-hio State University were designed and devaluated. Methods used were
opinion leadership, "blitz", and telephone solicitation. For each
method data was collected to show the level f market penetration
'achieved; the level of user satisfaction ge erated; the influence of

the program components employed (letter, t lephone call, brochure,

visit); the cost.effectiveness. Results owed that and

telephone solicitatIon programs achieved greatest market penetration;
there were no significant effects of program on user satisfaction;

a personal visit from the information specialist was the most effective
-im converti_na a-potential user into an actual one; the "blitz" program

was the cheapest followed closely by the telephbne solicitation.
Tables showing details of costs' for_. each method and the Enstrument
administered to measure user satisfaction-ae included.

53 Summit, Roger K. 'DIALOG and the'User = An Evaluation of the User interface.

With A Major On-Line Retrlieval,System.7 Interactive Bihlibgraphic

_ Search: The.User/Computer Interface..-.Edited by,Donald-E. Walker.
Montvale, N.J.: AFIPS Press, 19.71-.

DIALOG-.refers jtojheon-line informatiOn retrieval system developed
by;the .Lockheed Palo Alto Retearchj.aboratOry. Oeiginallv used to

:-retrieve NASA .doeumentsi.n 1967, it has evolved -info one of the two
. -
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most widely used systems to ren,leve ERIC material; the other betng
System Development Corporationl's Orbit II. Summit describes the
design characteristics of DIALOG_bv followina a basic steps of a
computer search. He concludes by presenting the results of an extensive
evaluation of the system. The MALOG features that impressed users
most were its speed and its abi 1 ityto sugaeSt other relevant areas o
informatio-h or alternate wayS of finding information origfnali-v-souOt.

r 1 'tb

54 Tailor, Robert S.' "Question-Nego+jatIon and Information Seeking
Libraries." -College and Research Libraries (May 1968): 1-11.

The information-seeker develops his need for information through four
levels: first, he feels a vague and unexpressed but real need for
OltOrmation, "the, visceral need:" second, he has a mental description
of -his need, "the conscious need;" third, 'he can make a concrete,
rationak:statement, "the formalized need;'.' -last, he can recast-his
questiorr-in terms of the information.avai.lable, "the Compromised need."
-It is the skil-Lof the information specialist to filter what the
inauirer communicates in order to help him to find the information he
real -I5 needs.- in this negotiation process the specialist must deter-
mine the limits and structure of the subject; the motivation, .

objective and backaround of the inquirer; thee relationship of the
inquiry description to thefile organization; and the kind,of anSwer,
the inquirer wilt accept. Only through this delicate interp+aurcan-
the true needs of the inauirer be determined and met.

55 Ware, Glenn O. "A General Statistical Model for Estimating Future Dema-d
Levels of Data-Base Utilization Within an Information Retr:eval
Organization."- Journal of the American Society for-thfoi-mation Science
24 (Suly-August 1973): 260-64.

A general, statistical model-4as deeloped that would predict the arowth
batterns of data ba'se utilization and estimate future levels of demand._
The model was tested against data gathered at the University of
Georgia's information retrieval-service on'the number o users requesting
current awareness search requests against seventeen serigrate data,
-bases over a twenty-four month period. 'The model it y =A (I -
where y is the number of users of a data base at time t, and and 6 are
parameters to be estimated. The author's claimed 99% accuracy has
implications for administrators of fetrieval- services reaarding
personnel, software, Kardware reauiremdnts.

.
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'Wood; D. N. "User Studies: A Review of. the Literature from 1966 to 1970."
e Asiib Proceedings 23 (January 101): 11-23.

: In reviewing sixty=nine user sdies on the information gathering
'habits of scientists, engineert-,-and social scientists, Wood' concludes
that Scientists select the information source they find, easiest to use
(usually their own-collection) more often than the ohe with the -
-greatest.potential'Value; that informal,communication.lbetween scientists
is of great importance and means must be deveroped.to exploit it; .

that users are-reluctant to use' indexes and abStractS but welcome-
instruction; that abstractsserve the purpose-of keeping the researcher
up to date withOct resorting to primary "sources; that libari,es of
the future will s641 their services.

.

57. 'Wright,:Kieth. "Social Science informatiol.:Characteristios.with-Particular
, Reference -.to the ducational- Resources' Information Center (ERIC)."

: JOurnal-ot:the Arrierican Society for -InformationtScience-24 (May-June
-T-03777/37-704. .

The literature of the. social sciences is widely dispersed in many
books and journals-and across numeroGs disciplines.. Its terminology
is i1J-defined,;contains-much technical jargon; uses e.,erydaywo7dt
withv&ried meanings. ,These characteristics create problems for
-indexing; thesaurus construed-14, and information_retrieval. Education

Suffers from el these problems common to +he social scrences. Wright
describes the. components of the ERIC system, Olaces ERIC in the context

--of-social. science-inforrilatifon, and enumerates criticisms that'have
.teeh7Veyeiled ac4ainst ERIC:. the problems of decentralization which
do not allow or uniform practices or standards, the lack of control-.
over the quality of the 'information abstracted, the inadequacy.of the
indexing vocabulary.and the. thesaurus structure: He presents a
survey of the.attempts to- organize social,science-informatiqn and Lists-.
most, of the major:$tudies,-.done of the ERlC,systeM: . .

.

.
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